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The problems of efficient prevention, screening, and treatment interventions for chronic diseases

and acute infections have received much attention in recent years because of the rise in American

healthcare costs. Chronic diseases generally cannot be prevented by vaccines or cured by one-time

medication; however, most of them are controllable through lifestyle changes, early detection, and

treatment. Improving the healthcare delivery system and encouraging access and adherence to med-

ical care provide key opportunities for better prevention and control of multi-stage chronic diseases.

On the other hand, an acute outbreak of a disease can be prevented with vaccination, an effective

prevention intervention; however, low vaccination rate and free-riding behavior in vaccination deci-

sions exist. In this case, healthcare policies need to be optimally and efficiently designed to improve

sequential decision making to implement interventions for chronic disease and to prevent the out-

break of acute infectious diseases. This research has two contributions: building sequential decision

support models for three healthcare delivery and insurance design problems, and developing corre-

sponding methodologies that can be used to effectively investigate these healthcare problems.

The three healthcare policy optimization problems in this dissertation are:

(i) the implementation of optimal sequential screening and treatment policy with a budget con-

straint for a chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) birth-cohort to improve population health out-

comes;





(ii) a long-term healthcare insurance cost-sharing policy design for patients with hypertensive

heart disease to minimize public/private insurer’s and insurants’ costs;

(iii) the design of a vaccination reimbursement and cost-sharing policy to reduce medical treatment

cost and prevent the spread of seasonal influenza.

The first contribution of this dissertation is to build decision support models that represent dis-

ease transmission and progression for these three health healthcare applications. These models cap-

ture the uncertainties of disease transmission/progression and interactions between decision makers

and target population. The three problems are modeled with stochastic processes, game theoretic ap-

proaches, and agent-based simulations to forecast population health, intervention effects, and costs

over time; however, these problems are complicated and determining an optimal healthcare policy is

challenging. Therefore, efficient methodologies need to be developed so that optimal/near-optimal

healthcare policies can be easily implemented.

The second contribution is to develop three efficient methodologies that can be applied to three

corresponding healthcare policy optimization problems. The methodologies include several com-

mon important characteristics. The first characteristic is to approximate models to alleviate the

curse of dimensionality. These methodologies focus on building low-fidelity optimization problems

or models so that a healthcare policy with good quality can be easily calculated. The low-fidelity

approximation allows decision makers to efficiently identify a near-optimal healthcare intervention

policy. The second characteristic is to use the structure of the problems to bound or guarantee an

optimal solution so that these methodologies can be extended to large-scale healthcare management

problems and further improve solution quality. The second objective focuses on incorporating global

optimization techniques or optimal control theorems into methodologies to provide an optimal or

near-optimal solution with improved computation time. The improvement allows decision makers

to trade-off computation effort with policy quality in large-scale healthcare management problems.

These decision support models:

(i) provide useful insights regarding HCV elimination to maximize overall health outcomes mea-

sured by quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) for different annual budgets and birth-cohorts





in baby boomers;

(ii) design flexible and differential cost-sharing provisions for specific patient groups to incent the

patients with multi-stage chronic diseases for promoting healthcare service choices;

(iii) enable a public/private insurer to set optimal insurance policies, including reimbursement and

cost-sharing rate, to maximize its utility which is in terms of medication and vaccination cost

and social benefit during the flu season.

The illustrations of intervention implementation for these three diseases pave the way for new,

and more efficient methods for preventing and controlling other disease problems. Also, the models

and methodologies applied to these three healthcare policies provide contributions to understanding

and future implementations to healthcare delivery and insurance design.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Prevention, screening, and treatment interventions for chronic diseases and acute infections ac-

count for primary drivers of U.S. health expenditures [5, 67]. Chronic diseases generally cannot

be prevented by vaccines or cured by one-time medication; however, most of them are control-

lable through lifestyle changes, early detection, and treatment. Improving the healthcare delivery

system and encouraging access and adherence to medical care provide key opportunities for better

prevention and control of multi-stage chronic diseases [108, 155]. In contrast to chronic disease,

an outbreak of acute infection can often be prevented by vaccination before the disease starts to

spread in a population. However, despite the known success of vaccines in reducing morbidity and

complications associated with the disease, immunization rates remain relatively low [30]. Given

these considerations, in order to maximize health population outcomes, sequential budget alloca-

tion for multiple interventions need to be improved from the healthcare systems’ perspective, and

vaccination and medical care seeking behavior need to be properly incentivized from a self-interest

individuals’ perspective.

Identifying optimal healthcare intervention policies that enable maximum population/individual

health outcomes may lead to a significant societal impact on prevention and control of chronic and

infectious diseases (e.g., chronic hepatitis C and HIV) [47, 96]. It is, however, computationally chal-

lenging due to complicated disease transmission/evolution models and the non-linear and dynamic

property of the optimization problems. Research on how to efficiently identify near-optimal/optimal

healthcare interventions for disease management is therefore necessary.

Three real-world healthcare problems studied in this dissertation are multi-stage chronic dis-

eases, i.e., HCV and hypertension, and acute infectious disease, i.e., seasonal influenza. We first

study the prevention and management of chronic disease from a system perspective. For chronic

disease that involves multiple interventions from a government/public payer, (e.g., chronic hepati-

tis C (HCV), depression, and opioid epidemic), dynamic resource allocation problems have been
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investigated in recent years. Operations research (OR) tools such as mathematical programming,

simulation optimization, Markov decision process (MDP) and system dynamics models are becom-

ing more common in healthcare policy modeling research. One of the desired goals for healthcare

policymakers is to improve population health outcomes through reductions in disease prevalence,

incidence, morbidity, and mortality. However, a dynamic resource allocation problem is challeng-

ing because it involves making a sequence of intervention decisions ahead of budgetary planning

cycle over multiple time-periods. Factors that impede optimal resource allocation include com-

plex population-level disease dynamics, resource constraints, intervention priority, and uncertain

intervention effects. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an efficient solution algorithm to solve

sequential decision problems for a large population.

Second, this research focuses on chronic diseases that can be prevented and managed with an

individual’s treatment-seeking behavior (e.g., hypertension and diabetes). The cost-sharing policies

in a health insurance scheme have been employed as an effective mechanism to incent the use of

medications toward lower medical expenditures; however, the level of cost-sharing may influence

patients’ willingness to manage chronic diseases [104, 133]. While various healthcare mechanisms

are designed and analyzed to reduce moral hazard or eliminate insurance overhead [53, 54, 167], it

is necessary to consider long-term interaction between insurer and patients, and the effect of health

insurance design on dynamic health outcomes and patient’s behavior.

The third healthcare problem is a vaccine-preventable outbreak of acute infectious disease, e.g.,

seasonal influenza. The best way to prevent and control outbreaks is to encourage vaccination

uptake before infection and treatment uptake once getting infected [71, 123]; however, critical vac-

cination coverage for acute infectious disease usually cannot be achieved by voluntary vaccination.

Moreover, increased out-of-pocket expenses for patients are associated with lower rates of treat-

ment uptake; on the other hand, lower cost-sharing may result in a lower vaccination rate because

of the relatively low medical cost for treatment. To improve the vaccination coverage rate and

further prevent the spread of acute infectious disease, an incentive-based mechanism between the

insurer/public payer and patients is necessary.

This dissertation has two primary objectives for each above mentioned real-world application:

(i) to design sequential decision support models;
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(ii) to develop corresponding optimization methodologies to efficiently discover policies/interventions

for these healthcare problems.

For each of the three healthcare policy-making problems, the research challenges and research

contributions are presented with respect to the two primary research objectives as follows.

• Design a sequential healthcare decision-making methodology for efficiently implementing op-

timal sequential screening and treatment policies with the budget constraint for chronic HCV

birth-cohort to improve population health outcomes. Two challenges are considered: (i) since

the sequential budget allocation problem is non-linear and involves dynamic disease progres-

sion and evolutionary population, how to capture the property of the dynamic model with

reasonable computational complexity of the optimization problem is challenging; (ii) with

the complicated dynamic resource allocation problem, how to efficiently identify an optimal

(or near-optimal) policy is a challenge.

Contributions

– A low-fidelity model to approximate the overall health outcomes is formulated by uti-

lizing the structural property of Markovian disease progression.

– Integrating the low-fidelity model into an original optimization model, a multi-fidelity

rollout algorithm is designed to efficiently identify a near-optimal sequential interven-

tion policy. The rollout algorithm with a branch-and-bound framework was then de-

signed to provide an optimality guarantee and bounds on the optimality gap of healthcare

interventions.

– A numerical study provides useful insights that allocating $4 or $8 billion annual bud-

gets are able to effectively eliminate HCV infection in 19 and 11 years, respectively.

• Design a long-term optimal healthcare insurance cost-sharing policy for patients with hy-

pertensive heart disease to minimize public/private insurer’s and insurants’ respective costs.

Two challenges are considered: (i) with the hierarchical strategies/moves between the insurer

and the insurant, insurant’s health outcome is determined by both insurer’s announced cost-

sharing policy and insurant’s treatment action. However, the policy and the action depend on
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not only the expenditure and effectiveness of healthcare services but also the uncertainty of

disease progression. Considering corresponding health results associated with both insurer

and insurant’s current and future decision-making behaviors, how to formulate the long-term

interaction between the insurer and insurants is a challenge; (ii) the insurer needs prudent

decision-making tools for not only reducing long-term medical costs but improving patients’

health outcomes. Both insurer and insurant make decisions with consideration of natural dis-

ease progression and each other’s current and future response, which result in a complicated

decision-making process. Thus, how to determine optimal cost-sharing strategies for the in-

surer and treatment-receiving decisions for the insurant is a challenge.

Contributions

– A Stackelberg stochastic game model was applied to derive optimal cost-sharing policies

for a public/private insurer and an insurant’s optimal decision on multiple treatments.

This game-theoretic approach captures the insurer and insurants’ long-term hierarchical

interactions subject to underlying uncertainties of disease progression.

– A set of conditions was proposed to ensure the existence of monotonic optimal policies

for both insurer and an insurant by examining the structural properties of the stochastic

Stackelberg game model.

– The analysis results in the hypertension case show that insurants’ behavior regarding

medical utilization and treatment adherence complements related case studies, and the

analysis sheds light on an important connection among dynamic health status, cost-

sharing policy, and medical treatment adherence.

• Design an optimal vaccination reimbursement and cost-sharing policy for reducing medical

treatment cost and preventing the spread of seasonal influenza. Two challenges are consid-

ered: (i) there exists a multi-time interaction among insurer and insurants during flu season.

The untrackable population-level health status is dynamically influenced by each insurant’s

individual-level decisions and Influenza virus transmission. Therefore, how to model the com-

plex interconnections between the spread of infectious disease and the dynamic interaction

between the insurer and insurants is a challenge; (ii) it is computationally expensive to derive
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an optimal policy due to stochastic disease transmission in a large population size network.

How to design a methodology to efficiently derive the optimal vaccination reimbursement and

cost-sharing policy is a challenge.

Contributions

– The dynamic interaction between a single insurer and multiple insurants was modeled as

a Stackelberg vaccination game, which allows characterizes the individual-level model

of the insurant by his/her own attributes (i.e., age and risk types). Coupling the game-

theoretic decision-making model, an agent-based simulation model is developed to sim-

ulate population-level spreading of flu.

– A low-fidelity model was built based on a random forest regression to reduce simulation

computation time, and a probabilistic branch and bound algorithm was then applied to

analyze the intervention policies.

– Experimental results indicate that reimbursement and cost-sharing policies are effective

approaches to encourage vaccination behavior and minimize the overall medication cost

with respect to different vaccine efficacy and attack rates.

In summary, this dissertation provides insights into healthcare delivery and insurance design

problems with stochastic and simulation models and three multi-fidelity optimization methodolo-

gies.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Optimized Healthcare Resource Allocation for Chronic Disease

Chronic disease management has received special attention from a limited resource allocation per-

spective. Deo et al. [46] studied capacity allocation problem in community-based healthcare deliv-

ery for a chronic disease and Rauner er al. [120] developed a risk-group oriented chronic disease

progression model embedded within a multi-objective optimization approach. Alistar el al. [4] and

Deo et al. [47] studied HIV prevention and control with a limited resource and capacity, Khademi et

al. [87] examined treatment allocation under different classes of admissible policies for HIV control

using an approximate dynamic programming approach, and Deo et al. [48] studied the optimal allo-

cation of rapid diagnosis devices and location of labs and diagnostic equipment in a resource-limited

setting to improve the efficiency of early infant diagnosis (EID) of HIV. Martin et al. [105] studied

the optimal HCV treatment program strategy for injecting drug users. Li et al. [96] studied the op-

timal implementation of HCV birth-cohort screening and treatment strategies with limited budget.

Ayer et al. [11] studied the optimal treatment strategies to prioritize patients in prisons. This stream

of research mainly focuses on the optimal strategies for a population.

Research also focuses on organ allocation among patients with end-stage chronic diseases, e.g.,

liver cancer or kidney failure, [1, 19, 88, 140, 141, 166]. Moreover, research on optimal time

to initiating therapy or acceptance of organs is also growing. Lee et al. [94] studied the cost-

effectiveness of initiation of dialysis for patients affiliated with chronic kidney failure, Shechter et

al. [130] studied the optimal time to initiate HIV therapy under ordered health states, Mason et

al. [106] studied the influence of adherence on the optimal timing of statin treatment for diabetes

patients, Helm et al. [74] investigated the timing of periodic monitor for glaucoma patients, Liu et

al. [97] developed a framework to guide optimal patient treatment decisions for chronic diseases

considering that treatment technologies improve over time, and Bertsimas et al. [20] developed

models for the analysis and design of clinical trials testing to analyze chemotherapy combinations in
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order to improve clinical outcomes. This stream of research mainly focuses on the optimal treatment

strategies for individual patients.

2.2 Optimized Health Insurance Policy Design

A substantial literature on optimal health insurance design focuses on how to effectively control

rising healthcare expenditures, welfare analysis, and spread risk. Arrow [8] studied the welfare

changes associated with a change in the coinsurance rate considering the supply and demand of

medical care. Rothschild and Stiglitz [122] studied the existence of equilibrium in a competitive

insurance market which describes the supply and demand functions of the two participants who

shop for insurance and companies that sell insurance. Designing optimal health insurance policies

to make tradeoffs between risk sharing and the agency problem, e.g., moral hazard, is also discussed

[7, 44, 115]. The effect of excess health insurance on the welfare loss has been estimated [58].

Many studies have collected data on the association among health insurance coverage, out-of-pocket

payments and health care utilization [60, 104, 112]. Goldman and Joyce [71] showed that each 10%

increase in cost-sharing results in 2% to 6% decrease in the use of prescription drugs. An important

result found by Fishman et al. [60] is that unmet deductibles lower the likelihood for an individual

to make an initial psychotherapy visit for treatment of depression. Mann et al. [104] showed that

for patients with chronic diseases, lowering cost-sharing may improve adherence but the impact on

clinical and economic outcomes is less certain.

Many researchers have attempted to address healthcare issues using game theory (e.g., global

budget payment [37], contraceptive choice [36], and the physician-patient relationship [163]). Mech-

anism design is a mathematical tool in game theory that has been widely used to study insurance

policies. In these games, a leader chooses the game’s payoff structure, the other players who act

as the followers receive information relevant to the payoff structure and act accordingly. The main

characteristic of the mechanism design is that the leader is able to choose the mechanism that mini-

mizes his/her expected cost [113]. In other words, the mechanism is designed to provide incentives

to the players, and then can potentially improve their objectives, e.g., improving health states or

reducing healthcare costs. Considering two types of cost structure, over-utilization cost, and in-

surance overhead, Zhu [167] studied possible reduction of structure cost via the implementation of
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healthcare financing mechanisms with the participation of the government and the private insurer

and establishing a Stackelberg game theoretical framework. Ellis and Manning [54] examined op-

timal health insurance by modeling the case of one treatment option and one prevention option and

considered the tradeoff between individuals’ risk reduction moral hazard; however, they include

only one health treatment option and do not model correlations over time. Further Ellis et al. [53]

further studied optimal insurance for the healthcare market with multiple health treatment alterna-

tives. They examined how an optimal cost-sharing policy is affected by the correlation structure of

random shocks affecting demand for health care both across options and over time.

2.3 Optimized Vaccination Incentive Policy Design

Seasonal influenza is an infectious disease caused by the influenza virus and easily spread from

person to person. With age-related increased risk, the elderly and young on average have a greater

risk of being infected and developing severe complications.

Seasonal influenza is, in fact, preventable by the seasonal flu vaccine, which protects against the

most common flu viruses. Vaccination incentives, either rewards or punishments, have been shown

in a vast amount of research for significantly improving vaccination rate. For example, [26] showed

that college students were more willing to get a flu vaccine when offered a $20 reward (19% vs.

9%). [63] explored the conditions under which the free-rider problem can be overcome through

the use of taxes and subsidies. Furthermore, convincing evidence has suggested that reducing out-

of-pocket costs and adding incentive are effective interventions for improving vaccination coverage

and overcoming vaccination hesitancy ([25, 23]). [152] even found that severe epidemics are unable

to be prevented unless vaccination incentives are offered.

Flu treatments for influenza symptoms can be a second-line of defense against the spread of

seasonal flu, e.g., antiviral flu drugs are taken to decrease the severity and duration of flu symptoms.

Medical treatments are able to prevent serious flu complications and shorten recovery time. In some

cases, they may be used to prevent flu. However, a high cost-sharing in healthcare insurance may

reduce the chance that individuals will make a doctor visit. Cost-sharing is used to change the uti-

lization of services or prescription drugs for the enrollees of public or private health insurance. The

introduction of cost-sharing charge will decrease the utilization of most types of medical services
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([6, 162]). [69] showed that increased cost-sharing in healthcare insurance is associated with lower

rates of drug treatment, poorer adherence among existing patients, and more interruption of con-

tinuation of therapy. For example, [61] showed that unmet deductibles lower the likelihood for an

individual to make an initial therapy visit for treatment of depression.

In the past decades, there is extensive literature studying how to simulate the spread of influenza

and promote vaccination policy using game theory. However, most of the extant literature con-

siders only a population’s perspective on decision making. Model-based analysis of vaccination

and a few theories suggested that eradicating a vaccine-preventable infectious disease is difficult

or impossible [13, 65, 12, 152]). [139] analyzed the rationale of a mandatory vaccination strategy

in the Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) model using measles infection as an example. [13]

developed a game theoretical interpretation based on an epidemic model of the rational exemption

phenomenon, and showed that under a purely voluntary policy, rational exemption makes eradica-

tion impossible. [127] studied the effect of an immunization program promoted by the government

against the propagation of a contagious infection. [14] focused on smallpox and studied the con-

flict between self-interest and group interest. [65] parameterized an epidemiological game-theoretic

model of influenza vaccination with questionnaire data on actual perceptions of influenza and its

vaccine to compare Nash equilibrium vaccination strategies driven by self-interest with utilitarian

strategies. [121] applied the proposed general approach for population game to various simple

vaccination games. [64] studied the roles of individual imitation behavior and population struc-

ture in vaccination. [118] simulated transmission of a vaccine-preventable Susceptible-Exposed-

Infectious-Recovered infection through a random, static contact network and examined vaccinating

behavior based on neighborhood.

Although a wide variety of research has been studied for controlling and preventing infec-

tious diseases using vaccination promotion, they either adopt mandatory vaccination or model a

population-level response toward interventions instead of considering individual responses. [157]

showed that there is a strong public health and scientific rationale for studying the interaction of

disease dynamics and individual behavior. For example, fast disease spread will increase the risk

perception so that people feel stronger incentives to take preventive measures. One of the focuses

of this thesis is to integrate individual determinants of medical service utilization into flu epidemic

modeling.
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Several approaches have been applied to model a flu epidemic. One approach is the deterministic

compartmental model commonly used in epidemiology, such as the SIR model based on ordinary

differential equations ([86, 164, 39, 142, 40]). Although SIR model and corresponding extended

models, e.g., with or without vaccination, have become important tools in analyzing the spread and

control of infectious diseases by mandatory vaccinations, they are not able to incorporate spatial and

temporal factors, e.g., distinct population structure, and dynamic interaction of individuals, which

drive more realistic modeling results and reflect the heterogeneous environment. Another type of

model for the spreading of a disease is the Cellular Automata simulation model, which takes into

account spatial parameters ([15, 158]). This method involves two-dimensional cellular automaton

to model location-specific characteristics of the susceptible population. In addition, the probabilistic

nature of infectious disease transmission can be modeled by adopting stochastic parameters in the

simulation. However, movement behavior and dynamic interactions among individuals cannot be

captured in a Cellular Automaton model.

Agent-based simulation modeling has been widely employed for highly infectious disease stud-

ies due to its advanced capability of tracking the interaction among infectious and susceptible indi-

viduals in communities located in a network, and addressing the naturally stochastic nature of the

transmission process ([116]). An agent-based simulation consists of a population of individual ac-

tors called agents, an environment, and a set of learning rules or adaptive processes. Each individual

agent in agent-based simulation collects information from its surroundings or neighbors and uses

it to determine how to act. Agent-based simulation has been successfully demonstrated in many

epidemiology studies ([117, 49, 72]) and many simulation programs are available in an open-source

format, including FluTE, EpiFire, GEM and GSAM, ([73]). Several studies also incorporated vac-

cination dynamic behavior into agent-based simulation ([93, 64, 57]).
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Chapter 3

OPTIMAL HEPATITIS C SCREENING AND TREATMENT POLICIES

This chapter describes the first healthcare application: Design a sequential healthcare decision-

making methodology for efficiently implementing optimal sequential screening and treatment poli-

cies with the budget constraint for chronic HCV birth-cohort to improve population health outcomes.

A discrete-time finite-horizon budget allocation problem with HCV progression is modeled within

a closed birth-cohort population. A low-fidelity approximation that preserves the population dy-

namics under a stationary policy is proposed to address the computational challenges associated

with large-state and multiple-period dynamic decision-making problems. The low-fidelity approx-

imation is embedded into the high-fidelity optimization model and branch-and-bound scheme to

efficiently identify an optimal/near-optimal non-stationary sequential intervention policy.

Most of this chapter appeared in [80] and [81].

3.1 Model Formulation

Section 3.1.1 introduces a model for population disease management and its connection to inter-

vention policies. To maximize overall QALYs through resource allocation, Section 3.1.2 proposes

a high-fidelity optimization problem regarding intervention policies under budget constraints. Sec-

tion 3.1.3 uses the structural property of the Markov model and proposes a low-fidelity model.

3.1.1 System dynamics for population disease management

Consider a disease with multiple health conditions, individuals may receive different interventions

due to their awareness of the disease. The closed population in a healthcare system is divided into

different groups based on the intervention they may receive. A group is indexed by g ∈ G , where G

is the set of all groups. Let G̃ ⊂G denote the set of groups waiting for interventions. The individuals

in the same group g ∈ G̃ may receive the same intervention. Define the group-based health category

s ∈SHS = ∪g∈G Sg, where SHS is the set of all group-based health categories and Sg is the set of
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group-based health categories in group g. The total number of health categories is denoted |SHS|.

The decision variable Is
g,t is the fraction of population in health category s ∈Sg and g ∈ G̃ that

is offered an intervention at the beginning of time period t, with

0≤ Is
g,t ≤ 1,∀s ∈Sg,g ∈ G̃ , t ∈

{
1, . . . ,nq

}
. (3.1)

For convenience, denote a sequential policy as I =
{

Is
g,t
}

s∈Sg,g∈G̃ ,t=1,...,nq
, where nq is the num-

ber of time periods in the entire lifespan under a lifetime horizon, and a policy at time t as It ={
Is
g,t
}

s∈Sg,g∈G̃
.

Let Ns
t be the population size in each group-based health category s ∈Sg in time period t. The

population dynamics are driven by the natural history of disease and intervention policies. As a

result, given population size in each group-based health category and health intervention policy, the

dynamics of the disease progression and population evolution is given by

Nt+1 = NtP(It) , (3.2)

where Nt is the 1-by-|SHS| row vector of population size with Ns
t in each group-based health cat-

egory s ∈SHS in the beginning of time period t, P(It) is the |SHS|-by-|SHS| matrix of transition

probabilities in time t based on intervention policies It and natural history of the disease. An example

of the matrix of transition probabilities in (3.2) for HCV is given in Section 3.4.1 and Appendix B.

3.1.2 High-fidelity optimization formulation

The goal is to maximize the discounted cumulative quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) of the closed

population. The QALY objective function which sums discounted QALYs over the entire lifetime

horizon of the population given population size and interventions,

QALY (N1, I) =
nq

∑
t=1

(1+δ )−(t−1)Ntu′

=
nq

∑
t=1

∑
s∈SHS

(1+δ )−(t−1)usNs
t , (3.3)
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where N1 is the initial population size vector in the beginning of the first time period, nq is the

number of time periods in the entire lifetime horizon, u is the 1-by-|SHS| row vector of health

utility multipliers (and u′ its transpose), the utility multiplier us in u is the health utility multiplier

per time period corresponding to each group-based health category s ∈SHS, and δ is the discount

rate.

The disease has a chance to progress every time period, as t ranges from 1 to nq. The disease

progression probabilities in the transition probability matrix P(It) may be age-dependent, and thus

P(It) may be updated as the population ages.

The budget constraint in each time period t is expressed as

∑
g∈G̃

∑
s∈Sg

Cs
gIs

g,tN
s
t ≤ Bt , ∀t

{
1, . . . ,nq

}
, (3.4)

where Cs
g is the cost per person for receiving intervention in group g ∈ G̃ in health category s ∈Sg,

and Bt is the available budget during time period t. Also, every group g ∈ G̃ is able to make

its budget allocation rule for different populations within the group due to its characteristic, e.g.,

equitable allocation of resources, or give priority to patients with poor health category. An example

of budget allocation within each group for HCV is given in Section 3.4.1.
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The goal of the optimization model is to maximize the overall discounted QALYs for the pop-

ulation under the population’s lifetime horizon. The high-fidelity QALY maximization problem

HQMP is described as follows,

HQMP:44444444max
I

QALY (N1, I)444444444 (3.5)

s.t.4 Fraction of population receiving interventions (3.1)

s.t.4 Population dynamics (3.2)

s.t.4 Budget constraint (3.4)

s.t.4 Budget allocation rule within each group g, ∀g ∈ G̃

3.1.3 Low-fidelity model

Unfortunately, solving HQMP is computationally impractical due to state space explosion. To re-

duce computation, a value function approximation that enables us to optimize the intervention pol-

icy iteratively is proposed. A low-fidelity model is proposed to approximate the QALYs as the

population evolves, using a property of an absorbing Markov chain with stationary policies. In the

low-fidelity model, the transition matrix is assumed to be stationary, that is, the policies It are the

same from time period t to the time period that all of the starting population have been absorbed

(i.e., all persons are dead). The property of absorbing Markov chains allows us to quickly calculate

the matrix of expected number of time periods spent in each state until absorption, beginning at time

period t,

E(It) = (I−Q(It))
−1 , (3.6)

where I is the appropriately sized identity matrix and Q(It) is the submatrix of the transition proba-

bility matrix P(It) eliminating the row and column associated with the mortality state [161].

The approximated QALYs from time t with starting population Nt to the time that the entire

population has reached the mortality state under stationary policy It is expressed as the Low-Fidelity
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Model (LFM),

LFM (Nt , It) = NtE(It)u′

= ∑
s∈SHS

∑
v∈SHS

Ns
t uvEs,v (It) , (3.7)

where Es,v (It) is the s,vth element of the matrix E(It), representing the expected number of time

periods spent in state v, starting in state s until absorption.

The low-fidelity model differs from HQMP in several ways. First, the transition matrix is sta-

tionary, which implies that the intervention percentages are kept the same in all time periods from t

onward. In the high-fidelity model, the intervention policy is allowed to change every time period.

Second, since the matrix of expected number of time periods spent in each state, E(It), is estimated

by fixed progression parameters, transition probabilities are age-independent and remain the same

as the age of the starting population at starting time period t; in contrast, the disease progression

is allowed to be age-dependent in the high-fidelity model. Third, the overall QALYs in LFM is

not discounted, as done in the high-fidelity model. The number of decision variables is much re-

duced (to one time period only) in the low-fidelity model, and thus the optimal stationary policy that

maximizes LFM is easily calculated.

3.2 Multi-Fidelity Rollout Algorithm (MF-RA)

The high-fidelity optimization model HQMP has the advantage of more accurately representing

the disease progression as the population ages, and allowing time-varying intervention policies;

however, it is computationally impractical to solve. The low-fidelity model, on the other hand,

has the advantage of quick calculations; however, it is only an approximation to the high-fidelity

model. The low-fidelity model is now embedded into HQMP and Multi-Fidelity Rollout Algorithm

(MF-RA) is designed for scalable computation.

An overview of the process flow of MF-RA with the high-fidelity disease progression model and

the low-fidelity approximate model is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The initial population size vector N1

is updated by the high-fidelity Markovian model with natural disease progression and intervention

policies (as in Equation (3.2)). The low-fidelity model is used to quickly approximate the impact of

a policy decision (as in Equations (3.6) and (3.7)) and then the QALY optimization uses Equation
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the process flow of MF-RA

(3.3) to provide a more accurate estimate of the result of the policy decision. The output of MF-RA

includes the policy decisions for all decision periods, the detailed evolution of population size, the

budget consumed, and the corresponding overall QALYs.

A reformulation of the budget constraints is in Section 3.2.1, and the MF-RA is presented in Sec-

tion 3.2.2. The notation used in MF-RA is summarized in Table 3.1. The computational complexity

and properties of MF-RA are discussed in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Budget constraint reformulation

Budget allocation policies generally do not need to change frequently. Thus, a decision period

index d is introduced to distinguish the policy-changing period from time period t used for disease

progression. For example, in the HCV model in Section 3.4, the time period t is quarterly (3 months)

and the decision period is every two years. Let nq and nd be the numbers of time periods in a lifetime

horizon and decision periods, respectively, and nq,dec be the number of time periods associated with

each budget allocation policy decision. In addition, healthcare systems often have a limited planning
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Table 3.1: Notation in MF-RA

Indices
t index of time period, t = 1, . . . ,nq
d index of decision period, d = 1, . . . ,nd
k index of discretized policy, k = 1, . . . ,np
Ak index of policy obtained by low-fidelity approximation, Ak = A1, . . . ,Anp
Td set of time period indices in decision period d
Input Variables
N1 vector of population sizes at time period 1
P matrix of transition probabilities
u vector of health utility multiplier
Bt Budget at time period t
Cs

g intervention cost for health category s ∈SHS and group g ∈ G̃ .
nq number of time periods in a lifetime horizon
nd number of decision periods
nq,dec number of time periods between policy changes
nq,budget number of time periods in budget-planning cycle, nq,budget = nd ·nq,dec
ndis number of discretized budgets in Bt
np number of budget allocation policies for different combinations of discretized interventions,

np =C|G̃ |+ndis−1
|G̃ |−1

Decision Variables
x(d)g fraction of budget in decision period d allocated to interventions in group g ∈ G̃ , and

x(d) =
{

x(d)1 , . . . ,x(d)
|G̃ |

}
is the set of budget fractions, ∀d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd}

Is
g,t fraction of population in health category s ∈SHS and group g ∈ G̃ who are offered interventions

in time period t ∈
{

1, . . . ,nq
}

Intermediate Variables
x(d)g,k kth combination of discretized budget fractions in decision period d allocated to interventions in

group g ∈ G̃ , and x(d)k =
{

x(d)1,k , . . . ,x
(d)
|G̃ |,k

}
is the set of the kth combination of discretized budget

fractions, ∀k ∈
{

1, . . . ,np
}

I(t)s,g,k kth combination of discretized population fractions in health category s ∈Sg who are offered

interventions in group g ∈ G in time period t ∈Td , and I(t)k = {I(t)s,g,k}s∈Sg,g∈G̃ is the set of the kth
combination of discretized population fractions, ∀k ∈

{
1, . . . ,np

}
x(d)g,Ak kth combination of budget fractions in decision period d allocated to interventions in group g ∈ G

obtained by low-fidelity approximation following x(d
′)

k in decision period d′ < d, and

x(d)Ak =
{

x(d)1,Ak, . . . ,x
(d)
|G̃ |,Ak

}
is the set of the kth combination of budget fractions, Ak ∈

{
A1, . . . ,Anp

}
I(t)s,g,Ak kth combination of population fractions in health category s ∈Sg who are offered interventions

in group g ∈ G̃ obtained by low-fidelity approximation in time period t ∈Td , and

I(t)Ak =
{

I(t)s,g,Ak

}
s∈SHS,g∈G̃

is the set of the kth combination of population fractions who are offered

interventions, ∀Ak ∈
{

A1, . . . ,Anp
}

Outputs
x(d)∗g optimal fraction of budget in decision period d allocated to interventions in group g ∈ G̃ obtained

by MF-RA, and x(d)∗ =
{

x(d)∗1 , . . . ,x(d)∗
|G̃ |

}
is the set of the optimal fractions of budget, ∀d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd}

I(t)∗s,g optimal fraction of population in health category s ∈Sg and group g ∈ G̃ who are offered interventions

in time period t ∈Td , and I(t)∗ =
{

I(t)∗s,g

}
s∈Sg,g∈G̃

, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . ,nq}
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of time and decision periods and decision variables

horizon. Set the planning horizon to be nq,budget = nd ·nq,dec time periods. Let Td denote the set of

time period indices in decision period d, i.e., Td =
{

1+nq,dec(d−1), . . . ,nq,decd
}

.

It is assumed that there is no intervention after the pre-determined budget planning time periods

nq,budget , that is, set the budget and interventions to zero for the remaining time, i.e., Bt = 0, Is
g,t = 0,

∀s ∈Sg, g ∈ G̃ , for t ∈ {nq,budget +1, . . . ,nq}.

An example to illustrate the notation is shown in Fig. 3.2. In this example, the lifetime horizon

is twenty time periods and the number of decision periods is five, i.e., nq = 20 and nd = 5. Also,

the policy is allowed to change every other time period, i.e., nq,dec = 2. Thus, the budget planning

horizon is nq,budget = 5 · 2 = 10 time periods and the sets of time period indices are T1 = {1,2},

T2 = {3,4}, . . ., and T5 = {9,10}. No intervention is implemented after 10 time periods, that is,

Is
g,t = 0, ∀s ∈Sg, g ∈ G̃ , for t ∈ {11, . . . ,20}.

In order to convert the budget constraint in (3.4) from time period t to decision period d, the

decision variables x(d)g ∈ [0,1] are introduced as the fraction of budget used for intervention in group

g ∈ G̃ in decision period d and x(d) =
{

x(d)1 , . . . ,x(d)
|G̃ |

}
(see Fig. 3.2). The budget constraints are
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therefore reformulated as

∑
s∈Sg

Cs
gIs

g,tN
s
t ≤ x(d)g Bt ,∀g ∈ G̃ , t ∈Td ,d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd}

(3.8)

and

∑
g∈G̃

x(d)g = 1, ∀d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd} , (3.9)

which indicate that for each decision period d, the fractions of budget allocated to each intervention

remain the same, but Is
g,t , t ∈Td , may change every time period based on the budget allocation rule

of group g and population size.

3.2.2 Detailed description of MF-RA

The idea of MF-RA is to embed the LFM into the detailed optimization model HQMP using a roll-

out approach. In decision period d, MF-RA discretizes the policy space and for each discretized

policy, advances to the next decision period. Given the current population, MF-RA calculates the

best stationary policy using the simplified optimization model LFM and proceeds to the next de-

cision period. A promising policy path is constructed by repeating these steps until the end of the

planning horizon. Then for each discretized policy in decision period d, MF-RA calculates the to-

tal discounted QALYs for the entire promising policy path, selects the best discretized policy, and

applies it to roll out to the next decision period.

An example of MF-RA is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 with four time periods and four decision pe-

riods (t = d). At d = 1, MF-RA first considers three policies, x(1)1 , x(1)2 , and x(1)3 in Fig. 3.3(a).

MF-RA proceeds to the next decision period to discretize three more policies, for each discretized

intervention policy in decision period 1. LFM is then calculated as in (3.7), denoted L1,L2, . . . ,L9

in Fig. 3.3(a). The largest LFM associated with each first decision policy is used to select the most

promising decision in the second decision period, denoted x(2)A1 , x(3)A1 , and x(4)A1 in Fig. 3.3(a). MF-RA

continues in this manner and constructs three sequential intervention policies
(

x(1)1 ,x(2)A1 ,x
(3)
A1 ,x

(4)
A1

)
,(

x(1)2 ,x(2)A2 ,x
(3)
A2 ,x

(4)
A2

)
, and

(
x(1)3 , x(2)A3 ,x

(3)
A3 ,x

(4)
A3

)
. The high-fidelity model computes QALY (using

(3.2) and (3.3)) for each of these policies, yielding Q1, Q2, and Q3 in Fig. 3.3(a).
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Step1: Three discretized policies

Initial population

Step2:

Low-fidelity 

approximation

1st decision period

2nd decision period

3rd decision period

4th decision period

Step3: QALY optimization and rollout to 2nd decision period

Population size

Discretized policy

Policy derived by low fidelity approximation

Value of LFM calculation

Value of QALY calculation

(a) Illustration of MF-RA in the first decision period

Step1: Three discretized policies

Step2:

Low-fidelity approximation

Step3: QALY optimization rollout to 3rd decision period

1st decision period

2nd decision period

3rd decision period

4th decision period

Initial population

(b) Illustration of MF-RA in the second decision period

Figure 3.3: Illustration of first and second decision periods of MF-RA
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The largest QALY (e.g., Q1 in Fig. 3.3(a)) is used to indicate the best budget allocation policy

in the first decision period, denoted x(1)∗. the associated intervention policy
{

I(t)∗s,g

}
s∈SHS,g∈G̃ ,t∈T1

is

calculated by using x(1)∗ and budget allocation rule within each group.

Fig. 3.3(b) illustrates MF-RA in the second decision period. The population size N2 at the sec-

ond decision period is evolved using (3.2) and the budget allocation policy x(1)∗. The algorithm

continues, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b) to construct promising policies using the low-fidelity approxi-

mation and then evaluate QALYs at the most promising policies. In this example, Q5 is the largest

among Q4, Q5, and Q6 in Fig. 3.3(b), indicating the best policy in the second decision period is x(2)2 ,

labeled x(2)∗.

MF-RA finds the sequential budget allocation policies for all decision periods, x(1)∗,x(2)∗, . . . ,x(nd)∗,

and the corresponding fractions of population to receive intervention I(1)∗, I(2)∗, . . . , I(nq,budget)∗. A for-

mal description follows of three steps to compute the best policy x(d)∗ at each decision period d and

associated intervention policy I(t)∗,∀t ∈Td .

Step 1: Discretization of budget allocation and interventions

At the start of decision period d (and associated time period t = 1+(d− 1)nq,dec), the population

size Nt and the budget Bt are given. Step 1 construct as set of discretized budget allocation policies

x(d) =
{

x(d)1 , . . . ,x(d)
|G̃ |

}
and associated discretized intervention policies Is

g,t for s ∈ Sg, g ∈ G̃ and

t ∈Td that satisfy constraints (3.8) and (3.9).

First, discretize x(d)g uniformly over the unit interval, so that x(d)g ∈
{

0, 1
ndis

, . . . , ndis−1
ndis

,1
}

, yield-

ing ndis +1 values for each g ∈ G̃ . There are

np =C|G̃ |+ndis−1
|G̃ |−1

=
(|G̃ |+ndis−1)!

(|G̃ |−1)!|G̃ |!
(3.10)

different combinations of budget allocation policies that satisfy (3.9). To denote these discrete

budget allocation policies, let x(d)k =
{

x(d)1,k , . . . ,x
(d)
|G̃ |,k

}
be the set of kth budget allocation policy,

k ∈ {1, . . . ,np} for g ∈ G̃ at decision period d. Since the budget allocation policy changes every

decision period, keep the same discretized fraction of budget x(d)k for every nq,dec time periods, i.e.,

t ∈Td .

Given the budget allocation policies x(d)k for time period t and all g ∈ G̃ , obtain the associated
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discretized interventions that satisfy the budget constraint (3.8), using the evolved population size

Nt . Let It
s,g,k be the fraction of population in health category s ∈Sg and g ∈ G̃ that receive interven-

tion within budget constraint. This construction of It
s,g,k takes a budget allocation rule in each group

into account, such as, treat the sickest patient first. An example of how to obtain It
s,g,k from x(d)k is

given in Section 3.4.1. Once It
s,g,k is obtained, the population size is evolved according to (3.2) to the

next time period t +1, i.e., N1+dnq,dec = N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏t∈Td
P
(

I(t)k

)
, and thus is repeated for t ∈Td

until the next decision period.

Step 2: Low-fidelity approximation

After deriving the discretized policy x(d)k , ∀k = {1, . . . ,np} in decision period d (time period 1+(d−

1)nq,dec) and associated evolved population size in decision period d + 1 (time period 1+ dnq,dec),

MF-RA then iteratively uses LFM to develop promising sequential policies (from decision period

d + 1 to decision period nd) following each candidate policy x(d)k , ∀k = {1, . . . ,np}. Similar to

the discretization process in Step 1, fractions of population receiving intervention I(t)k , ∀t ∈ Td+1,

∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,np} are identified by mapping from discretized budget allocation policies x(d+1)
k , k ∈

{1, . . . ,np}. Then, identify the promising policy I(1+dnq,dec)
Ak (that is, identify x(d+1)

Ak following x(d)k )

by maximizing LFM,

I(1+dnq,dec)
Ak

= argmax
I
(1+dnq,dec)
k ,k∈{1,...,np}

LFM
(

N1+dnq,dec , I
(1+dnq,dec)
k

)
.

(3.11)

MF-RA updates population size by N1+(d+1)nq,dec
= N1+dnq,dec ∏t∈Td+1

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
, and then proceeds to

the next decision period d + 2. By iteratively maximizing LFM from decision period d + 1 to nd ,

the promising sequential intervention policies are developed from decision period d to nd , i.e., x(d)k ,

x(d+1)
Ak , . . . ,x(nd)

Ak . Therefore, for all discretized policies x(d)k , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,np}, compute np promising

sequential interventions from the current time period to the last time period in Tnd , i.e., I(t)k , ∀t ∈Td

and I(t)Ak , ∀t ∈Td+1∪·· ·∪Tnd , for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,np}.
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Step 3: QALY optimization and rollout

In Step 3, MF-RA selects the best policy x(d)∗ in decision period d with maximum overall discounted

QALYs among all np promising sequential interventions derived in Step 2, and then proceeds to the

next decision period d + 1. After calculating overall discounted QALYs using HQMP for all np

sequential interventions, MF-RA then selects the best sequential intervention with the maximum

QALYs and extracts the best fraction of budget policy during decision period d as the best budget

allocation policy, x(d)∗. By implementing associated fractions of population I(t)∗, ∀t ∈Td in decision

period d, MF-RA advances to the next decision period d +1 and the population size is updated by

(3.2).

3.3 Rollout Algorithm with Branch-and-Bound (RA-BnB)

Healthcare decision models in population disease management problems are commonly formulated

using Markov decision processes (MDPs), which are challenging to solve due to large state-space

and action- and time-dependent transition probabilities [136]. In the previous research [80], Multi-

Fidelity Rollout Algorithm (MF-RA) is proposed to derive sequential policy for screening and treat-

ment with budget constraints; while MF-RA is capable of efficiently identifying good sequential

policies (population computation is quadratic in the number of decision periods), the optimality of

the derived policy is not guaranteed. This paper designs an algorithm that provides an optimality

gap on intermediate solutions and achieves an optimality guarantee on the final healthcare interven-

tion solution when the gap is zero. Accordingly, decision makers are able to examine the trade-off

between policy quality and necessitated computational effort. The approach is illustrated by a nu-

merical example of screening and treatment policy implementation for chronic hepatitis C virus

(HCV) infection over a budget planning period.

The proposed Rollout Algorithm with Branch-and-Bound (RA-BnB) is set in a branch-and-

bound framework and incorporates the idea of approximate dynamic programing in MF-RA. MF-

RA constructs promising policy paths by exploiting a low fidelity model and incorporating it into

the Markov disease progression model. In RA-BnB, the non-promising policy paths may be pruned

in early iterations by finding a good incumbent solution quickly (via the idea in MF-RA). That is, if

those paths that are known to be sub-optimal are eliminated, then the resulting promising paths will
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consist of sequential policies that are likely to lead to the optimal solution. Also, an optimality gap

can be easily retrieved with a good incumbent solution and an easily calculated upper bound.

The success of implementing branch-and-bound to solve the QALYs maximization problem de-

pends on efficiently determining a good feasible solution and providing upper bounds in the search

space. The following subsections introduce how to efficiently compute upper bounds and an incum-

bent, and then present the details of the RA-BnB algorithm.

3.3.1 Upper bound computation

At time period t, given previous allocation policies before time period t, {x(t
′)

g }g∈G̃ ,t ′∈{1,...,t−1}, and

an initial population size N1, an upper bound on the objective function in QALYs maximization

problem can be derived by solving the following upper bound optimization problem,

Upper bound optimization problem

max{
x(t
′′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t′′∈{t,...,nT }

QALY
(

N1,
{

x(t
′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′∈{1,...,t−1}

,
{

x(t
′′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′′∈{t,...,nT }

)
(3.12)

s.t.4440≤ x(t
′′)

g ≤ 1,∀g ∈ G̃ , ∀t ′′ ∈ {t, . . . ,nT} (3.13)

s.t.444and (3.2).

In the upper bound optimization problem, Constraint (3.4) in the QALYs maximization problem is

eliminated, thereby allocating the same amount of budget Bt to every group g ∈ G̃ . The complexity

of evaluating different budget allocation policies among different groups is therefore eliminated. In

addition, the QALY function (3.3) is monotonically non-decreasing in x(t)g due to the model struc-

ture, where interventions have a non-negative impact on QALYs. Thus, the upper bound optimiza-

tion problem is easily solved by setting x(t
′′)

g to its maximum value of one, i.e., the optimal budget

allocation in the upper bound optimization is x(t
′′)ub

g = 1, ∀g ∈ G̃ and ∀t ′′ ∈ {t, . . . ,nT}. Therefore,

an upper bound of overall QALYs can be obtained by running only one lifelong-time population

disease model.

Theorem 1. Given the same initial population size N1 and determined allocation policies from time
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period 1 to t−1,
{

x(t
′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′∈{1,...,t−1}

, the overall QALYs derived in the upper bound optimization

problem is no less than its counterpart derived in QALY optimization problem. That is,

QALY
(

N1,
{

x(t
′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′∈{1,...,t−1}

,
{

x(t
′′)ub

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′′∈{t,...,nT }

)
≥ QALY

(
N1,
{

x(t
′)

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′∈{1,...,t−1}

,
{

x(t
′′)∗

g

}
g∈G̃ ,t ′′∈{t,...,nT }

)
(3.14)

where x(t
′′)ub

g and x(t
′′)∗

g are the optimal fractions of budget for group g ∈ G̃ in time period t ′′ derived

in the upper bound optimization problem and QALYs maximization problem, respectively.

Proof. Since the QALYs maximization problem is a more restricted version of the upper bound

optimization problem, its optimal value is less than or equal to the optimal value of the upper bound

problem. Thus, (3.14) always holds.

3.3.2 Low fidelity approximation

The Low Fidelity Approximation algorithm is similar to the rollout algorithm MF-RA in [80]. It

constructs a promising policy path by iteratively applying low fidelity models until the end of the

planning horizon. The low fidelity model is based on a common feature in disease progression

models; that death is an absorbing state. Treating each individual dynamics as an absorbing Markov

chain under a stationary intervention policy, the matrix of expected number of time periods spent in

each state until absorption, beginning at time period t, can be quickly calculated.

Et

({
x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

)
=

(
I−Qt

({
x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

))−1

(3.15)

where I is the appropriately sized identity matrix and Qt is the submatrix of the transition probability

matrix Pt obtained by eliminating the row and column associated with the mortality state.

The approximated QALYs from time t with starting population Nt to the time that the entire

population has reached the mortality state under stationary policy
{

x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

is expressed as the
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Low Fidelity Model (LFM),

LFM
(

Nt ,
{

x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

)
= NtEt

({
x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

)
u′

= ∑
s∈SHS

∑
v∈SHS

Ns
t uvEs,v

t

({
x(t)g

}
g∈G̃

)
(3.16)

where Es,v
t is the s,vth element of the matrix Et , representing the expected number of time periods

spent in state v, starting in state s until absorption. For details of the Low Fidelity Approximation

algorithm which iteratively uses LFM to develop promising sequential policies, the reader is referred

to the work in [80].

The Low Fidelity Approximation provides an incumbent solution which is easily computed. The

incumbent solution and the QALYs upper bound calculated in Section 3.3.1 are incorporated into a

branch-and-bound framework which is detailed in the following section.

3.3.3 RA-BnB algorithm

A decision period index d is introduced to distinguish the policy-changing periods from time pe-

riod t used for disease progression. Suppose each decision period d contains nB time periods and

let nD denote the number of decision periods. The number of time periods is nT = nDnB. Deci-

sion variables x(d)g ∈ [0,1] denote the fraction of budget used for intervention in group g during

decision period d, d ∈ {1,2, . . . ,nD}. The reformulation indicates that during decision period d,

the percentages of budget allocated to each intervention policy, x(t)g , ∀t ∈ Td are the same, where

Td = {nB(d−1)+1, . . . ,nBd} is the set of time period indices in decision period d. That is, the

same percentages of budget for each intervention policy are kept in every nB time periods.

Also, discretize the continuous solution space into finite policies by discretizing the budget

into mB pieces, x(d)g is therefore uniformly discretized and has mB + 1 possible values, i.e., x(d)g ∈

{0, 1
mB

, . . . , mB−1
mB

,1}. Therefore, there are mP =C(|G̃ |+mB−1, |G̃ |−1) different combinations of

budget allocation policies since the sum of the fractions of budget for each group equals one in each

time period. Let x(d)g,k1,...,kd
denote the kd th, kd ∈{1, . . . ,mP}, budget allocation policy in group g given

prior policies x(1)g,k1
, · · · , x(d−1)

g,k1,...,kd−1
. For the sake of clarity, let x(d)k1,...,kd

= {x(d)1,k1,...,kd
, . . . ,x(d)

|G̃ |,k1,...,kd
}

denote the set of the kd th combination of discretized budget in decision period d for all groups in G̃ .
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To illustrate, the example in Figure 3.4(a) has four decision periods, nD = 4, and each contains

one time period, nB = 1, so there are four total time periods, nT = 4. The budget in the first decision

period is discretized into two pieces, mB = 2, and therefore there are three possible values of x(1)g,k1

for each group g ∈ {A,B}, i.e., x(1)A,k1
∈ {0,0.5,1}, and x(1)B,k1

∈ {0,0.5,1}. Since the total budget

allocation must equal one, there are three candidate budget allocation policies, i.e., mP =C(2+2−

1,2−1) = 3 with x(1)1 = {0,1}, x(1)2 = {0.5,0.5}, and x(1)3 = {1,0}.

RA-BnB uses a breadth first search strategy for the rollout approximation which explores all

discretized policies in the dth decision period before proceeding to the discretized policies in the

(d + 1)th decision period. In the decision period d, mp combinations of budget allocation poli-

cies following policies in the (d− 1)th decision period are generated. For each discretized pol-

icy, the Low Fidelity Approximation attempts to determine good feasible solutions, and the up-

per bound of overall QALYs over the lifetime horizon is also calculated. For convenience, let

QU(N1,{x(1)k1
, . . . ,x(d)k1,...,kd

}) denote the function for solving the upper bound optimization problem

in Section 3.3.1, and QU
k1···kd

be the corresponding returned value, i.e., the solution of upper bound

optimization problem; let QL(N1,{x(1)k1
, . . . ,x(d)k1,...,kd

}) denote the function for running Low Fidelity

Approximation in Section 3.3.2, and QL
k1···kd

the corresponding returned overall QALYs. Note that

both returned overall QALYs QL
k1···kd

and QU
k1···kd

are calculated by the QALY function (3.3).

RA-BnB

Given: the initial population size N1, transition probability matrix Pt , budget Bt , health utility

multipliers u, number of pieces in discretized budget mB, number of time periods between policy

changing nB, number of decision periods nD, number of time periods in lifetime horizon nT = nDnB,

and d = 1.

Step 1: Branching If d = 1, X(1)= {x(1)k1
,∀k1 ∈{1, . . . ,mP}}. If d≥ 2, discretize each policy x(d−1)

k1,...,kd−1
∈

X(d−1) into mP different combinations and store them in X(d), i.e.,

X(d) =
{

x(d)k1,...,kd
: x(d−1)

k1,...,kd−1
∈ X(d−1) and kd ∈ {1, . . . ,mP}

}
.

Step 2: Upper Bound Update Evaluate QU
(

N1,
{

x(1)k1
, . . . ,x(d)k1,...,kd

})
and compute upper bounds of
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overall QALYs, QU
k1···kd

for all the newly generated policies. Set Q(d)
U to the maximum value

among all QU
k1···kd

.

Step 3: Elite Set If d = 1, E(d) = X(d). If d ≥ 2, sort all QU
k1···kd

and select the top (d−1)mP policies

and store them in the elite set E(d). The number of policies in the elite set increases with d

and is proportional to combinations of budget allocation policies mp.

Step 4: Low Fidelity Approximation Compute QL
k1···kd

by evaluating

QL
(

N1,
{

x(1)k1
, . . . ,x(d)k1,...,kd

})
, ∀x(d)k1,...,kd

∈ E(d) for each x(d)k1,...,kd
as follows:

Step 4-1: Set d̃← d +1.

Step 4-2: Policies Discretization Discretize budget and obtain mP budget allocation policies in

decision period d̃, x(d̃)k1,...,kd̃
, ∀kd̃ ∈ {1, . . . ,mP}.

Step 4-3: Low Fidelity Model Identify the promising policy x(d̃)Akd
in decision period d̃ by se-

lecting the maximum approximated QALYs among mP LFM functions calculated by

Equation (3.16). Akd is the index of the derived budget allocation policy for kd th policy,

i.e., x(d)k1,...,kd
, evaluation.

Step 4-4: Population Update Update population size Nd̃ by Equation (3.2). If d̃ < nD, proceed to

the next decision period d̃← d̃ +1 and go to Step 4-2. If d̃ = nD, continue to Step 4-5.

Step 4-5: Promising Policy Identify complete sequential promising policy x(d+1)
Akd

, x(d+2)
Akd

, · · · ,

x(nD)
Akd

and corresponding QALYs QL
k1···kd

.

Step 5: Incumbent Update Set Q(d)
L to the maximum value among all QL

k1···kd
and label the corre-

sponding policy as X(d)
L . If Q(d)

L > Q(d−1)
L , set Q∗ = Q(d)

L and X∗ = X(d)
L . Calculate optimality

gap,

Q(d)
U −Q∗. (3.17)

Step 6: Fathoming Update X(d) by discarding all policies whose upper bounds are less than Q∗

X(d) = X(d) \
{

x(d)k1,...,kd
: QU

(
N1,
{

x(1)k1
, . . . ,x(d)k1,...,kd

})
< Q∗

}
.
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Step 7: Stopping rule If
Q(d)

U −Q∗

Q∗−Qno budget
≤ δ ,

where δ is stopping threshold for a scaled performance measurement, then terminate the

algorithm and output the complete sequential policy X∗; otherwise, update population size by

Equation (3.2), and proceed to Step 1 for the next decision period, d = d +1.

Theorem 2. RA-BnB guarantees optimality (w.r.t. the level of discretization) when the gap is zero.

Proof. For each generated policy in the dth decision period, QU
k1···kd

is determined by evaluat-

ing (3.3) with the given policy decisions k1, · · · ,kd and setting future policy decisions equal to

one, for kd+1, · · · ,knD . Since the d + 1 decision period has a policy less than or equal to one,

QU
k1···kdkd+1

≤ QU
k1···kd

, and thus Q(d)
U is monotonically non-increasing over iterations. In addition,

Q∗ is monotonically non-decreasing since the incumbent solution improves over iterations. Using

the property of the bounds,

Q∗ ≤ Qopt ≤ Q(d)
U ,

when Q∗ = Q(d)
U , the derived incumbent solution is therefore an optimal solution, Q∗ = Qopt .

An example problem

To illustrate the working of the RA-BnB, refer again to the example in Figure 3.4. In the first

decision period (Figure 3.4(a)), the set of discretized policies in Step 1 is X(1) = {x(1)1 ,x(1)2 ,x(1)3 }.

In Step 2, RA-BnB computes the upper bound for these discretized policies, i.e., QU
1 , QU

2 , QU
3 , and

selects the largest as the upper bound, i.e., Q(1)
U = max{QU

1 ,Q
U
2 ,Q

U
3 }. In this example, QU

2 is the

largest. In Step 3, the elite set of potential policies is selected, set E(1) = X(1) = {x(1)1 ,x(1)2 ,x(1)3 }. In

Step 4, Low Fidelity Approximation is implemented for the policies in E(1), obtaining QL
1 , QL

2 , and

QL
3 . In Step 5, the maximum value among the results is Q(1)

L = max{QL
1 ,Q

L
2 ,Q

L
3}. In this example,

QL
1 is the maximum, and the corresponding policy is X(1)

L =
[
x(1)1 ,x(2)A1 ,x

(3)
A1 ,x

(4)
A1

]
. Then, update the

incumbent solution, i.e., Q∗ = Q(1)
L . In the example in Step 6, QU

1 > Q∗, QU
2 > Q∗, and QU

3 < Q∗, so

the right branch is pruned and X(1) =X(1) \{x(1)3 }= {x
(1)
1 ,x(1)2 }. In Step 7, if Q(1)

U −Q∗

Q∗−Qno budget
> δ , go to

Step 1 and proceed to the second decision period, d = 2 (Figure 3.4(b)).
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Figure 3.5: Illustration example of Low Fidelity Approximation in the first decision period in RA-
BnB
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Figure 3.5 presents an illustration of the Low Fidelity Approximation in Steps 4-1 through 4-

5, using x(1)1 as an example. The goal is to construct the incumbent solution x(1)1 , x(2)A1 , x(3)A1 , x(4)A1 ,

and value QL
1 from promising policies during decision periods 2 to 4 given x(1)1 . As shown in

Figure 3.5(a), set d̃ = 1+1 = 2 in Step 4-1 and Low Fidelity Approximation enumerates 3 policies,

i.e., x(2)1,1, x(2)1,2, and x(2)1,3, as in Step 4-2. Step 4-3 calculates the corresponding approximate QALYs of

low fidelity models, i.e., LFM1, LFM2, and LFM3. In this example, LFM3 has the maximum value

among LFM1, LFM2, and LFM3; x(2)1,3 is selected as the allocation policy at the second decision

period, i.e., x(2)A1 = x(2)1,3. In Step 4-4, the population size is evolved to N2 using selected policy

x(2)1,3. As shown in Figure 3.5(b), Low Fidelity Approximation then proceeds to the 3rd decision

period. In this example, the most promising policy in Step 4-3 for the 3rd decision period is x(3)1,3,3,

so x(3)A1 = x(3)1,3,3. Repeating the same Steps 4-2 through 4-4 derives the policy x(4)A1 in the 4th decision

period and Step 4-5 identifies the promising policy x(2)A1 , x(3)A1 , x(4)A1 .

In the second decision period (back to Figure 3.4(b)), RA-BnB discretizes the policies which fol-

lows the policies in X(1), i.e., x(2)1,1, x(2)1,2 and x(2)1,3 following x(1)1 , and x(2)2,1, x(2)2,2 and x(2)2,3 following x(1)2 .

The set of policies in the second decision period is X(2) = {x(2)1,1,x
(2)
1,2,x

(2)
1,3,x

(2)
2,1,x

(2)
2,2,x

(2)
2,3}. In Step 2,

upper bounds are computed for all the newly generated policies in X(2), i.e., QU
11, QU

12, QU
13, QU

21, QU
22,

and QU
23. Suppose QU

13 is selected as the largest upper bound, i.e., Q(2)
U = max{QU

11, . . . ,Q
U
23}= QU

13.

In Step 3, QU
11,. . .,QU

23 are sorted and the top 3 policies are put into the elite set E(2). Say QU
13 >QU

12 >

QU
21 > QU

11 > QU
22 > QU

23, then E(2) = {x(2)1,2,x
(2)
1,3,x

(2)
2,1}. In Step 4, the Low Fidelity Approximation

is implemented, yielding QL
12, QL

13, and QL
21. In Step 5, the policy with maximum overall QALYs is

Q(2)
L =max{QL

12,Q
L
13,Q

L
21}=QL

12, thus X(2)
L =

[
x(1)1 ,x(2)1,2,x

(3)
A2 ,x

(4)
A2

]
. If Q(2)

L >Q(1)
L , Q∗=Q(2)

L =QL
12

and X∗ = X(2)
L . In Step 6, if QU

22 < Q∗ and QU
23 < Q∗, two branches x(2)2,2 and x(2)2,3 are pruned. Update

X(2) by discarding all policies whose upper bounds are less than Q∗, i.e., X(2) = X(2) \ {x(2)2,2,x
(2)
2,3}

In Step 7, suppose Q(2)
U −Q∗

Q∗−Qno budget
< δ , RA-BnB is thus terminated. The output sequential policy is

X∗ =
[
x(1)1 ,x(2)1,2,x

(3)
A2 ,x

(4)
A2

]
with corresponding QALYs Q∗ and the optimality gap is Q(d)

U −Q∗.

3.4 Numerical Results for Hepatitis C Screening and Treatment Policies Implementation

This section applies MF-RA and RA-BnB to obtain screening and treatment policy decisions under

budget constraints for chronic hepatitis C birth-cohorts. Section 3.4.1 extends the HCV compart-
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mental simulation model in prior works ([96, 98]) by grouping health categories into five major

groups including the degree of liver damage, and describes the HCV high-fidelity optimization prob-

lem to maximize total QALYs with a budget constraint and the HCV low-fidelity approximation.

Sections 3.4.2-3.4.6 conduct numerical experiments to optimize screening and treatment policies

using MF-RA.

3.4.1 HCV Problem formulation

Fig. 3.6 illustrates a hepatitis C progression model representing American birth-cohorts going through

possible screening and treatment interventions. Fibrosis staging is measured by the Metavir score

(F0-F4), with possible transitions occurring every quarter, thus the HCV progression time period

t is set to correspond to three months (a quarter). The population in the HCV healthcare manage-

ment system is divided into five groups. Individuals with different health status exist in different

groups. The subscripts A, B, C, D, and M are used to differentiate the different groups, and combine

with health categories to obtain 40 group-based health categories, denoted in sets as follows: target

screening SA = {HA,F0A,F1A,F2A,F3A,F4A} , target treatment SB = {F0B,F1B,F2B,F3B,F4B},

disease-free SC = {HC,R1C,R2C,R3C} , end-stage liver disease SD = {DCD,HCCD,LTD,ALTD},

and dead SM = {M}. Using the notation in Section 3, G = {A,B,C,D,M} and the total set of

group-based health categories is denoted SHS = SA ∪SB ∪SC ∪SD ∪SM. The HCV progres-

sion models for different cohorts, gender, and treatment status are constructed using corresponding

progression parameters for five population groups.

There are two intervention policies, screening for population in group A and treatment for popu-

lation in group B (i.e., G̃ = {A,B}). The decision variable Is
A,t is the fraction of candidates in group A

with health category s ∈SA during time period t who are offered HCV screening tests, and Is
B,t is

the fraction of patients in group B with health category s ∈ SB who are offered treatment during

time period t. The set of screening fractions is denoted as

IA,t =
{

IHA
A,t , I

F0A
A,t IF1A

A,t IF2A
A,t IF3A

A,t IF4A
A,t

}
,
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and the set of treatment fractions is denoted as

IB,t =
{

IF0B
B,t IF1B

B,t IF2B
B,t IF3B

B,t IF4B
B,t

}
.

The evolution of the number of individuals in each group-based health category is expressed as a

Markov model in Equation (3.2) where Nt is the 1-by-40 row vector of population size in each group-

based health category s∈SHS in time t, and P(IA,t , IB,t) is the 40-by-40 transition probability matrix

in time t based on screening and treatment allocation policy IA,t and IB,t . The transition probabilities

in P follow HCV natural history. Patients in all groups are eventually absorbed into mortality (M).

The model dynamics combining disease progression and patient flow show how individuals move

between these group-based health categories in a general population model (details are provided in

Appendix B).

As illustrated in Fig. 3.6, individuals transition through five groups (A, B, C, D, and M) as

determined by the Markov model and transition probability matrix.

Through screening intervention, individuals in group A may transition to group B (HCV+) or

group C (HCV-). Those individuals not screened remain in group A and follow the disease pro-

gression. The screened individuals without the infection transition from HA → HC. The HCV+

individuals become treatment candidates and maintain their health states (F0A→ F0B, F1A→ F1B,

F2A→ F2B, F3A→ F3B, F4A→ F4B). Individuals in group B may transition to group C or group

D. Those with no fibrosis may transition to the healthy state (F0B→HC, F0A→HA) through spon-

taneous virus clearance. Other patients can progress to corresponding recovered states (F0B→ R1C,

F1B → R1C, F2B → R2C, F3B → R2C, and F4B → R3C) with effective treatment. With no treat-

ment, individuals in group B may transition to group D according to disease progression. While

individuals in group C were determined to be HCV-, there is a chance that they become reinfected

and again rejoin group A (HC → F0A, R1C → F0A, R2C → F2A, R3C → F4A). There is a chance

that individuals in any state die, i.e., transition to group M.

The high-fidelity optimization formulation for HCV management follows HQMP in Section

3.1.2 with decision variables It = {IA,t , IB,t}, ∀t ∈
{

1, . . . ,nq
}

, and the quarterly budget constraints
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are described as follows,

∑
s∈SA

Cs
AIs

A,tN
s
t + ∑

s∈SB

Cs
BIs

B,tN
s
t ≤ Bt , ∀t

{
1, . . . ,nq

}
, (3.18)

where Cs
A is the cost per person in state s ∈SA for screening, and Cs

B is the cost per person in state

s ∈ SB for receiving treatment. The low-fidelity model for HCV management in time t follows

LFM in Equation (3.7) in Section 3.1.3 with stationary decision variables It = {IA,t , IB,t}.

As in Equation (3.8), the decision variables are redefined to be the fraction of budget used for

treatment during the decision period d, denoted as x(d)B ∈ [0,1], ∀d ∈{1, . . . ,nd}, and thus the fraction

of budget used for screening is expressed as x(d)A = 1− x(d)B . The quarterly budget constraints are

therefore reformulated as

∑
s∈SB

Cs
BIs

B,tN
s
t ≤ x(d)B Bt ,∀t ∈Td ,d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd} (3.19)

and

∑
s∈SA

Cs
AIs

A,tN
s
t ≤ (1− x(d)B )Bt ,∀t ∈Td ,d ∈ {1, . . . ,nd}

(3.20)

which indicate that the fraction of budget allocated to screening and treatment is the same during the

decision period d; however, the population may change during t ∈Td and consequently Is
A,t and Is

B,t ,

t ∈ Td , may change every time period based on the pre-determined budget allocation rule within

groups A and B.

The budget allocation rule in groups A and B are different. Since the health status is unknown

for candidates in group A, the screening fractions in all states in group A are uniform. Therefore,

IHA
A,t = IF0A

A,t = IF1A
A,t = IF2A

A,t = IF3A
A,t = IF4A

A,t

= min


(

1− x(d)B

)
Bt

∑s∈SA
Ns

t Cs
A
,1

 . (3.21)

The treatment allocation rule for group B prioritizes patients with more severe liver damage first

(i.e., F4B to F0B). The maximum value of Is
B,t , s ∈SB cannot exceed 1, and the minimum value
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is 0. Thus, given the population size in group B and a value of x(d)B , prioritizing treatment strategy,

IF4B
B,t , IF3B

B,t , IF2B
B,t , IF1B

B,t , and IF0B
B,t is determined by Equations (3.22)-(3.26),

IF4B
B,t =min

{
x(d)B Bt

CF4B
B NF4B

t
,1

}
(3.22)

IF3B
B,t =max

{
min

{
x(d)B Bt − IF4B

B,t NF4B
t CF4B

B

CF3B
B NF3B

t
,1

}
,0

}
(3.23)

IF2B
B,t =max

{
min

{
x(d)B Bt −∑s∈{F3B,F4B} Is

B,tN
s
t Cs

B

CF2B
B NF2B

t
,1

}
,0

}
(3.24)

IF1B
B,t =max

{
min

{
x(d)B Bt −∑s∈{F2B,F3B,F4B} Is

B,tN
s
t Cs

B

CF1B
B NF1B

t
,1

}
,0

}
(3.25)

IF0B
B,t =max

{
min

{
x(d)B Bt −∑s∈{F1B,F2B,F3B,F4B} Is

B,tN
s
t Cs

B

CF0B
B NF0B

t
,1

}
,0

}
. (3.26)

MF-RA is applied to optimize HCV screening and treatment policies over 10 years under dif-

ferent annual budget constraints for all Americans aged 40− 69 years in year 2015 (born between

1945−1975). Three birth-cohorts, i.e., 40 to 49, 50 to 59, and 60 to 69, consisting of both genders

are considered, and a gender-blind policy is adopted. The total budget is divided according to the

population proportions. Three annual budgets, $1 billion/year, $4 billion/year, and $8 billion/year,

are explored for HCV management in 10 years. The annual budget is divided equally into four quar-

terly budgets (i.e., $0.25 billion/quarter, $1 billion/quarter, $2 billion/quarter). The lifetime horizon

for the HCV progression model is 60 years, i.e., nq = 240 quarters, until everyone in the cohort is

dead. The budget is discretized to ten budget splits (ndis = 10,
∣∣∣G̃ ∣∣∣= 2 and thus np =C2+10−1

2−1 = 11)

in MF-RA.

Since MF-RA only gives an approximation to an optimal solution, a grid search is evaluated

to compare the quality of solutions. The grid search approach is discretized to the same level as

MF-RA, that is, ndis = 10. Grid search systematically evaluates every combination of decision

variables for all decision periods. The QALYs is evaluated using (3.2) and (3.3) for (np)
nd policy

combinations in the experiments.

Input data (cohort characteristics, HCV progression parameters, costs, and utilities) are summa-
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rized in Appendix C. In the model, the rates of HCV progression are age- and gender-dependent.

It is assumed that healthy individuals in target screening population (i.e., group A) may avoid risky

behaviors so that new infection is negligible. It is also assumed that a widespread screening and

treatment program may reduce individual risky behaviors so that HCV reinfection probability is

linearly depreciated every two years in an aging cohort. This initial annual reinfection probability is

estimated to be 0.0032. Note that the initial population distribution across different groups (groups A

and B in Fig. 3.6) is calculated from US Census data and HCV infection awareness is estimated at

50%.

MF-RA is implemented to observe the trend of budget allocation under different amounts of

budget. The following outputs from the numerical experiments include: 1) incremental discounted

QALYs, 2) total numbers of individuals screened and treated, and 3) computation time. All nu-

merical computations were carried out on a Intel coreI7 processor at 3.6GHz with 16GB RAM and

Matlab R2015b.

The first experiment described in Section 3.4.2 determines screening and treatment policies in

five decision periods (nq,dec = 8 and nd = 5), i.e., year 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, over a 10-year budget planning

horizon (nq,budget = 40 quarters). The performance and computation time for MF-RA and grid search

approach is compared in Section 3.4.2. The experimental result shows that MF-RA derives similar

overall QALYs as grid search with significantly improved computation time.

The second experiment described in Section 3.4.3 determines screening and treatment imple-

mentation policies in ten decision periods (nq,dec = 4 and nd = 10), i.e., year 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10, over

10-year budget planning horizon (nq,budget = 40 quarters) to demonstrate that MF-RA is applicable

to a higher-dimension sequential allocation problem. The numerical results from the grid search

approach were not obtained after 48 hours computation time; thus, the results from MF-RA with ten

decision periods are compared to the results from Experiment 1. Results show that MF-RA is able

to provide good sequential policies quickly.

The third experiment described in Section 3.4.4 conducts an analysis of HCV elimination using

different annual budgets over 30 years to show that MF-RA can provide insights on controlling HCV

in the long term. The planning horizon is now extended to 30 years (nq,budget = 120 quarters) with

fifteen decision periods (nq,dec = 8 and nd = 15), i.e., year 1, 3, 5, . . . , 29. The experiment captures

the trade-off between budget and HCV near-elimination time over three different annual budgets.
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Results show that MF-RA is able to evaluate the performance of long-term disease control under

different budgets.

The fourth experiment described in Section 3.4.5 conducts a sensitivity analysis of HCV elimi-

nation on different reinfection probabilities over 30 years to show that MF-RA can provide insights

on managing long-term allocation when the reinfection parameter is uncertain. As in Experiment 3,

the planning horizon is extended to 30 years (nq,budget = 120 quarters) with fifteen decision periods

(nq,dec = 8 and nd = 15), i.e., year 1, 3, 5, . . . , 29. Results show that MF-RA is able to adjust

screening and treatment budget allocation policies with reinfection probabilities. Even with higher

reinfection probability, HCV is nearly eliminated within budget constraints.

3.4.2 Experiment 1: General screening and treatment setting

The results from the first experiment are summarized in Table 3.2, including the optimal percentages

of budget allocated to treatment over ten years, computation time, the incremental QALYs, (i.e.,

the difference between the total QALYs from derived screening and treatment policies and the “do

nothing” case), and the total number of individuals screened and treated under three budget scenarios

for three separate birth-cohorts. Results show that, when the budget is limited to $1 billion per year,

the grid search approach allocates the entire budget to treatment during the ten budget planning years

for the 50− 59 and 60− 69 birth-cohorts, while 10% of the budget is allocated to screening in the

9−10 years for the 40−49 birth-cohort. This is due to the fact that the initial infected population

size of group B in the 40− 49 birth-cohort is smaller than its counterparts in other cohorts (initial

infected population sizes in groups A and B: 547,882 for 40− 49 birth-cohort, 1,224,436 for the

50− 59 birth-cohort, and 981,916 for the 60− 69 birth-cohort). In contrast, some percentage of

budget starts to be allocated to screening after the 5th year when the budget is $4 billion/year and

the 3rd year when the budget is $8 billion/year.

The MF-RA approximate solution is generally very close to the grid search optimal solution.

In the $1 billion/year case, the derived sequential polices are nearly identical (except the 60− 69

birth-cohort, where 20% of the budget is allocated to screening during 5−8 years). In the $4 and $8

billion/year cases, the sequential policies are the same for the 60−69 birth-cohort; however, for the

50−59 birth-cohort, the policies differ slightly. It is also observed that whenever MF-RA allocates
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Table 3.2: Experiment 1: Optimal percentage of budget used for treatment over first 10 years for
three birth-cohorts (Overall discounted QALYs in the “do nothing” case: 741,332,012 for 40-49
birth-cohort, 551,132,227 for 50-59 birth-cohort, and 273,348,618 for 60-69 birth-cohort) (MF-RA:
multi-fidelity rollout algorithm, GS: grid search)

1 billion/year 4 billion/year 8 billion/year
Birth-cohort Year MF-RA GS MF-RA GS MF-RA GS

1-2 100 100 100 100 60 60
3-4 100 100 40 10 10 10

40-49 5-6 100 100 10 20 20 20
7-8 100 100 10 10 10 10

9-10 90 90 30 40 20 20
Incremental QALYs 298,442 298,442 445,565 450,536 598,892 598,892
Total number of individuals screened 233,428 233,428 18,365,254 18,699,781 41,079,735 41,079,735
Total number of individuals treated 234,765 234,765 361,328 349,930 489,659 489,659
Time (sec) 1 1,803 1 1,903 1 1,745

1-2 100 100 100 100 90 100
3-4 100 100 90 100 100 40

50-59 5-6 100 100 70 50 20 30
7-8 100 100 40 30 20 20

9-10 100 100 30 40 30 40
Incremental QALYs 281,596 281,596 651,112 655,221 907,062 918,597
Total number of individuals screened 0 0 10,714,423 10,833,129 31,629,246 32,119,345
Total number of individuals treated 190,751 190,751 582,788 578,626 849,771 833,432
Time (sec) 1 1,507 1 1,449 1 1,492

1-2 100 100 100 100 100 100
3-4 100 100 100 100 90 90

60-69 5-6 80 100 30 30 30 30
7-8 80 100 20 20 20 20

9-10 100 100 20 20 0 0
Incremental QALYs 138,173 146,821 357,715 357,715 507,516 507,516
Total number of individuals screened 584,368 135,727 13,845,329 13,845,329 22,480,130 22,480,130
Total number of individuals treated 166,404 182,052 429,866 429,866 610,979 610,979
Time (sec) 1 1,301 1 1,228 1 1,170

Note: For 60−69 birth-cohort, even though the budget is allocated to treatment over ten years in the $1 billion/year case,
100% population in group B is treated and thus some remaining budget is allocated to screening in the last quarter.
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less budget to treatment (screening) than grid search, more budget will be allocated to treatment

(screening) in the following years. Thus, the total number of individuals being screened and treated

in MF-RA and grid search are similar. The incremental QALYs are the same or very close over

three budget scenarios for all three cohorts because the two approaches have similar total number of

individuals being screened and treated.

To demonstrate that MF-RA holds the property of sequential QALYs improvement discussed in

Appendix A, Table D.1 in Appendix D presents the incremental QALYs to show that they are better

or the same as MF-RA proceeds.

As shown in Table 3.2, the computation time for MF-RA is much faster than for grid search.

It only takes about one second for MF-RA to obtain good sequential policies in all nine scenarios,

whereas grid search takes about 20 minutes for the fastest scenario. In terms of the overall number

of population computations, for the 40− 49 birth-cohort with nq = 240, np = 11, and nd = 5, the

grid search approach needs 240 ·115 = 38,652,240 population computations using Equation (A.1).

In contrast, MF-RA uses only 22,000 population computations using Equation (A.2), a significant

improvement. MF-RA is 38,652,240
22,000 = 1,757 times faster than grid search for this scenario. The ratio

of numbers of quarterly population computation is close to the ratio of computation time. Thus, the

number of population computations serves as a good estimate of the required computation time.

3.4.3 Experiment 2: Increased number of decision periods

In experiment 2, the number of decision periods is increased with the same 10-year budget planning

horizon to observe whether the health outcomes are improved. Comparing to the results in Table 3.2,

Table 3.3 shows that increasing the number of decision periods has the potential to provide better

population health outcomes in some scenarios. (The incremental QALYs in bold in Table 3.3 indi-

cate those sequential policies that are better than, or the same as, the policies in Table 3.2 under the

same birth-cohort and budget.)

For example, making ten annual decisions for the 40− 49 birth-cohort under 8 billion/year

provides higher incremental QALYs than its counterpart with five decision periods. This may be

explained by providing some flexibility in resource allocation. Using the same example, the an-

nual policy provided by MF-RA in years 1 and 2 is 100% and 10% budget allocation to treatment,
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Table 3.3: Experiment 2: Optimal percentage of budget used for treatment over first 10 years
for three birth-cohorts using MF-RA with ten decision periods (Overall discounted QALYs in the
“do nothing” case: 741,332,012 for 40-49 birth-cohort, 551,132,227 for 50-59 birth-cohort, and
273,348,618 for 60-69 birth-cohort)

1 billion/year 4 billion/year 8 billion/year
Birth-cohort Year MF-RA MF-RA MF-RA

[1,2] [100,100] [100,100] [100,10]
[3,4] [100,100] [80,100] [10,20]

40-49 [5,6] [100,100] [10,10] [10,0]
[7,8] [100,100] [10,0] [10,0]
[9,10] [90,10] [10,50] [10,100]

Incremental QALYs 298,638 442,534 606,773
Time (sec) 7 7 6

[1,2] [100,100] [100,100] [100,100]
[3,4] [100,100] [100,80] [60,100]

50-59 [5,6] [100,100] [100,70] [20,40]
[7,8] [100,100] [100,100] [20,0]
[9,10] [100,100] [100,100] [20,0]

Incremental QALYs 281,596 652,272 916,041
Time (sec) 6 7 6

[1,2] [90,100] [100,100] [100,100]
[3,4] [100,100] [100,100] [90,100]

60-69 [5,6] [100,90] [40,100] [100,100]
[7,8] [70,100] [20,20] [20,0]
[9,10] [100,100] [100,100] [100,100]

Incremental QALYs 141,444 357,695 507,516
Time (sec) 7 6 6
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Table 3.4: Experiment 3: Dollars (in billions) spent every two years (every decision period) for
40-49 birth-cohort

Years
Annual
budget

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-
10

11-
12

13-
14

15-
16

17-
18

19-
20

21-
22

23-
24

25-
26

27-
28

29-
30

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 0.039 0.020 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.005
8 16 16 16 16 12.4 0.077 0.060 0.052 0.045 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

respectively, whereas the bi-annual policy is to allocate 60% to treatment in both years.

It should be noted that MF-RA is an approximation and cannot guarantee an optimal policy.

However, it is impractical to run grid search with ten decision periods. Take the $1 billion/year

budget for the 40−49 birth-cohort as an example, the average computation time per quarterly pop-

ulation computation is 1,803
38,652,240 = 4.7 ·10−5 seconds, and the total number of quarterly population

computation is 240 · (11)10 ≈ 6.2 · 1012 by Equation (A.1). Therefore, the estimated computation

time for grid search is
(
4.7 ·10−5

)(
6.2 ·1012

)
≈ 2.9 ·108 seconds, which is about nine years. Sim-

ilarly, the computation time for $1 billion annual budget for the 50− 59 and 60− 69 birth-cohorts

is about 7 and 6 years, respectively. Contrasting years of computation time for grid search with

seconds for MF-RA illustrates the benefit of MF-RA.

3.4.4 Experiment 3: Hepatitis C control over different annual budgets

In this experiment, MF-RA is used to provide some insights on eradicating HCV infection within

a targeted American birth-cohort. An analysis is conducted with different annual budgets for the

40− 49 birth-cohort to estimate the infected population size over a 30-year budget planning. The

policies can change every two years and thus there are fifteen decision periods, i.e., year 1, 3, 5, . . .,

29, over 30 years.

Fig. 3.7 shows the decrease in size of the infected population over time under four scenarios: no

intervention, i.e., zero budget, $1 billion/year, $4 billion/year, and $8 billion/year. It is observed that

when there is no intervention, the infected population size slightly decreases every year mainly due

to background death. In the $1 billion/year case, almost all of the budget is allocated to treatment

in the first ten years, decreasing the infected population size significantly in the first few years;
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however, there are still about 200,000 HCV infected patients in the 10th year. On the contrary, in

the $4 and $8 billion/year cases, it takes about 18 and 10 years, respectively, to nearly eliminate the

hepatitis C infection.

Table 3.4 shows actual spending every two years (i.e., every decision period). When the budget

is limited to $1billion/year, all of the annual budgets are spent; on the other hand, when the budget

is $4 and $8 billion/year, there is leftover money after HCV is controlled. The total spending that

is needed to control HCV in the cases of $1, $4, and $8 billion/year budget are about $30, $70, and

$77 billion, respectively. In addition, Figs. D.1 and D.2 and Tables D.2 and D.3 in Appendix D

demonstrate the evolution of infected population size and spending over 20 years for the 50− 59

birth-cohort and over 10 years for the 60−69 birth-cohort.

To estimate the computation time for grid search approach with fifteen decision periods, Equa-

tion (A.1) is used to calculate the average computation time per quarterly population computation.

Using $1 billion budget per year for the 40−49 birth-cohort as an example, the average computation

time per quarterly population computation is 1,803
38,652,240 = 4.7 ·10−5 seconds, and the total number of

quarterly population computation is 240 · (11)15 ≈ 1 ·1018. Thus, the estimated computation time is(
4.7 ·10−5

)(
1 ·1018

)
≈ 4.7 ·1013 seconds, which is about 1.5 million years, implying that to derive

the optimal elimination policy for 30 years using grid search is practically impossible.

3.4.5 Experiment 4: Sensitivity analysis of hepatitis C elimination on reinfection probabilities

Uncertain parameters in the population disease model will lead to inaccurate evaluation of QALYs,

and calculation of time to eliminate disease. In this experiment, reinfection probability is used as an

example of an uncertain input, and MF-RA is applied with a high and low reinfection probabilities

to establish a range on time to eliminate HCV. A sensitivity analysis using two different reinfection

probabilities for the 40−49 birth-cohort is conducted to estimate the infected population size over

a 30 year budget planning horizon where the policies can change every two years. The low and high

annual reinfection probabilities are set to 0.001 and 0.039, respectively, based on values in [101]

(the value of 0.0032 is used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3).

Fig. 3.8(a) shows that when there is no intervention, the infected population decreases over time

due to mortality, as in Fig. 3.7 (with no intervention). Figs. 3.8(b) and 3.8(c) show the infected
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Table 3.5: Experiment 4: Summary of sensitivity analysis of hepatitis C elimination on reinfection
probabilities

Low reinfection prob. High reinfection prob.
Time (sec) 13 15

1 billion Total number of individuals screened 13,707,466 13,499,173
Total number of individuals treated 270,269 276,655
Time (sec) 15 16

4 billion Total number of individuals screened 38,050,952 38,044,588
Total number of individuals treated 428,144 521,723
Time (sec) 19 18

8 billion Total number of individuals screened 41,077,269 41,211,215
Total number of individuals treated 487,714 653,032

population trend over 30 years when the budget is limited to $1 billion per year. It is observed

that similar to the case of no intervention, it takes 30 years to control HCV, no matter whether the

reinfection probability is low or high. Similar to the results in Section 3.4.2, under both cases of

low and high reinfection probabilities, all of the budget is allocated to treatment in the first eight

years; however, there is a significant difference in long-term budget allocation between low and

high reinfection probabilities when the budget is low. When there is a low reinfection probability,

the size of group B (known HCV+) in the beginning of year 11 is nearly zero; however, with a high

reinfection probability, the size of group B remains noticeable until year 15. The policy in years

9−10 for the low reinfection probability case is allocating 90% of the budget to treatment whereas

only 50% of the budget is allocated to treatment in the high reinfection probability case.

Figs. 3.8(d) and 3.8(e) show the infected population trend over 30 years when the budget is

limited to $4 billion per year. Both cases start to allocate some budget to screening in the third year.

It is observed that it takes about 12 years in the case of low reinfection probability and 14 years in the

case of high reinfection probability to eliminate the known HCV infection in group B, and both cases

take about 18 years to control HCV. Figs. 3.8(f) and 3.8(g) show similar results when the budget is

limited to $8 billion per year. In both low and high cases, the policies obtained from MF-RA start

to allocate some budget to screening in the first year. It takes about 10 years to eliminate the known

HCV infection for both cases and the sequential policies are almost the same. From Figs. 3.8(d)-

3.8(g), even though low and high reinfection probabilities produce similar sequential policies, a

higher budget percentage is allocated to treatment in the case of high reinfection probability.
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A higher reinfection probability results in more individuals transiting from group C to group A.

Intuitively, it indicates that higher budget should be allocated to screening in order to identify the

newly reinfected patients; however, the derived policies may be counter to the idea. For three

different budget scenarios, the total number of treated patients (screened individual) is higher (lower)

in the case of high reinfection probability than low reinfection probability (the details are shown

in Table 3.5). The reason could be that reinfected individuals are patients in more severe health

categories, which increase the needs for immediate treatment.

3.4.6 Experiment 5: Hepatitis C elimination study using RA-BnB

Now, apply RA-BnB to obtain an optimal screening and treatment policy under budget constraints

for chronic hepatitis C birth-cohorts. Birth-cohorts consist of all Americans aged 40− 69 years in

year 2015 (born between 1945−1975). Consider three birth-cohorts separately, i.e., 40 to 49, 50 to

59, and 60 to 69. The HCV population evolution model is based on a validated HCV progression

model in the previous research [80, 98, 99, 100, 96]. There are two intervention policies, i.e.,

HCV screening in a target population group with unknown disease status, and HCV treatment in

the identified HCV+ population group. To show that RA-BnB is capable of providing insights on

HCV care management, conduct separate analyses using $1 billion, $4 billion, and $8 billion annual

budgets. The budget planning horizons for 40− 49, 50− 59, and 60− 69 birth-cohorts are 30, 20,

and 10 years, respectively. The model cycle period t is three months and policy can be changed

every two years, e.g., year 1, 3, 5, . . . , 29 for a 30 years budget planning horizon. Since budget is set

to zero after the budget planning horizon, the numbers of valid budget allocation decision periods

are 15, 10, and 5 for the three different birth-cohorts. The budget is discretized to ten budget pieces

(mB = 10,
∣∣∣G̃ ∣∣∣ = 2 and mP = C(2+ 10− 1, 2− 1) = 11). A stopping threshold of zero (δ = 0) is

used in RA-BnB. All numerical computations were carried out on a Intel coreI7 processor at 3.6GHz

with 16GB RAM and Matlab R2015b.

Table 3.6 provides the CPU time required by RA-BnB and the number of policies pruned

over iterations for age 40− 49, 50− 59, and 60− 69 birth-cohorts. The performance measure

(Q(d)
U −Q∗)/(Q∗−Qno budget) gradually reaches 0 in all nine cases, indicating that the output incumbent

policy is the same as the optimal policy, and thus RA-BnB is able to find the optimal budget allo-
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cation policy. In the 40− 49 birth-cohort, even though it takes about 9 hours under the $1 billion

case in 15 iterations to find the optimal policy, the incumbent lower bound and upper bound are very

close after the 8th iteration. If the stopping threshold is δ = 0.005, RA-BnB terminates in about

1.5 hours. On the other hand, the paper [80] showed that for each budget scenario, enumerating all

policies for a 30 years budget planning horizon with 15 decision periods necessitates about 1.5 ·106

years, which implies that to obtain the optimal policy for 30 years using a grid search approach is

practically impossible. Figure 3.9 shows the upper bounds and incumbent lower bounds over fifteen

iterations for the 40-49 birth-cohort. The upper bound and incumbent lower bound are reasonably

close in the first few iterations.

Due to the optimality guarantee, RA-BnB can provide useful insights for policymakers. Using

the 40−49 birth cohort as an example, Figure 3.10 shows the size of infected population over time

under no budget, $1, $4, and $8 billion per year. It is observed that when there is no budget, the

infected population size slightly decreases every year mainly due to background death until the 30th

year. In the $1 billion/year case, the infected population size is significantly reduced in the first few

years; however, there are still more than 200,000 HCV infected patients in the 11th year, and HCV

could not be eliminated until the 30th year. On the other hand, in the $4 and $8 billion/year cases, it

takes about 19 and 11 years to eliminate the hepatitis C infection, respectively.

Using the 40− 49 birth-cohort as an example, Figure 3.11 shows the optimal fraction of pop-

ulation for treatment and screening. The result in Figure 3.11(a) indicates that when the budget is

limited to $1 billion/year, the fraction of population in target group A receiving screening is 0, i.e.,

all the budgets are allocated to treatment group, in the first nine years due to immediate increase

in health utility. After the 9th year, both fractions keep increasing, i.e., some budget starts to be

allocated toward screening. The reason is that without prior screening, the patients in compensated

cirrhosis health category in group A are unaware of their health condition, resulting in entering to

untreated health categories in group D such as decompensated cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma,

or requiring liver transplant, which incur huge health utility loss. Figures 3.11(b) and (c) show that

screening begins earlier when the total budget is larger. All the individuals in group A and group B

are able to receive interventions after the 19th and the 11th year as the infected population size in

groups A and B become stable (refer to Figure 3.10).
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Table 3.6: CPU seconds for allocation problem (30-year with 15 decision-periods budget planning
for 40-49 birth-cohort, 20-year with 10 decision-periods budget planning for 50-59 birth-cohort,
10-year with 5 decision-periods budget planning for 60-69 birth-cohort)

1 billion/year 4 billion/year 8 billion/year
Birth
cohort

Iter. Time
(s)

#
prune

Performance
measure

Time
(s)

#
prune

Performance
measure

Time
(s)

#
prune

Performance
measure

1 1 0 0.6 1 1 0.04 1 2 0.55
2 5 0 0.3 4 53 0.03 4 51 0.01
3 47 700 0.09 26 417 0.02 25 388 0.004
4 264 6,660 0.03 128 2,655 0.02 102 1,909 0.0005
5 592 15,987 0.02 408 10,240 0.01 388 10,950 0

40-49 6 1,070 30,345 0.013 742 20,150 0.006 − − −
7 1,637 45,311 0.008 927 25,692 0.002 − − −
8 3,011 82,664 0.005 1,098 31,051 0.0002 − − −
9 6,213 160,492 0.0027 1,210 34,892 0 − − −
...

...
...

... − − − − − −
15 32,667 826,991 0 − − − − − −
1 0 0 0.3 1 0 0.4 0 2 0.1
2 3 33 0.3 6 43 0.1 3 56 0.04
3 27 588 0.24 35 644 0.05 16 397 0.02
4 133 4,559 0.13 130 2,911 0.03 57 1,577 0.006
5 278 9,971 0.09 307 7,608 0.014 190 7,228 0.0005

50-59 6 493 19,511 0.03 757 19,098 0.005 191 7,260 0
7 526 21,044 0.0027 2,114 68,823 0.0012 − − −
8 528 21,111 0.0008 2,370 78,163 0.00002 − − −
9 530 21,131 0.0002 2,546 84,562 0 − − −
10 549 21,131 0 − − − − − −
1 0 6 0.13 0 1 0.3 0 5 0.09
2 1 46 0.13 2 85 0.06 2 56 0.02

60-69 3 4 173 0.12 7 340 0.02 4 159 0.002
4 11 538 0.09 13 591 0.005 16 833 0
5 20 538 0 28 591 0 − − −

Note 1: ‘−’ indicates that the optimal policy is obtained due to incumbent lower bound = upper bound.
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3.5 Conclusions

The performance of MF-RA and RA-BnB were demonstrated with HCV birth-cohort screening

and treatment policy implementation over budgetary planning cycle. The numerical results showed

that sequential policies and the overall health benefits obtained from MF-RA and grid search are

nearly identical under various annual budget and birth-cohort settings. Most importantly, MF-RA

significantly outperformed grid search in computation time, especially for the high-dimensional

scenario. The improved computation time enables studies with more decision periods that could not

previously be addressed.

The proposed MF-RA is used to estimate the required budget and time to mitigate or even

eradicate the disease in the target population. On the other hand, RA-BnB allows healthcare decision

makers to examine the trade-off between policy quality and necessitated computation effort. The

numerical results show that, $1 billion annual budget to address HCV is likely insufficient to have

the desired impact on reducing the new incidence of infection for each age-cohort baby-boomer.

To eliminate HCV for baby boomers, the government should consider increasing budget as well as

implement more effective screening and treatment interventions.

The proposed sequential decision-making methodology may provide policy insights for two im-

portant healthcare systems with high HCV prevalence after model calibration with system-specific

parameters; both of which address the healthcare needs of vulnerable sub-populations in the U.S.

The first system is the Veterans Health Administration (VHA). Over 189,000 veterans were diag-

nosed with chronic HCV between years 2000 to 2008 [151]. The second system is healthcare for

incarcerated populations. Over 500,000 estimated individuals living with chronic HCV infections

are currently incarcerated in federal, state and local correctional facilities [34, 91, 135].

Two limitations of the study should be noted when interpreting the results. An implicit assump-

tion that the individuals’ health categories are fully observable; however, for some diseases, such

data is difficult to observe and estimate. Partially observable MDP (POMDP) modeling frameworks

could be applied to capture partial observability of the individual disease progression and imper-

fect test information [10, 136]. The second limitation is that this work used a closed population

(i.e., birth-cohort) in the formulation. The setting of the closed population in the study highlights

the fundamental characteristic that the disease is more prevalent among specific population cohorts;
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some healthcare interventions, however, target specific age groups, where the model must include

individuals aging in and out of the target age group at each time period. In these cases, an open

population provides more desired modeling of disease dynamics and propagation analysis.
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Figure 3.6: Progression model of hepatitis C with screening and treatment intervention policies

Note 1: Similar to earlier work in modeling the progression of chronic HCV infection [124], a patient’s health status
is evaluated through their liver conditions, including: healthy without HCV (H), no fibrosis (F0), portal fibrosis with
no septa (F1), portal fibrosis with few septa (F2), numerous septa without cirrhosis (F3), compensated cirrhosis (F4),
recovered with history of mild fibrosis (R1), recovered with history of moderate fibrosis (R2), recovered with history of
advanced fibrosis (R3), decompensated cirrhosis (DC), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), liver transplant (LT ), after liver
transplant (ALT ), and dead (M).
Note 2: Individuals with different health status exist in different groups. Population is divided into five groups, including
group A: target screening population, candidates whose HCV status are unknown, group B: HCV+ population, patients
who know they are HCV+ and are potential treatment candidates and patients who are under-going treatment, group C:
HCV- population, patients who have been cured of HCV or individuals who know they are not HCV infected through
screening, group D: Untreatable population, patients who have HCV but are not able to recover by taking only antiviral
treatment, group M: Mortality, those who are dead.
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Figure 3.7: Experiment 3: HCV control over 30 years for 40-49 birth-cohort
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(a) No policy intervention

(b) $1 billion/year for low reinfection probability (c) $1 billion/year for high reinfection probability

(d) $4 billion/year for low reinfection probability (e) $4 billion/year for high reinfection probability

(f) $8 billion/year for low reinfection probability (g) $8 billion/year for high reinfection probability

Figure 3.8: Experiment 4: Sensitivity analysis of HCV elimination on reinfection probability for
40-49 birth-cohort

Note 1: The numbers next to the circles are percentages of budget allocated to treatment. The circles without numbers in
later years indicate that there is enough budget to screen and treat everyone in the groups A and B, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Upper bound and incumbent lower bound over 15 decision periods for 40-49 birth-cohort

Figure 3.10: HCV control over 30 years with 15 decision periods for 40-49 birth-cohort

Figure 3.11: Optimal fraction of population for treatment and screening for 40-49 birth-cohort

(a) $1 billion/year (b) $4 billion/year (c) $8 billion/year
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Chapter 4

OPTIMAL HEALTH INSURANCE DESIGN FOR HYPERTENSION

This chapter describes the second healthcare application: Design a long-term optimal health-

care insurance cost-sharing policy for insurants with hypertensive heart disease to minimize pub-

lic/private insurer’s and insurants’ respective costs. The problem consists of determining optimal

cost-sharing policies for a public/private insurer as well as an insured’s optimal decision on multiple

treatments based on healthcare expenditures and health status to minimize respective costs. The

problem is modeled as a Stochastic Stackelberg Game (SSG), which captures the long-term interac-

tions between an insurer and an insured subject to underlying uncertainties of disease progression

(the transition of the insurants across health states). The analysis results show that insurants’ behav-

ior regarding medical utilization and treatment adherence complements related case study reviews.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mathematical model considering the association be-

tween cost-sharing and dynamic health outcomes for chronic diseases.

Most of this chapter appeared in [76].

4.1 Stochastic Stackelberg Game

4.1.1 Markov stationary stochastic Stackelberg game model

Consider a medical system with health insurance as a network with an insurer, group of insurants,

and money and information flowing from one party to another. For modeling purpose, It is assumed

that the insurants’ health status/outcomes can be unambiguously observed; thus, the insurer’s design

of the cost-sharing mechanism is based on not only the cost of the healthcare provided to insurants,

but also the observations of their health status. This is a reasonable assumption because, in a hyper-

tension case, the insurant is a group of patients with similar characteristics and those characteristics

are known to the insurer. As is known in the literature, insurants with generous insurance spend

more on medical care than insurants with less generous insurance; however, to control chronic dis-

ease and reduce the cost of expensive treatment in the future, it may be beneficial to the insurer to
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provide incentives for the insurant to maintain a chronic disease. Thus, the insurer needs to trade

off the cost-savings from a high level of cost-sharing that can reduce medication adherence or even

stop treatment with a low level of cost-sharing that reduces the risk of future expense.

It is worth noting that although asymmetric information between insurers and insurants is one

of the key factors driving how insurance products are offered and priced, and has been a focus of

economic analysis of health care since Arrow’s seminal paper from 1963 [7], adverse selection and

moral hazard are not the focus in this problem.

Adverse selection happens when insurers attract individuals with high risk, as opposed to a

balanced risk group. Adverse selection is primarily affected by premiums, which are important for

decisions to enroll in insurance. Premiums and adverse selection are not an issue for the question

attempted to address in this chapter because the insurer is assumed to already know the risk pool of

individuals they are facing when structuring a cost-sharing arrangement due to the requirement of

submitting a rate schedule and cost-sharing arrangements to a regulatory body (usually the Insurance

Commissioner). Also, the insurance premium is a fixed cost and does not incent treatment for those

insurants (e.g., type of treatment or type of prescription drug). The only factor driving the choice

for the treatment on the margin is the level of cost sharing. The focus is on what the insurer can do

to incent an insurant to seek appropriate treatment for a chronic disease with cost-sharing. In this

chapter, an analysis is presented that demonstrates that insurers may set cost-sharing rates to increase

the likelihood that insured individuals select treatments that have mutually beneficial outcomes for

the insurer and the insurant.

Moral hazard describes a situation where a party to a contract acts against the interests of the

other party but still within the confines of the agreement, e.g., when an insurant uses more services

than they were expected to use but to which they are entitled or when the physician’s recommenda-

tion is to utilize more expensive but less effective treatments. However, there is no moral hazard if

those insurants behave consistently with the expectations. Moral hazard may only be an issue when

individuals with no chance of positively responding to treatment in fact seek treatment. Considering

hypertension, an individual with normal blood pressure would not choose to take antihypertension

medication even when cost-sharing is low because it is unnecessary and does not improve their

health. Even though the issue of moral hazard from the service providers’ side is significant in in-

surance design literature [55, 167, 168], this research emphasizes the importance of improving an
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insurant patient’s long-term treatment seeking behavior, which is mainly influenced by factors like

income, disease burden, and cost-sharing [24, 160]. These three factors are captured in the game

model through the immediate cost functions. Thus, the moral hazard problem is not an issue in the

chronic disease scenario discussed in this research.

This model treats the followers in this SSG as a homogeneous group with similar characteristics,

e.g., age or risk measures such as smoking status, BMI. Heterogeneity is not an issue for two reasons.

First, the issue of heterogeneity relates to selection and this model may be applied to any number

of insurant risk distributions. Second, the insurant heterogeneity and the choice to buy insurance

is more closely linked to insurance premiums. Premiums may become relevant in an insurant’s

decision to buy insurance in a subsequent period but will have no impact on the choice to seek

treatment for a medical care need. In fact, even though insurance providers consider cost-sharing

in conjunction with premium levels as they create insurance products and offer them with the intent

of attracting specific risk profiles, evidence shows that only cost-sharing impacts the likelihood that

individuals seek treatment independent of premiums [27].

Here, a two-player SSG is applied where the insurer is the leader and the insurant is the follower

to investigate the long-term interaction between the insurer and the insurant. The leader takes the

first step, i.e., announcing a cost-sharing policy in health insurance, and the follower makes the best

response regarding healthcare treatment. The leader interacts with the follower in repeated plays

that dynamically evolve the health state. The evolution of health status depends on the probabilistic

outcomes of the follower’s actions in each decision epoch. Thus, the stochastic Stackelberg game

presented is a repeated game.

The focus is on Markovian strategies; a common approach in health care modeling. In dy-

namic decision-making models for chronic disease management, most research assumes Markovian

healthcare intervention [94, 130, 140]. An infinite-horizon approach is used for treatment decisions

and cost-sharing policy even though the insurant will die in a finite amount of time. This is a reason-

able approach since the time between decision epochs is short in comparison with the length of the

overall horizon in which decisions are made. Moreover, infinite-horizon models and corresponding

actions (interventions and cost-sharing policy) are often assumed to be time-independent (station-

ary) in medical decision-making and disease management problems [2, 125, 130, 134, 136]. In

summary, the repeated game setup is limited to Markov stationary strategies. That is, the insurants
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(followers) choose whether to take treatment or not depending only on their current health state and

stick to that action when in the same health state in the future. The insurer (leader), on the other

hand, chooses a cost-sharing policy based on the determined probability distribution.

The SSG game has a finite state space S, referring to the current health state of the insurant.

The players, i.e., insurer and insurant, adopt a pair of actions, causing health state transitions in a

Markov manner. The SSG game is applied to the case of hypertension, and the following notation

is used throughout the chapter.

• S : Finite set of representation of disease progression over insurant’s health status. The health

state (s∈S ) indicates the insurant’s current medical condition. For the hypertension case, the

classification of blood pressure for adults is used to determine four health states: “normal” (for

those with blood pressures below 120 mmHg systolic and/or below 80 mmHg diastolic); “pre-

hypertension” (for those with blood pressures ranging from 120-139 mmHg systolic and/or

80-89 mmHg diastolic); “hypertension stage 1” (for those with blood pressures ranging from

140-159 mmHg systolic and/or 90-99 mmHg diastolic); and “hypertension stage 2” (for those

with blood pressures ranging from 160-179 mmHg systolic and/or 100-109 mmHg diastolic)

[41].

• AL and AF : Finite action spaces for the insurer (L) and insurant (F), respectively. For the

insurer, the action (al ∈ AL) is the level of cost-sharing in health insurance, e.g., 10, 40, or

70 for copayment strategies. Let the cost-sharing level be different in different health states.

For the insurant, the action (a f ∈ AF ) is the medical treatment s/he decides to take (e.g., do

nothing, adjust lifestyle, and take antihypertension treatment). In general, the insurer could

consider different types of cost-sharing rate (both coinsurance and copayment beneficiaries)

in different states in the SSG game.

• T a f
ss′ : State transition function from s to s

′
based on the action a f ∈ AF performed by the

insurant. The transition function T a f
ss′ : AF ×S ×S → [0,1] indicates the transition proba-

bility from health state s to s
′

given the actions performed by the insurant, e.g., the change

in health status is only associated with the action of the insurant. In general, the probability
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can be extended to T ala f
ss′ if disease progression depends on actions of both the insurer and the

insurant.

• β (s): Probability that the initial health state is s ∈ S, with ∑s∈S β (s) = 1.

• π(al|s) and φ (a f |s): π(al|s) is the probability the insurer takes action al when the insurer

observes health state s and φ (a f |s) is the probability the insurant takes action a f when the

insurant observes state s. It is reasonable to assume that the behavior of the insurant is de-

terministic (pure strategy) since the action of the insurer is given [42]. That is, in every state

s ∈ S, φ (a f |s) = 1 if the insurant chooses treatment a f , and 0 otherwise.

• rL(s,al,a f ) and rF(s,al,a f ): Immediate cost functions for the insurer and the insurant, respec-

tively, in state s under the actions al ∈AL and a f ∈AF . Note that immediate cost functions

are formulated based on different types of cost-sharing policies.

• γL and γF : Discount factors for the insurer and the insurant, respectively, satisfying 0 ≤

γL,γF < 1.

• RL (s,π,a f ) and RF (s,π,a f ): Insurer and insurant’s expected costs in state s under the actions

of the insurant a f ∈AF , respectively.

• vL (s) and vF (s): Insurer and insurant’s optimal expected cost functions with initial state s∈ S,

respectively.

With the notation defined above, an illustration of the SSG with progression of hypertensive

heart disease and corresponding treatments is shown in Figure 4.1, where the health states and

actions are summarized as

S = {s1: normal, s2: prehypertension, s3: hypertension stage 1, s4: hypertension stage 2} ,

AL = {al1: $10 copayment, al2: $40 copayment, al3: $70 copayment},

and AF =
{

a f 1: do nothing (D), a f 2: lifestyle adjustment (L), a f 3: antihypertensive treatment (T)
}
.
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Normal ( )
Insurer’s actions {10, 40, 70}

Insured’s actions {D, L}

Prehypertension ( )
Insurer’s actions {10, 40, 70}

Insured’s actions {D, L}

Stage 1 ( )
Insurer’s actions {10, 40, 70}

Insured’s actions {D, T}

Actions of insurer

: copayment 40

: copayment 70

: copayment 10

Actions of insured

: do nothing (D)

: lifestyle adjustment (L)

: antihypertensive treatment (T)

Stage 2 ( )
Insurer’s actions {10, 40, 70}

Insured’s actions {D, T}

Hypertension

L

L D

D

D

D

T

T

Figure 4.1: Antihypertension treatments, health states, and disease progression using a stochastic
Stackelberg game model

The insurant’s action set is determined by his/her health states, e.g., the insurant can do nothing

(D) or make a lifestyle adjustment (L) in the normal state (s1) and in the prehypertension state

(s2), while the action sets in hypertension stage 1 (s3) and stage 2 (s4) include do nothing (D) and
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take antihypertension treatment (T). There are seventeen T a f
ss′ state transition probabilities because

available actions in each state are different: T a f 1
s1s1 , T a f 1

s1s2 , T a f 2
s1s1 , T a f 2

s1s2 , T a f 1
s2s2 , T a f 1

s2s3 , T a f 2
s2s1 , T a f 2

s2s2 , T a f 2
s2s3 , T a f 1

s3s3 ,

T a f 1
s3s4 , T a f 3

s3s2 , T a f 3
s3s3 , T a f 3

s3s4 , T a f 1
s4s4 , T a f 3

s4s3 , and T a f 3
s4s4 . For example, an insurant in hypertension stage 1 (s3)

may recover to normal state (s1) by receiving antihypertension treatment and adjusting lifestyle in

two consecutive health states (s3→ s2→ s1). Doing nothing will not improve his/her health status,

but the health status may worsen, i.e., (s3→ s3 or s3→ s4). Note that actions of the insurer do not

affect the health state transition directly. The insurer, i.e., the leader, chooses a cost-sharing policy

from 10, 40, and 70 copayments in each health state before the insurant takes an action.

Immediate cost functions

Immediate cost functions for the insurer, rL (s,al,a f ), and the insurant, rF (s,al,a f ), are formulated

based on different types of cost-sharing plans. insurants’ long-term treatment seeking behaviors are

influenced by three main factors: income, disease burden, and cost-sharing [24, 160]. Thus, the

immediate cost functions incorporate monthly income, mortality rate, and monthly out-of-pocket

payment. In the hypertension case, the insurer’s and the insurant’s immediate cost function using

copayment as an example are as follows,

rL (s,al,a f ) =
(
ctreat(s,a f )− sCP(al,a f )

)
+ ce f f ect

L (s,a f ), (4.1)

and

rF (s,al,a f ) = sCP(al,a f )+ ce f f ect
F (s,a f )−bhealth

F (s,a f ) (4.2)

where ctreat(s,a f ) is the total cost of medical treatment according to insurant’s action a f in state s,

e.g., payment/fee of different healthcare service/treatments, sCP(al,a f ) is the copayment level asso-

ciated with the insurer’s copayment setting al ∈AL and the insurant’s action a f ∈AF , ce f f ect
L (s,a f )

and ce f f ect
F (s,a f ) denote the relative costs of side effects from healthcare service or behaviors with

action a f ∈ AF to the insurer and insurant in state s, respectively, e.g., the low quality of different

medical service, undesirable effect of a drug, life expectancy, or reduction of the risk of mortal-

ity, and bhealth
F (s,a f ) is the health benefit for the insurant, e.g., income, in state s ∈S with action

a f ∈AF .
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Expected cost functions

The expected cost functions for the insurer and the insurant are in terms of immediate costs and

future costs. Suppose that the insurant’s health state is s, the insurer adopts policy π(al|s) and the

insurant adopts action a f ∈ AF . The insurer’s and the insurant’s expected costs, RL (s,π,a f ) and

RF (s,π,a f ), are shown as follows,

RL (s,π,a f ) = ∑
al∈AL

π (al|s)

(
rL (s,al,a f )+ γL ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vL

(
s
′
))

(4.3)

and

RF (s,π,a f ) = ∑
al∈AL

π (al|s)

(
rF (s,al,a f )+ γF ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vF

(
s
′
))

(4.4)

where γL and γF are discount factors, and vL

(
s
′
)
=minπ,a f RL(s

′
,π,a f ) and vF

(
s
′
)
=minπ,a f RF(s

′
,π,a f )

are optimal expected costs going forward from a future state s
′

for the insurer and the insurant.

Therefore, a Stackelberg equilibrium computation problem is formulated as a mixed integer nonlin-

ear program (MINLP) as follows:

min
π,φ ,vL,vF

∑
s∈S

β (s)vL (s) (4.5)

s.t.

π (al|s)≥ 0 ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL (4.6)

∑
al

π (al|s) = 1 ∀s ∈S (4.7)

φ (a f |s) ∈ {0,1} ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (4.8)

∑
a f

φ (a f |s) = 1 ∀s ∈S (4.9)

0≤ RF (s,π,a f )− vF (s)≤ (1−φ (a f |s))Z ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (4.10)

RL (s,π,a f )− vL (s)≤ (1−φ (a f |s))Z ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (4.11)

The Stackelberg equilibrium is defined as (π∗,φ ∗π ), i.e., the optimal policies derived from the

above MINLP for the leader (the insurer) and follower (the insurant). In the above MINLP, the

objective (4.5) is to minimize the expected cost of the insurer given the distribution of the insurant’s
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initial health state s. The insurer’s policy is stochastic and has to satisfy constraints (4.6) and (4.7) to

ensure a probability distribution. Constraints (4.8) and (4.9) force the insurant’s policy to be binary;

that is, the insurant adopts exactly one action in each health state s∈S . Constraint (4.10) is used to

compute the insurant’s best response φ (a f |s) to the insurer’s policy π in each state s, and Constraint

(4.11) ensures the insurer’s optimal expected cost given an insurant’s deterministic best response.

Let Z be a very large constant. Constraint (4.10) is composed of two inequalities where the first

indicates that the value of the insurant’s optimal expected cost vF(s) in state s is no larger than the

expected cost over all possible actions a f . The second inequality in Constraint (4.10) ensures that if

an action a f is chosen in state s, i.e., φ (a f |s) = 1, vF(s) exactly equals the insurant’s expected cost

in that state; on the other hand, if φ (a f |s) = 0, the constraint becomes 0≤ RF (s,π,a f )−vF (s)≤ Z

and the right-hand side is just a redundant inequality. These two inequalities make sure that the

insurant minimizes his/her expected cost over all possible choices a f in each state s. Similarly, in

Constraint (4.11), when the insurant chooses action a f in state s, the constraint becomes equality,

i.e., vL (s) = RL (s,π,a f ), and thus the insurer’s cost must equal the expected cost when the insurant

takes action a f in that state; on the other hand, when φ (a f |s) = 0, the constraint becomes redundant.

4.1.2 Markov stationary stochastic Stackelberg game solution

A Stackelberg equilibrium in this stochastic Stackelberg game exists if the leader’s and follower’s

strategies are restricted to Markov stationary strategies [95, 154]. The equilibrium is the optimal so-

lution found by solving the MINLP formulation (4.5)−(4.11). However, because of the combination

of the binary variables φ and the non-convex interaction between continuous variables (i.e., π and vF

in Constraint (4.10), and π and vL in Constraint (4.11)), the MINLP formulation is computationally

challenging to solve using existing MINLP solution methods. The Stackelberg equilibrium com-

putation in [154] is applied to solve the MINLP formulation: discretizing the probabilities π [66]

and linearizing these constraints using McCormick inequalities [107] to approximate a Stackelberg

equilibrium. The details of the approximation method and corresponding optimization problem are

presented in Appendix E.
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4.2 Numerical Results for Hypertension Case

The SSG cost-sharing mechanism design is applied to analyze copayment policies for a hyperten-

sion case. Nearly 90% of U.S. adults with uncontrolled hypertension have insurance and a source

of health care [32], representing a missed opportunity to control hypertension because they were

either unaware of their hypertension or they were aware of their hypertension but were not receiving

treatment. [114] presented that over 64% of adults who were taking hypertension medication suc-

cessfully achieved blood pressure less than 140/90 mmHg. However, nonadherence to prescribed

medication and insufficiently intensive antihypertension treatment are the two major challenges to

controlling high blood pressure [52]. Thus, an expanded effort to incent an increased rate of tak-

ing hypertension medication treatment using cost-sharing rates provides an opportunity to improve

hypertension control.

Four health states (i.e., normal s1, prehypertension s2, hypertension stage 1 s3, and hypertension

stage 2 s4) are defined in the experiments. The designation is intended to identify those individuals

in whom early intervention by an adoption of a healthy lifestyle or adherence to treatment could

reduce blood pressure, decrease the rate of deterioration of blood pressure to hypertension levels,

or prevent hypertension entirely. Since high blood pressure values are associated with an increase

in the risk of mortality as compared to those with normal blood pressure levels, early intervention

could improve health outcomes.

Three experiments are conducted. To validate the insurant’s response to cost-sharing in the

hypertension case, the first experiment is conducted to examine the sensitivity of the insurant’s

behavior towards variations in the cost-sharing rate and income, and thus compare the mathematical

model and quantitative analysis with literature reviews of evidence. The second experiment analyzes

the insurer’s and the insurant’s strategies in a Stackelberg equilibrium to observe their interactions

over different insurant’s characteristics, i.e., age and income. The insurer’s expected cost is also

reported. The third experiment analyzes multi-tiered copayments over multiple treatments to show

the analysis can be applied to multi-tiered cost-sharing levels. In the third experiment, two types of

treatments, one with low cost and the other with higher cost but higher efficacy, are considered.
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Table 4.1: Experiment settings

Experiment 1: Fixing insurer’s action, find optimal insurant’s action
Varied inputs insurant’s age {20-39,40-59,60-79}

insurant’s income {$210,$625,$2300}
Copayment level {10,40,70}

insurant’s actions {Do nothing, Lifestyle adjustment, Treatment taking}
Experiment 2: Copayment policy for a single antihypertension treatment
Varied inputs insurant’s age {20-39,40-59,60-79}

insurant’s income {$210,$625,$2300}
Insurer’s actions Copayment level {10,40,70} with probabilities 0, 0.5, and 1
insurant’s actions {Do nothing, Lifestyle adjustment, Treatment taking}
Experiment 3: Copayment policy for multiple antihypertension treatments
Varied inputs insurant’s income {$210,$625,$2300}

Copayment for treatment A\B {10\10,10\90,45\110}
insurant’s actions {Do nothing, Lifestyle adjustment, Treatment A taking, Treatment B taking}

4.2.1 Parameter settings

The following inputs are varied in the numerical experiments: 1) insurant’s age, 2) income in the

normal state, and 3) copayment level. The experiment settings are summarized in Table 4.1. The

collected outputs from the numerical experiments are as follows: 1) optimal policies for the insurer

and insurant, and 2) minimum expected cost to the insurer.

The hypertension-specific parameters and corresponding sources are given in Table 4.2. The

insurer’s and the insurant’s immediate cost functions for copayment plan are presented in Equa-

tions (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. The antihypertension treatment cost function ctreat(s,a f ) and

side-effect functions ce f f ect
L (s,a f ) and ce f f ect

F (s,a f ) are formulated based on the hypertension liter-

ature as shown in Table 4.2.

The monthly average antihypertension treatment cost per person ctreat(s,a f ) (see Table 4.2) is

calculated from [43] and [29]. [29] suggested that an additional monthly investment of $50 is

required for insurants with hypertension stage 2 and is reflected in Table 2. More details about

hypertension therapy costs and recommendations can be found in cost-effective analysis studies

[153, 111, 103].

The relative cost of the insurer’s and insurant’s side-effects in their immediate cost functions,

ce f f ect
L (s,a f ) and ce f f ect

F (s,a f ), are based on mortality rate of coronary artery disease to factor in
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Table 4.2: Hypertension parameter values used in the numerical experiments

Variable Value Source
Monthly cost ctreat(s,a f )

Lifestyle adjustments (L) in s1 or s2 $60 Assume

Treatment (T ) in s3 $80 [43]

Treatment (T ) in s4 $130 [29]

Mortality Mortality(s)

(s1, s2, s3, s4)

20-39 age group (0.0001,0.0001,0.0002,0.0003) Assume

40-59 age group (0.00012,0.00019,0.00031,0.00038) [119]

60-79 age group (0.00047,0.00049,0.00062,0.00065) [119]

Initial health state distribution β (s)

(s1, s2, s3, s4)

20-39 age group (0.652,0.297,0.044,0.007) [83]

40-59 age group (0.465,0.391,0.119,0.026) [83]

60-79 age group (0.408,0.413,0.212,0.067) [83]

Discount rate
γL 0.996 [90]

γF 0.996 [90]

increased risk of vascular disease mortality as blood pressure increases [119]. As shown in the study

[28], antihypertension treatment reduced the risk of all-cause mortality with relative risk 0.89. Thus,

ce f f ect
L and ce f f ect

F are multiplied by 0.89 when lifestyle adjustment or antihypertension treatment

are taken. Note that the relative cost of the side-effect when taking antihypertension treatment is

less than the side-effect with do-nothing action. Let ce f f ect
L (s,a f ) and ce f f ect

F (s,a f ) be functions of

mortality rate mortality(s) as follows,

ce f f ect
L (s,a f ) = ce f f ect

F (s,a f ) =


3(mortality(s) ·104)2 if a f = D

3(0.89 ·mortality(s) ·104)2 if a f = L or T
(4.12)

where mortality(s) is shown in Table 4.2.

The insurant’s benefit bhealth
F (s,a f ) is represented by person monthly income, which is based on

the person monthly income distribution in [149] ($210: percent below 10, $625: percent below 20,

$2300: percent below 50); thus, the insurant’s benefit is represented as
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bhealth
F (s,a f ) = income ·λ (s), (4.13)

where income is an input to the experiments as shown in Table 4.1 and λ (s) is loss of production

rate in state s, λ (s1) = 1, λ (s2) = 0.99, λ (s3) = 0.98, and λ (s4) = 0.95.

The probabilities β (s) that the initial health state is s are adopted from the distribution of blood

pressure measurement in the USA [83] for different age groups. Similar to other hypertension

research using Markov models to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of hypertension therapies [90], an

annual discount rate of 5% is applied to all future costs for leader and follower (monthly γL = γF =

0.996).

The discrete-time Markov model, with monthly transition probabilities T a f
ss′ from hypertension

state s to s′, is built based on hypertension literature studies [103, 56, 147]. Also a regression

analysis in these studies showed that age is a significant factor for developing hypertension; thus,

the transition probabilities are age-dependent and younger age groups are assumed to have better

antihypertension treatment efficacy and lower rates to develop high blood pressure. If the health

states are extended by incorporating multiple congenital heart disease (CHD), stroke events, and

death into health states, the mortality and risk of cardiovascular disease could be applied as in

[103]. The following functions is used to convert these probabilities into monthly probabilities,

pm = 1− (1− py)
1/12, pm = 1− (1− p5y)

1/60, and pm = 1− (1− p8y)
1/96, where pm, py, p5y, and

p8y are monthly, yearly, five-yearly, and eight-yearly probabilities, respectively.

The transition probabilities from normal and prehypertension states to hypertension stage 1 are

selected and transformed to monthly data from [147], which studied the rate of development of

hypertension with and without treatment for different blood pressures by monitoring blood pres-

sure over eight years. The transition probability from normal to prehypertension state is selected

within 15− 38%, which is the probability that blood pressure is raised over five years [103], and

transformed to monthly data.

The monthly transition probabilities when the insurant does nothing are presented as follows,
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s1 s2 s3 s4

s1

s2

s3

s4


0.991−2t 0.006+ t 0.003+ t 0

0 0.992−2t 0.008+2t 0

0 0 0.988−2t 0.012+2t

0 0 0 1


(4.14)

where s1, s2, s3, and s4 are normal, prehypertension, hypertension stage 1 and stage 2, respectively.

Parameter t is used to create age-dependency in the monthly transition probability. Although the

literature agrees that the transition probabilities depend on age, there is no agreement in the literature

on how to quantify the age dependency, especially since it is often challenged because the data relied

on self-measured blood pressure, as discussed in [156]. Let values for t be: −0.001, 0.001, and

0.003 for age groups 20-39, 40-59, and 60-79, respectively.

Similarly, the transition probabilities when the insurant adjusts lifestyle and\or takes antihyper-

tension treatment are presented as follows,

s1 s2 s3 s4

s1

s2

s3

s4


0.996−2t 0.003+ t 0.001+ t 0

0.082− t 0.915− t 0.003+2t 0

0 0.082− t 0.915− t 0.003+2t

0 0 0.082− t 0.918+ t

 .
(4.15)

The transition probabilities from prehypertension to the normal state, from hypertension stage 1

to prehypertension, and from hypertension stage 2 to stage 1 with action treatment or lifestyle ad-

justment are estimated by yearly 36% failure rate to achieve blood pressure control [56]. More

hypertension statistical literature is reported in [32, 33].

4.2.2 Experiment 1: Fixing insurer’s action, find optimal insurant’s action

The first experiment is performed to determine how sensitive the insurant’s behavior is to variations

in the cost-sharing rate and income in normal state for three different age groups. This indicates

which parameters play the most significant role in the determination of actions as well as the trend
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of treatment adherence. Table 4.3 shows the behaviors of insurants in three age groups for different

copayments and income levels. It is observed that the insurant always chooses to do nothing in

s1 and adjust lifestyle in s2, as expected. For treatment taking behavior in the 20-39 age group,

the insurant with the lowest income $210 tends to take antihypertension treatment in s3 and s4 with

copayment $10 while choosing to do nothing when copayment level is $70 or the insurant is in s4; on

the other hand, the insurant with incomes $625 and $2300 always takes antihypertension treatment

in s3 and s4 no matter which copayment level is set. As shown in Table 4.3, the insurant’s actions

and insurer’s expected cost are all the same for the $625 and $2300 income levels. The insurant’s

actions for the $210 income levels that are different are highlighted in bold in Table 4.3. It indicates

that a low-income insurant is more likely to be sensitive to cost-sharing rate than the counterpart

with high income. The trend is consistent with the study in [50] which showed insurants with higher

copayments are less likely to adhere to recommended treatment regimens than those with lower

copayments.

It is also observed that the insurant in the 60-79 age group is more willing to take treatment

than the insurant in the 20-39 and 40-59 age groups in the lowest copayment level because of

a higher probability of getting worse blood pressure. In most cases, the insurer’s expected cost

decreases when the the copayment level increases; however, the trend is different for the lowest

income level in the 20-39 and 40-59 age groups because of side effects resulting from doing nothing

when copayment level is 70, which leads to a higher medication cost in the future.

4.2.3 Experiment 2: Copayment policy for single antihypertension treatment

The second experiment determines the optimal cost-sharing policy for the insurer and optimal action

for the insurant in the Stackelberg equilibrium. The two-player SSG for hypertension used in this

experiment is shown in Figure 4.1.

See Tables 4.4 and 4.5 for the optimal strategies of the insurant and the insurer, respectively,

with three different income levels and three age groups. The optimal copayment policies found

in Table 4.5 are always pure strategies even though a mixed strategy is allowed. For example,

the insurer’s strategy when the insurant is in s3, in all cases, is a pure strategy of selecting a 70

copayment level, denoted in Table 4.5 as 10 : 0, 40 : 0, 70 : 1. When solving the MINLP for other
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Table 4.3: Experiment 1: Cost-sharing sensitivity over three copayment levels, three income levels,
and three age groups. The insurant’s actions in the normal state s1 are always to do nothing (D), and
in the prehypertension state s2 to always adjust lifestyle (L), so they are not shown in the table.

insurant’s optimal strategy (D,L,T )

Income in normal state 210 625 2300

Copayment 10 40 70 10 40 70 10 40 70

20-39 age group
Stage 1 s3 T T D T T T T T T

Stage 2 s4 D D D T T T T T T

Insurer’s expected cost 2223 1527 1990 2292 1553 815 2292 1553 815

40-59 age group
Stage 1 s3 T T D T T T T T T

Stage 2 s4 T D D T T T T T T

Insurer’s expected cost 5358 3541 5053 5358 3630 1903 5358 3630 1903

60-79 age group
Stage 1 s3 T T T T T T T T T

Stage 2 s4 T T D T T T T T T

Insurer’s expected cost 21150 18220 16689 21150 18220 15290 21150 18220 15290

D: do nothing dd L: lifestyle adjustment dd T : antihypertension treatment

parameter settings, occasionally a mixed strategy was found, such as 10 : 0, 40 : 0.5, and 70 : 0.5,

which indicates that the insurer sets the copayment level to $10, $40, and $70 with probabilities 0,

0.5, and 0.5, respectively. In Experiment 2, when the highest copayment level is selected, there is

no need for a mixed strategy since it is already at the highest level. Note that the insurer’s actions

in s1 and s2 are not shown in Table 4.5 because the insurer’s copayment levels in normal (s1) and

prehypertension (s2) states will not affect the insurers’ expected cost or the actions of the insurant

(because the actions of the insurant “do nothing (D)” and “lifestyle adjustment (L)” do not include

antihypertension treatment cost).

It is observed that the insurant with medium and high income (income= $625 and $2300) de-

sire to take antihypertension treatment even with the highest copayment level setting, where as the

insurant with low income (income= $210) still chooses to not take antihypertension treatment in s4

even when the insurer decreases the copayment level to 10, i.e., 10 copayment for the 20-39 and

40-59 age groups (highlighted in bold). The reason is because the insurant gains more incentive to
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return to the normal state s1 even though the insurant needs to pay a higher partial healthcare cost

for the antihypertension treatment. However, the insurant with low income= $210 in the 60-79 age

group tends to take treatment with copayment level 40 (highlighted in bold) because of a higher

probability of raising blood pressure.

The last row of Table 4.5 shows the insurer’s minimum expected cost. For each age group,

the insurer’s minimum cost decreases as the income increases. The result indicates that the insurer

should pay more attention to the insurants with low income because of poor adherence treatment-

taking behavior.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the insurer’s expected cost improves compared to Experi-

ment 1, which fixes the cost-sharing rate instead of solving for the Stackelberg equilibrium. For

example, Table 4.3 shows that for the insurant with income $210 in the 20-39 and 40-59 age groups,

the minimum expected cost for the insurer is 1527 and 3541, respectively, with insurant’s optimal

response s3 : T , and s4 : D; in contrast, Experiment 2 shows that the insurer’s minimum expected

cost for the income level 210 is 831 and 2165 with the same insurant’s optimal response s3 : T , and

s4 : D. This improvement is due to a change in the copayment policy. Moreover, for the insurant

with low income 210 in the 60-79 age group in Table 4.3, when the insurer adopts a copayment

level $70, the insurant takes treatment only in hypertension stage 1 (s3) and does nothing in s4, and

the insurer’s expected cost is 16689; in contrast, Table 4.5 shows that for the same insurant, when

the copayment levels in the Stackelberg equilibrium are set as $70 and $40 in stages 3 and 4, re-

spectively, the insurant takes antihypertension treatment in both hypertension stages and the insurer

acquires a reduced expected cost of $15668.

4.2.4 Experiment 3: Copayment policy for multiple antihypertension treatments

This experiment demonstrates that the analysis can be extended to multiple treatments with different

cost-sharing rates. In addition to improving the adherence behavior of the insurant, a customized

cost-sharing policy has an impact on the insurant’s chronic disease progression, and the insurer can

incent an insurant with specific characteristics to receive suitable treatment. Moreover, the differ-

ent cost-sharing policies over multiple treatments can reduce the insurer’s expenses while keeping

insurants continuing to take treatments.
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Table 4.4: Experiment 2: insurant’s strategy φ ∗π in the Stackelberg equilibrium with respect to dif-
ferent income levels and age groups

insurant’s strategy φ∗π
Age 20-39 40-59 60-79

Income in normal state 210 625 2300 210 625 2300 210 625 2300

Normal s1 D D D D D D D D D

Prehypertension s2 L L L L L L L L L

Stage 1 s3 T T T T T T T T T

Stage 2 s4 D T T D T T T T T

D: do nothing dd L: lifestyle adjustment dd T : antihypertension treatment

Table 4.5: Experiment 2: Insurer’s strategy π∗ in the Stackelberg equilibrium with respect to differ-
ent income levels and age groups

Insurer’s strategy π∗ (level of copayment: probability that adopts that level)
Age 20-39 40-59 60-79

Income in normal state 210 625 2300 210 625 2300 210 625 2300

Stage 1 s3 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0

40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0

70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1 70: 1

Stage 2 s4 10: 1 10: 0 10: 0 10: 1 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0 10: 0

40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 0 40: 1 40: 0 40: 0

70: 0 70: 1 70: 1 70: 0 70: 1 70: 1 70: 0 70: 1 70: 1

Insurer’s minimum expected cost 831 815 815 2165 1903 1903 15668 15290 15290
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Multi-tiered cost-sharing benefits are increasingly being implemented by plan sponsors, espe-

cially targeting prescription drug plans. The impact of multi-tiered pharmacy benefits on drug uti-

lization has been the subject of several studies. In common three-tier formulary, the copayment

for generic drugs in the first tier is the lowest, a copayment for brand-name drugs preferred by the

insurer in the second tier is higher, and the copayment for brand-name drugs not preferred by the

insurer in the third tier is the highest. By examining a three-tier measure of insurance coverage on

different index depth of drug converge for hypertension, [109] found that lack of drug coverage was

associated with cost-related poor adherence, and cost-related poor adherence was associated with

income level and out-of-pocket spending for drugs. [144] showed that overall compliance for anti-

hypertensive agents was higher in tier 1 than in tiers 2 and 3. [82] showed that increased copayments

or adding a new level of copayments reduced plan expenditures for working aged people enrolled in

employer health plans. The reduction mainly benefited health insurance plans because of increased

beneficiary out-of-pocket costs. [132] discussed that prescription decision-making depends on com-

munication between the pharmacists and the insurant’s preferences due to physicians’ insufficient

knowledge to assist insurants in managing out-of-pocket costs for prescription drugs. Further, [131]

analyzed pharmacy claims from a large three-tier pharmacy benefit plans for chronic medications

and found that prescribing generic or preferred medications is associated with improvements in ad-

herence to therapy. Therefore, effective management of insurants’ healthcare prescription decisions

under multi-tiered benefit plans is required.

Experiment 3 demonstrates that the framework and analysis can be extended to a multi-tier

cost-sharing benefit plan. Although there are other analytical works considering two treatments

[53, 70], to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to examine the issues of long-term

chronic disease progression. For example, Lisinopril and Enalapril (Vasotec) are both used to treat

high blood pressure (hypertension) in adults; however, a 10 mg tablet of Enalapril costs $96, while

a 40 mg tablet of generic Lisinopril costs $17 but has more common side effects, e.g., cloudy urine

and decrease in urine output.

The third experiment examines a two-tier formulary that contains two types of treatments which

have different effectiveness and treatment costs. To reduce medication cost, the insurer tends to

increase the copayment for the expensive treatment to drive the insurants to take the cheaper drug

even though it may be less effective or require a longer recovery time. Two antihypertension treat-
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ments can be chosen by the insurant in hypertension stage 1 (s3) and stage 2 (s4). The price of

antihypertension treatment A is low ($100) and the price of antihypertension treatment B is high

($160) but more effective. The transition probability with action taking treatment A is the same as

Equation (4.15) and the transition probability when taking the more effective treatment B is assumed

as follows,

s1 s2 s3 s4

s1

s2

s3

s4


0.996−2t 0.003+ t 0.001+ t 0

0.081− t 0.916− t 0.003+2t 0

0 0.182− t 0.816− t 0.002+2t

0 0 0.161− t 0.839+ t


(4.16)

which compared to treatment A, has a higher probability to lower blood pressure.

Three policies of two-tier copayment levels for antihypertension treatments A\B (10\10, 10\90,

and 45\110) are examined. Table 4.6 shows that, for three age groups, when the copayment for

the treatments A and B are both low (policy 1), all insurants take treatment B due to the better

effectiveness of treatment B; however, as the copayment for treatment B increases (policy 2), all

insurants change policy from treatment B to treatment A in both s3 and s4 states. Policy 3, $45

for treatment A and $110 for treatment B, keeps both insurants continuing to receive treatments,

and also has the lowest sum of expected costs over income levels (e.g., 20-30 age group: $6945

for policy 1, $8541 for policy 2, and $4338 for policy 3). Note that, with Policy 3, the insurant

with income $210 in the 20-39 age group tends to take treatment A in s3 while the insurants with

income $210 in the 40-59 and 60-79 age groups choose to take treatment B (highlighted in bold).

The analysis manifests that the framework allows the insurer to lower medication cost by incenting

the insurant to continue taking hypertensive treatments with a multi-tier formulary.

4.3 Structural Properties of the Model

The game-theoretic approach enables an insurer to derive an optimal cost-sharing policy with respect

to insurant’s corresponding health states and response. However, a deeper insight into the game

model is necessary in order to understand both insurer’s and insurant’s dynamic behaviors.
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Table 4.6: Experiment 3: insurant’s optimal strategies over three two-tier copayment policies and
three age groups. The insurant’s actions in the normal state s1 are always to do nothing (D), and in
the prehypertension state s2 to always adjust lifestyle (L), so they are not shown in the table.

Insurer’s copayment policies
Two-tier policy Policy 1 Policy 2 Policy 3

Treatment A\B 10\10 10\90 45\110

insurant’s optimal strategy (D,L,TA,TB)

Income 210 625 2300 210 625 2300 210 625 2300

20-39 age group
Stage 1 s3 TB TB TB TA TA TA TA TB TB

Stage 2 s4 TB TB TB TA TA TA TA TA TB

Insurer’s expected cost 2315 2315 2315 2847 2847 2847 1982 1182 1174

Sum over income levels 6945 8541 4338

40-59 age group
Stage 1 s3 TB TB TB TA TA TA TB TB TB

Stage 2 s4 TB TB TB TA TA TA TA TA TB

Insurer’s expected cost 4623 4623 4623 5880 5880 5880 2305 2305 2256

Sum over income levels 13869 17640 6866

60-79 age group
Stage 1 s3 TB TB TB TA TA TA TB TB TB

Stage 2 s4 TB TB TB TA TA TA TA TA TB

Insurer’s expected cost 18903 18903 18903 21080 21080 21080 15300 15300 15177

Sum over income levels 56709 63240 45777

D: do nothing dd TA: antihypertension treatment A dd TB: antihypertension treatment B

The next step is to consider structural properties of the proposed optimal health insurance

framework-cost-sharing problem. This may help guarantee certain structure on the model output

(i.e., the optimal values and policies in Stackelberg equilibrium) with certain structure on the model

input. Besides, structural properties can also make policy implementation easier and accelerate

computation time for large-scale game models.

Understanding structural properties of the stochastic Stackelberg game may be useful to derive a

set of conditions that ensure the existence of monotonic optimal policies or control-limit policy for

both players (e.g., should insurance company offer high or low cost-sharing rate? at which health

state should patients begin to take treatment?). It may be possible to use structural properties to

solve the game problem within a limited computation time.
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Research on optimal time to initiating therapy or acceptance of organs is also growing [2, 3, 130].

In this section, structural properties of discounted infinite-horizon Stackelberg stochastic game are

studied to derive conditions that ensure the Stackelberg equilibrium of stochastic game involves

monotonic cost-sharing policy and monotonic chronic disease-based policy. Given monotonic cost-

sharing policy, the conditions that insurant has monotonic chronic disease-based policy is first pre-

sented. Second, conditions that monotonic cost-sharing policy for the insurer can guarantee the

minimum cost is then presented. For convenience, insurant’s actions are indexed DT = 1 (don’t take

treatment), T = 2 (take treatment), L = 3 (change lifestyle), and DL = 4 (not change lifestyle). Also,

insurant’s health states are indexed normal = 1, prehypertension = 2, stage 1 = 3, and stage 2 = 4.

General-sum discounted stochastic games are proved to have at least one Nash equilibrium point

in stationary strategies [59]. Approachability is adopted to analyze the multi-objective optimization

in finite-time Stackelberg Stochastic Games [84]. In this problem, the Stackelberg equilibrium is

presented as a solution to a non-linear integer program.

Definition 1. Monotonic chronic disease-based policy

For a given insurer’s cost-sharing policy π(al|s), if the optimal action the insurant selects, a f (s),

is nonincreasing in insurant’s health state s, the optimal policy of the insurant φ(a f |s) is called a

monotonic chronic disease-based policy.

Definition 2. Monotonic cost-sharing policy

For a given response of an insurant φ(a f |s), if the optimal action the insurer selects, al(s), is nonin-

creasing in insurant’s health state s, the optimal policy of the insurer π(al|s) is called a monotonic

cost-sharing policy.

Assumption 1. For a given monotonic cost-sharing policy, π(al|s), if s+ ≥ s−, then the immediate

cost function for the insurant satisfies

rF(s+,al(s+),a f )≥ rF(s−,al(s−),a f ) (4.17)

for each a f ∈AF .

For example, assumption 1 indicates that with the same insurant’s action, the immediate cost of

an insurant with high blood pressure is higher than that of an insurant with low blood pressure.
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Assumption 2. For a given monotonic response of an insurant, φ ∗(π), if s+ ≥ s−, then the imme-

diate cost function for the insurer satisfies

rL(s+,al,a∗f (s
+))≥ rL(s−,al,a∗f (s

−)) (4.18)

for each al ∈AL.

An example of assumption 2 is that, given the same cost-sharing policy, the immediate cost for

the insurer is higher when the insurant has high blood pressure than when the insurant has low blood

pressure.

Assumption 3. T a f
sk = ∑

|S|
s′=k T a f

ss′ is nondecreasing in s for each k ∈S , a f ∈AF .

Similar to the definition of Increasing Failure Rate (IFR) [130], Assumption 3 implies that given

an insurant’s action, the insurant with higher blood pressure has a larger probability to go to any

particular health state worse than lower blood pressure.

Assumption 4. T a f
sk = ∑

|S|
s′=k T a f

ss′ is submodular in (s,a f ) for each k ∈S .

From the Assumption 4,

T L
normal k +T DL

prehypertension k ≥ T DL
normal k +T L

prehypertension k (4.19)

and

T DT
stage1 k +T T

stage2 k ≥ T T
stage1 k +T DT

stage2 k (4.20)

for each k ∈ S , implying that the insurant with prehypertension should start to adjust lifestyle;

similarly, as insurant with hypertension should seek early treatment since it will result in a better

health state than late treatment.

Theorem 3. For a given monotonic cost-sharing policy, π(al|s), suppose assumptions 1, 3 and 4

hold, and

rF(s−,al(s−),a+f )+ rF(s+,al(s+),a−f )≥ rF(s+,al(s+),a+f )+ rF(s−,al(s−),a−f ) (4.21)
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if s+ ≥ s− and a+f ≥ a−f . Then a f (s−) ≥ a f (s+) if s+ ≥ s−, that is, a monotonic chronic disease-

based policy exists.

Proof. The following proof follows the logic in the proof of monotonicity of optimal policies [68].

Claim 1. vF(s) is nondecreasing in s.

Proof. Let s+ ≥ s− and suppose a∗f is optimal in s+.

vF(s+) = min
a f∈AF

{
rF(s+,a∗l (s

+),a f )+ ∑
s′∈S

T a f
s+s′vF(s′)

}
= rF(s+,a∗l ((s

+)),a∗f )+ ∑
s′∈S

T
a∗f

s+s′vF(s′)

≥ rF(s−,a∗l (s
−),a∗f )+ ∑

s′∈S
T

a∗f
s+s′vF(s′)

≥ rF(s−,a∗l (s
−),a∗f )+ ∑

s′∈S
T

a∗f
s−s′vF(s′)

≥ min
a f∈AF

{
rF(s−,a∗l (s

−),a f )+ ∑
s′∈S

T a f
s−s′vF(s′)

}
= vF(s−)

This proves claim 1.

Claim 2. ∑s′∈S T a f
ss′ vF(s′) is submodular in (s,a f ).

Proof. Submodularity of T a f
ss′ implies

T
a+f
s+k +T

a−f
s−k ≤ T

a−f
s+k +T

a+f
s−k,∀s

+ ≥ s−,a+ ≥ a−, for each k ∈ S.
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That is, for each k ∈ S,

∑
s′≥k

[
T

a+f
s+s′+T

a−f
s−s′

]
≤ ∑

s′≥k

[
T

a−f
s+s′+T

a+f
s−s′

]

∑
s′≥k

[
T

a+f
s+s′+T

a−f
s−s′

]
vF(s′) ≤ ∑

s′≥k

[
T

a−f
s+s′+T

a+f
s−s′

]
vF(s′)

∑
s′≥k

T
a+f

s+s′vF(s′)− ∑
s′≥k

T
a−f

s+s′vF(s′) ≤ ∑
s′≥k

T
a+f

s−s′vF(s′)− ∑
s′≥k

T
a−f

s−s′vF(s′).

This proves claim 2.

Now, RF(s,al(s),a f )= rF(s,al(s),a f )+γF ∑s∈S T a f
ss′ vF(s′) is submodular because rF(s,a f (s),al)

is submodular (Condition (4.21)) and ∑s′∈S T a f
ss′ vF(s′) is also submodular (Claim 2). The conclusion

of Theorem 3 thus holds because a f (s) is the largest minimizer of RF(s,al(s),a f ).

Lemma 4. Suppose RF(s,al(s),a f ) is submodular given al(s). Let a∗f (s) denote the largest mini-

mizer of RF(s,al(s),a f ), then a∗f (s) is nonincreasing in s.

Proof. Suppose not. Then, there exists s+ ≥ s− such that a∗f (s
+) > a∗f (s

−). Thus, a∗(s+) is not

optimal in s−.

0 > RF(s−,al(s−),a f (s−))−RF(s−,al(s−),a f (s+)). (4.22)

Since a f (s+) is optimal in s+,

RF(s+,al(s+),a f (s−))−RF(s+,al(s+),a f (s+))≥ 0. (4.23)

Combining the two inequalities,

RF(s+,al(s+),a f (s−))+RF(s−,al(s−),a f (s+))> RF(s+,al(s+),a f (s+))+RF(s−,al(s−),a f (s−)).

(4.24)

This contradicts submodularity.

Condition (4.21) may be violated for some (s,a f ). The magnitude of the violation of Equation
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(4.21) is quantified by defining the following metric,

max
a+f ≥a−f ,s

+≥s−

{
0,
[
rF(s−,al(s−),a+f )+ rF(s+,al(s+),a−f )

]
−
[
rF(s+,al(s+),a+f )+ rF(s−,al(s−),a−f )

]}
.

(4.25)

Theorem 5. For a given optimal monotonic response of an insurant φ ∗(π), suppose assumptions 2,

3, and 4 hold, and

rL(s−,a+l ,a
∗
f (s
−))+ rL(s+,a−l ,a

∗
f (s

+))≥ rL(s+,a+l ,a
∗
f (s

+))+ rL(s−,a−l ,a
∗
f (s
−)) (4.26)

if s+ ≥ s− and a+l ≥ a−l . Then al(s−) ≥ al(s+) if s+ ≥ s−, that is, monotonic cost-sharing policy

exists.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Similar to Condition (4.21), Condition (4.26)

may also be violated for some (s,al). The magnitude of the violation of Condition (4.21) is also

quantified by defining the following metric

max
a+l ≥a−l ,s

+≥s−

{
0,
[
rL(s−,a+l ,a

∗
f (s
−))+ rL(s+,a−l ,a

∗
f (s

+))
]
−
[
rL(s+,a+l ,a

∗
f (s

+))+ rL(s−,a−l ,a
∗
f (s
−))
]}

.

(4.27)

The space of health states can be expanded to have more accurate chronic disease progression

modeling, for example, {normal, prehypertension, stage 1 without history of non-fatal CHD or

stroke, stage 1 survived a CHD event or stroke, stage 1 with history non-fatal CHD or stroke but

no CHD event or stroke in this time period, stage 2 without history of non-fatal CHD or stroke,

stage 2 survived a CHD event or stroke, stage 2 with history non-fatal CHD or stroke but no CHD

event or stroke in this time period} [90, 103, 126],. In this case, structural properties can be used

to accelerate computation time for this large-scale game models and make policy implementation

easier.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a stochastic Stackelberg game is applied to design an optimal cost-sharing mech-

anism in healthcare insurance. The game-theoretic mechanism connects dynamic health outcome,
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cost-sharing policy, and medical treatment for chronic disease by mathematical formulation, cou-

pled with the long-term interaction between the insurer and the insurant with disease progression.

The framework is applied to a case of hypertension medication use and blood pressure control. The

results complement related evidence in the related study review, and pave a way to an quantitative

connection between insurance design and personal medical treatment adherence. In the experiment,

the copayment policy is adopted to examine the antihypertensive treatment utilization for insurants

with different ages and incomes. The framework could also extend to the multi-tier copayment plan.

Moreover, the proposed framework has the potential to provide a personalized health insurance de-

sign for targeted insurants and customized health insurance which varies across insurant groups

(age, income, and medical history). For future research, the SSG applied in this chapter can also

be extended to a scenario where the insurer has incomplete information on the insurant, e.g., race,

medical record, and health information. Different types of insurants cause different transition prob-

abilities and immediate cost; this scenario can be solved by transforming the insurer’s incomplete

information regarding the insurant into an imperfect information game. That is, the problem can be

mapped to a Bayesian Stackelberg game by considering the probability of facing different types of

homogeneous insurant in the SSG.

It is worth highlighting two limitations of this study. First, as is common in the game-theoretic

approach in the literature, the insurer (leader) in the SSG needs to know all the information and

knowledge about the insurant (follower) in order to make a decision in the first move. This informa-

tion includes transition probabilities, i.e., how would health status (e.g., blood pressure) evolve after

taking different medical treatment, and the immediate cost or health benefit after taking actions in

the specific health state. Second, the SSG developed in this study is a stationary Markov process

and does not take the premium and deductible out-of-pocket costs in the health insurance into con-

sideration. Both insurance premiums and deductible out-of-pocket costs are non-stationary time

series which are based on historical information, i.e., past insurer and insurants’ behaviors. For ex-

ample, the insurer may increase the premium if claims were made by insurants in previous periods.

However, typically, when insurants think of health insurance expenditures, they think about their

monthly premium. The truth of the matter is that the majority of health care spending is on health

care service utilization and not monthly premiums. It is therefore adequate that the cost-sharing

analysis alone can be used to evaluate the effect of healthcare cost.
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Affordable care act

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) precludes insurance companies from denying coverage on the basis

of any criteria including pre-existing conditions (PECs), what is referred to in the insurance industry

as guaranteed issue. In the pre-ACA era, insurance companies could and did exclude individuals

based on PECs. Another element of the ACA limits the identifiable sources of risk that could be

used to set higher premiums.

In the pre-ACA world, higher premiums or less generous benefits were used to dissuade in-

dividuals with predictably higher expenses based on PECs or socio-demographic risk. With that

background, insurance companies could offer plans specifically designed for persons with chronic

disease, and there are a variety of ways in which this occurs depending on the market segment (e.g.,

Medicare, Medicaid, commercial, individual and family) and the specific payment model in place.

First, within markets in which provider payments are made in a capitated model, insurance premi-

ums are risk-adjusted so that higher payments accrue to plans and providers that enroll individuals

that are expected to be more expensive than the average enrollee. If risk-adjusted payments are suf-

ficiently high, health plans will seek individuals with illnesses for which proper management using

evidence-based tools are likely to decrease morbidity and therefore expense.

Hypertension applied in this chapter is the perfect example of this because it is a potentially

very expensive disease if not well managed. However, evidence-based tools exist and health plans

successfully reduce the population prevalence and risk from hypertension. One prominent example

of this is the ways in which the Kaiser Permanente health plan in Northern California has demon-

strably reduced the burden of hypertension in its 4 million plus member plan and thus earns positive

net revenue because they are paid an above average fee to care for a population for whom they can

reduce costs to closer to the population average. A successful model like this leads to Centers of

Excellence in which purchasers seek out plans that have successfully reduced the burden of illness

for a specific illness or population. For example, one hospital in the U.S. market has the national

contract for spine surgeries for Walmart, which sends all of its complex spine cases nationally to

this particular hospital.
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Policy implications

The analysis on hypertension verifies that increasing insurant cost-sharing is associated with de-

clines in treatment adherence, which in turn is associated with poorer health outcomes. Further, the

analyses reflect the literature data that those with low income have a decrease in the consumption of

medications and thus poorer treatment adherence.

The study suggests that viable health insurance policies, e.g., implement drug reimbursement

or dispense more effective and essential medications should be targeted, towards a low-income

population, which is similar to the goal of the ACA. Among the ACA’s many objectives was an

effort to create a robust market for individual and family insurance products, which had been absent

for some years prior to the ACA’s passage. Through subsidies, the exchanges were intended to

incent both lower income and higher risk individuals to buy insurance with penalties used to incent

lower risk individuals to also buy insurance. This work complements the efforts of insurers offering

plans both motivated by the ACA as well as market reforms to create and offer insurance products

that can both attract individuals with different risk profiles as well as use cost sharing to motivate

health seeking behavior that increases health outcomes as well as reduces the rate of growth of

health care spending.

This study also suggested an analysis for customized health insurance policies. Several group

health insurance plans and cost-sharing discussions take a one-size-fits-all approach [22], although

the coverage does not fit all insurants needs and is not able to work for certain situations and pop-

ulations. For example, young adults should be offered a high deductible Health Savings Account

(HSA) plan so that they can save thousands of dollars in an account for future medical expenses.

Customized health insurance designs have emerged as a potential approach to improve healthcare

value. Tiered pharmacy cost shares, for example, different copayments for brand or generic drugs

or for drugs on and off formulary, were a first attempt to steer insurants to less costly medications.

This experience has been greatly broadened with the advent of so called Value Based Insurance

Design (VBID) in which cost shares increasingly vary by insurant and service based on a wide

range of insurant factors (risk measures such as smoking status, BMI, blood pressure and whether

insurants seek treatment for these needs) and service factors (the degree of evidence that supports a

therapy and whether the service has a low value to cost ratio) [38, 143, 145]. Instead of consider-
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ing on-going insurance issues such as fee-for-service and moral hazard reduction, health insurance

application is able to have an impact on customized health insurance for specific market structure

which captures insurant factors and service factors, e.g., low cost-sharing rate for prevention ther-

apy for insurants with high risk for cardiovascular disease because of costly treatments and drugs.

Therefore, notwithstanding limitations mentioned above, the paper can pave the way for more re-

search in creating win-win situations across health insurance providers and the insured population

with chronic diseases.
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Chapter 5

OPTIMAL FLU VACCINATION REIMBURSEMENT POLICY

This chapter describes the third healthcare application: Design an optimal vaccination reim-

bursement and cost-sharing policy for reducing medical treatment cost and preventing the spread

of seasonal influenza. An integrated healthcare insurance mechanism, which includes two interven-

tions: vaccination incentive and cost-sharing policies, is developed. To design the mechanism, the

dynamic interaction between a single insurer and multiple insurants is modeled as a Stackelberg

vaccination game; the game then embedded into an agent-based simulation to model the spread

of flu in a population under different insurance policies; finally, Machine learning and simulation

optimization approaches are applied to optimize healthcare interventions in the large-scale flu trans-

mission simulation. Simulation results indicate that the proposed methodology efficiently identifies

good healthcare policies under different scenarios of flu vaccine efficacy and flu attack rates.

Most of this chapter appeared in [78] and [79].

5.1 Methodology: Incentive Mechanism

This section focuses on incentive mechanism design. The goal of the mechanism is to design an

optimal incentive policy in insurance-based setting and find the optimal policies for minimizing the

insurer’s overall flu-related medical cost and public health burden. Section 5.1.1 builds an agent-

based simulation to model the flu transmission. It captures the dynamic population health evolution

and the effect of healthcare insurance policies during the spread of seasonal flu. Section 5.1.2

formulates the insurants and the insurer’s decision-making problems in the agent-based simulation.

Section 5.1.3 demonstrates how to address the computational issue of optimizing a large simulated

population network by applying machine learning and simulation optimization techniques.

The proposed mechanism not only estimates the burden of influenza in the heterogeneous pop-

ulation and the impact of influenza vaccination reward and treatment cost-sharing but provides an

incentive-optimization solution for effective and efficient healthcare policy management as well.
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Figure 5.1: Flow diagram for the infection rules and individual decision-making.

5.1.1 Flu Transmission Agent-based Simulation

The agent-based simulation simulates the spread of seasonal influenza with a SIR structure ([86]),

incorporating vaccination and corresponding rules that govern the transmission of flu, as depicted

in the flow diagram in Figure 5.1. Each individual insurant is represented as an agent in the model.

Agents are grouped into eight health state compartments, three of which are absorbing state com-

partments. The first compartment consists of susceptible (S) agents, who are subject to be infected.

The second compartment consists of vaccinated agents (V ), who receive flu vaccines. The third com-

partment consists of infectious agents (F), who are contagious. The fourth compartment consists of

untreated agents (U), who are infected with the flu but decide not to receive outpatient healthcare

services. The fifth compartment consists of treated agents (T ), who receive outpatient healthcare
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services after becoming infected. After the infection period, the treated and untreated agents may

recover from flu and enter the recovery compartment (R). The seventh compartment consists of

hospitalized agents (H), who are being hospitalized for the flu. The eighth compartment consists

of agents that die (D) due to flu-related illness. The recovery (R), hospitalized (H) and dead (D)

compartments are the three absorbing compartments; the insurants will stay in these compartments

until the end of the flu season. .

In the flow diagram in Figure 5.1, agents in the susceptible compartment S may acquire the

infection with a given infection probability and move into the infected compartment F . Agents in

F may infect their neighbors with a given probability. Agents in the untreated compartment U and

the treatment compartment T will recover (move into R) after the infected period. It is assumed that

recovered agents are resistant to the seasonal flu and will not return to susceptible compartment S

and are resistant to seasonal flu. Untreated agents in U may be hospitalized (move into H) or die

from flu-related illness (move into D) based on given hospitalization and death probabilities.

Although adopting a stochastic approach to traverse agents’ health states using infection, recov-

ery, hospitalization, and death probabilities, two health state transitions are determined by insurants

themselves: the vaccination decision “Does insurant get vaccinated?“ (traverse from the compart-

ment S to the compartment V ); and the treatment-taking decision “Does insurant seek medical care?”

(traverse from the compartment F to the compartment T ). The susceptible and infected agents calcu-

late their expected costs associated with the insurance policy and decide whether to get vaccination

and/or treatment based on their received expected cost.

5.1.2 Stackelberg Vaccination Game Model

This section derives the expected cost for insurants by modeling the dynamic interaction between

the insurer and insurants as a Stackelberg vaccination game played by a single insurer (an insurance

company or public payer) and multiple insurants. The insurer and insurants are modeled as leader

and followers, respectively. The insurer moves first by announcing the incentive policies before

the flu season, i.e., vaccination reward and coinsruance rate to insurants, and each individual insur-

ant responds by calculating two expected costs. Expected cost of vaccination is used to determine

whether to get a vaccine in each time step after the announcement. If a non-vaccinated insurant
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is infected, the expected cost of treatment is used to determine whether or not to seek treatment.

Incorporating the game theoretic approach into the agent-based simulation model allows individual

agents to act in their own self-interest in response to the influenza evolution and neighboring envi-

ronment. Coinsurance rate, which the insurants pay a percentage of a medical charge for the share

of the costs of a health care service, is adopted as a form of cost-sharing policy in health insurance.

Vaccination and Antiviral Treatment Problem for the Insurant

The expected cost of the insurant depends on whether s/he eventually gets vaccinated or infected.

Table 5.1 presents the notation used in the Stackelberg vaccination game. Even though an individ-

ual insurant makes a vaccination decision before the treatment-seeking decision, treatment-seeking

problem is first presented since the expected cost from treatment decision should be factored into the

vaccination decision. It is assumed the insurants make the vaccination decision in every period (i.e.,

if the insurant does not take vaccine this period, s/he faces the same decision in the next period).

It is assumed the treatment-seeking is a one-time decision for infected insurants. Insurants choose

whether or not to seek treatment based on their respective expected costs with and without medical

care. The expected cost of an untreated insurant with age a and risk type r is

Ea,r
U = (1− pa

H|F − pa
D|F)(c

a
med,U + ca

ind,U)+ pa
H|F( fHca,r

med,H + ca,r
ind,H)+ pa

D|F( fDca,r
med,D), (5.1)

where ca
med,U +ca

ind,U , fHca,r
med,H +ca,r

ind,H , and fDca,r
med,D are an untreated insurant’s cost for no medical

care, hospitalization, and death, respectively.

The expected cost of a treated insurant is

Ea,r
T = xsharingca,r

med,T . (5.2)

If Ea,r
T < Ea,r

U , then the insurant decides to seek medical care.

Insurants choose whether or not to vaccinate based on their respective expected costs with and

without vaccination. If the insurant does not get vaccinated today, s/he can still receive a vaccination

on the following time steps. The expected cost of an unvaccinated insurant with age a and risk type r
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staying in compartment S is

Ea,r
S = pa

F |S min
{

Ea,r
U ,Ea,r

T

}
, (5.3)

where pa
F |S is the infection probability for a susceptible insurant, and min

{
Ea,r

U ,Ea,r
T

}
is infected

insurant’ minimum expected cost, involving treatment-seeking behavior. At each time period (e.g.,

per day or per week), the infection probability pa
F |S changes according to the health state of an

insurant’s neighbors.

The expected cost of a vaccinated insurant is,

Ea,r
V = (1− pa

F |V )(cind,V − xreward)+ pa
F |V (cind,V − xreward +min{Ea,r

U ,Ea,r
T })

= cind,V − xreward + pa
F |V min{Ea,r

U ,Ea,r
T } (5.4)

where pa
F |V is the infection probability for a vaccinated insurant, and xreward is the monetary in-

centive given to vaccinated insurant. Since an insurant’s immune response to flu vaccine is not

perfect, the following infection cost, min{Ea,r
U ,Ea,r

T }, is added and pa
F |V is the corresponding infec-

tion probability for vaccinated insurant. Comparing to Ea,r
S in (5.3), Ea,r

V in (5.4) contains incentive

for vaccination xreward and indirect cost for vaccination cind,V , assuming the direct cost is free. If

Ea,r
V < Ea,r

S , the insurant decides to receive a flu vaccine; otherwise, s/he may still receive a flu

vaccine in the future using the same decision rule.

Incentive Policy Setting Problem for the Insurer

The insurer’s goal is to minimize the total expected cost from both vaccination and flu infection

while considering the social benefit, i.e., public health outcome of the population. Let φV and φF

be the proportion of the population that is vaccinated and infected, respectively, with response to

vaccination reward xreward and coinsurance rate xsharing. Let φ
a,r
T |F , φ

a,r
H|F , and φ

a,r
D|F be the proportion

of influenza-attributable cases that lead to outpatient visits, hospitalization, and death, respectively.

The insurer’s objective as

min
xreward ,xsharing

EInsurer, (5.5)
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where

EInsurer =φV xreward

+φF ∑
a,r

[
φ

a,r
T |F
(
1− xsharing

)
ca,r

med,T +φ
a,r
H|F (1− fH)ca,r

med,H +φ
a,r
D|F (1− fD)ca,r

med,D

]
+wφF ,

and w is the weight of social benefit that converts the proportion of infected population to a monetary

unit. If the insurer is the public payer, the weight of social benefit should be higher because public

healthcare insurance can act like a welfare subsidy. The first term of the equation is the average

incentive cost per insurant, the second term is the average medical cost per insurant that includes

outpatient visit cost, hospitalization cost, and death cost, and the last term is the cost of public health.

A coupling relationship exists between xreward and xsharing. A high xreward will potentially in-

crease the total vaccination reward cost, while a low xreward may cause a lower vaccination rate,

leading to a higher infection rate. On the other hand, increasing xsharing will discourage the infected

insurants to seek treatment, leading to higher hospitalization and mortality cases, while decreasing

xsharing increases the insurer’s medical payment.

The Stackelberg vaccination game is Incorporated in the agent-based stimulation logic as fol-

lows. The simulation proceeds over iterations and one iteration can be seen as one decision-making

period (e.g., daily or weekly). The behavior of insurants is modeled with two decisions, i.e., vacci-

nation and medical treatment seeking dynamics. In the first decision, each insurant decides whether

or not to vaccinate based on Equations (5.3) and (5.4) every decision period. Once an insurant is in-

fected, the second decision is made whether or not to receive medical treatment based on Equations

(5.1) and (5.2). The insurants only interact with their connecting neighbors, i.e., neighboring nodes

in the network. The insurer’s incentive policy xreward and coinsurance xsharing are determined at

the beginning of the simulation. An insurant’s decision is determined via comparing expected cost

based on the probability of being infected, the indirect cost of vaccination, the incentive and their

neighboring nodes’ health states, etc. At the end of each iteration, the health states of all insurants

are updated to simulate the spread of flu. The process continues until the end of the flu season.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation optimization and machine learning framework in the agent-based simulation
and Stackelberg game.

5.1.3 Simulation Optimization and Machine Learning to Analyze Healthcare Incentive Policies

The agent-based simulation with the Stackelberg game provides a realistic representation of a pop-

ulation during the flu season. Moreover, it can be used to predict the population’s behavior under

different insurance policies and optimize such policies. However, fully exploring the original sim-

ulation for incentive policy analysis requires expensive computation due to consideration of all

individuals’ decision-making behaviors in the model. To efficiently identify an optimal incentive

policies with improved computation burden, the advantages of simulation optimization algorithm

and machine learning approach are combined.

From insurer’s perspective, the proposed agent-based simulation with embeded Stackelberg

vaccination game in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 can be seen as a black box, with vaccination re-

ward xreward and coinsurance xsharing as the input, and the observed cost Einsurer as the output.

A low-fidelity model, similar to surrogate modeling or meta-modeling approaches, is developed to

reduce the complexity of the proposed agent-based simulation to a less complex, more computa-
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tionally tractable model for large population-based study. This research applies the random forest

regression to construct a validate low-fidelity model. Further, a low-fidelity model with statistical

and global optimum-seeking techniques are coupled. This research incorporates the random forest

regression model into Probabilistic Branch-and-Bound (PBnB) algorithm ([165]) to analyze the in-

centive policies and corresponding population behavior. The proposed methodology is presented in

Figure 5.2 and consists of four main steps:

Simulation sampling using Latin hypercube design

First, a space-filling Latin Hypercube sampling design ([137]) is used to take several sampling points

(i.e., xreward and xsharing) in the initial set as input to the agent-based simulation. As illustrated in

Figure 5.2 at the upper-right position, Latin Hypercube sampling design ensures that each sampling

space dimension is evenly sampled. In the first iteration, the number of sampling points for the

initial space of incentive policies is specified. If more sampling data are needed, augmented Latin

Hypercube sampling design is adopted to collect more sampling points in later iterations ([9]).

Augmented Latin Hypercube sampling design adds more points to the original Latin Hypercube

sampling design within each subspace, while still maintaining the Latin properties.

Low-fidelity model design using random forest regression

After running agent-based simulation at each sampling point, a data set consisting of policies (in-

puts) along with its corresponding total cost (outputs) is generated. Using the set of incentive poli-

cies (xreward and xsharing) as the independent variables, and the overall cost (Einsurer) as dependent

variable, machine-learning techniques (specifically, random forest regression) is used to build a

low-fidelity model capturing the input-output relationship in the black box. An example of the low-

fidelity model is illustrated in Figure 5.2 at the center-right position. Random forests are one of the

widely-used ensemble machine learning techniques ([77]). It is useful for regression tasks due to its

simplicity and quality of the fitting even without hyper-parameter tuning. To understand infectious

disease models, other techniques like the active-learning approach are also used to build a surro-

gate model ([159]). These approaches give a good approximation of the response variables when

the whole model parameters are given, however, the learning process is untraceable if the model
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involves a large number of parameters.

Low-fidelity model evaluation using coefficient of determination

The model fit is measured by the coefficient of determination (R2). The R2 value is calculated

by the proportion of the variance in the overall cost that is predictable from the given incentive

policies. A R2 score value close to 1 indicates that the random forest regression can replicate the

observed response well. The R2 measurement is used to evaluate the performance of the random

forest regression as the low-fidelity model. If the R2 is smaller than a preassigned threshold, the

policy space is dived into two subsets, and use Augmented Latin Hypercube sampling design to

sample more points and build a low-fidelity model using the random forest regression again. This

continues until the R2 value achieves an input threshold for all subsets.

Optimal incentive policies identification using probabilistic branch-and-bound

PBnB is applied on the low-fidelity model for analyzing the incentive and cost-sharing policy. Using

the property of partition-based algorithm, PBnB can approximate a level set of good solutions with

statistical confidence (e.g., estimate top 10 percent quantile with %90 confidence intervals) by the

partitioned solution space, instead of identifying the global optimal. PBnB is thus especially useful

for solving healthcare management problem since the optimal solution is often impractical, and

decision-makers require more flexibility in implementing healthcare policy.

The PBnB algorithm has two primary components. The first component focuses on estimating

the target quantile with confidence interval using ordered sample function values. The number of

sample points and replications mainly depends on the desired confidence level. Processing subre-

gions of the solution space based on the confidence interval, the second component in PBnB labels

each subregion with maintained, pruned, or undecided. In each iteration, PBnB statistically confirms

the maintained and pruned subregions, and branches the rest of the subregions as the undecided for

further exploring. For examle, the figure at the lower-right position in Figure 5.2 shows an example

of PBnB analysis, where the deep blue (dark) regions are maintained regions representing a set of

top 10 percent quantile solutions.
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5.2 Numerical Result

5.2.1 Experiment setting

Agent-based simulation modeling of influenza and game model

This section demonstrates the mechanism on a stochastic influenza epidemic simulation model -

FluTE ([35]), which has been used in many policy-making studies to compare the effectiveness

of interventions ([102, 85]). The FluTE is written in C++ and simulates the stochastic spread of

influenza across age- and risk- structured population of individuals interacting in known population

groups. The Stackelberg game with realistic incentive policies is Incorporated into FluTE with a

natural history of influenza infection.

The FluTE model is first extended by (i) adding two more health states, i,e, flu-associated hos-

pitalizations and flu-associated death, which CDC uses to estimate influenza disease burden in the

United States each year; (ii) replacing the policy maker or government-led compulsory interven-

tions, i.e., vaccination intervention and antivirus treatment, with individual decision-making gov-

erned by self-interested behavior (Equations (5.1)-(5.4) in Section 5.1.2).

Hospitalization and death have severe impacts on public health in flu seasons. The hospitaliza-

tion and death states (absorbing status compartments H and D) are incorporated into FluTE based

on flow diagram developed in Section 5.1.1 (Figure 5.1). Death is modeled as an absorbing state.

Flu-associated hospitalization is also modeled as an absorbing state because hospitalization causes

huge medical cost and once the insurant is hospitalized due to flu complications, the insurants’ next

health state has no impact on the policy maker’s incentive settings.

Then, the insurants’ vaccination and treatment-taking decision-making processes (Equations (5.1)-

(5.4)), and the insurer’s total cost calculation (EInsurer in Equation (5.5)) are added into FluTE. The

cost and infection probability of the population in the agent-based simulation model are associated

with age and risk type. Table F.1 in Appendix A lists the data that are used in obtaining the optimal

solutions and simulation inputs. To account for variation in costs by age and risk of severe compli-

cations from influenza, the cost is estimated for five age groups: <5, 5−17, 18−49, 50−64, and

≥ 65 years. In addition, the cost is varied for high-risk and non-high-risk groups. The probabil-

ity of influenza-attributable hospitalizations and deaths and the corresponding medical cost and the
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value of the lost productive day (indirect cost) are from [110], which estimated the annual economic

burden of influenza epidemics. The age 65+ group has higher hospitalization and death probability

than other groups. Healthcare costs and productivity losses are greater in high-risk groups than in

non-high-risk groups.

The use of the proposed mechanism and optimization approach are illustrated by simulating

epidemics in metropolitan Seattle with a population of 563,441 agents. The agents are randomly

generated using the U.S.-wide family-size distribution from the 2000 Census. The FluTE model

has been calibrated to past influenza pandemics - Asian A (H2N2) and 2009 novel influenza A

(H1N1) influenza, so that outcomes are consistent with these influenza viruses. The default values

of the flu and Seattle population parameters are adopted in the model but further extend it for more

comprehensive infection phases for the Stackelberg vaccination game.

In the configuration file, the number of agents initially infected at the beginning of simulation is

set to 100. No healthcare intervention, e.g., compulsory pre-vaccination, is implemented before the

epidemic. Fractions of individuals in each of the five age groups who are at high risk of complica-

tions from influenza are set to 0.089 0.089, 0.212, 0.212, and 0.9. Fractions of individuals in each

of the five age groups who are pregnant are 0, 0, 0.02539, 0.01896, and 0.

Random forest regression setting

Random forest regression in scikit-learn, which is a free software machine learning library for the

Python programming language, is used. In the parameter setting, the number of trees in the forest

(n estimators) is set to 100 and the maximum depth of the tree (max depth) is set to eight. Each

subregion necessitates 100 simulation sampling points in each iteration to build its low-fidelity re-

gression model.

Probabilistic branch-and-bound setting

In the probabilistic branch-and-bound algorithm, the results are presented in two dimensions (vac-

cination reward and coinsurance) to visualize the partitioning and level set approximation. Two key

user-defined parameters in PBnB are closeness parameter δ and error rate α , where δ is used for

determining the target solution threshold in terms of desired level quantile of the objective function’s
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Figure 5.3: Base case: (a) total cost (b) vaccinated population size (c) treated population size (d)
hospitalized population size with respect to vaccination reward and coinsurance rate

range distribution, and α is used for making probability bounds for the quality of the approximation.

PBnB provides a 1−α confidence interval of the desired quantile level δ . δ is set to 0.1 and α is

set to 0.05. That is, it is found that the best 10 percent solution with 95% confidence interval.

5.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Base case

The base case sets public cost weight to $200, vaccine efficacy to 60%, and attack rate to 1.6.

Figure 5.3 presents the total cost function and numbers of vaccination, treatment, and hospitalization

derived from the random forest regression with respect to vaccination reward and coinsurance. The
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100 dots indicate the observed values.

From the regression outputs in the base case, it is observed that the effect of vaccination re-

ward on optimal healthcare policies outweighs the effect of coinsurance, indicating that the policy

maker should put prevention instead of cure and treatment in a higher priority. However, the coin-

surance rate has a significant influence on the number of hospitalization and number of vaccination

when the incentive is low. Higher coinsurance rate will see as penalty for the infected insurants,

so it will encourage more vaccination behavior (see Figure 5.3b). However, it also discourages

treatment-seeking behavior due to exorbitant medical care cost (see Figure 5.3c), resulting in high

hospitalization rate (see Figure 5.3d).

Figure 5.4a presents the PBnB output with random forest regression model of total cost as input.

The result indicates that low vaccination reward and low coinsurance result in high total cost (prune

region: light blue color/light gray) due to high infected case, hospitalization, and death. Set incentive

too high also leads to high total cost since almost all population are vaccinated and the thus the

marginal reduction of medical cost cannot catch up with increasing incentive cost. Low total cost

region (maintained region: deep blue color/dark gray) appears in the medium coinsurance rate side.

To give more specific policy recommendations, the result of PBnB in Figure 5.4a identifies the top

5% incentive policies with the base case setting. The coinsurance rate should be in 25%− 100%

and the incentive ranges from $16.975−$20.625.

Sensitivity of the incentive policies to the following parameters is examined: 1) the vaccine

efficacy, 2) the flu attack rate, and 3) the weight of public health w. Three experiments where values

of vaccine efficacy, attack rate, and cost weight are selected according to Table 5.2 are conducted.

Note that the values in the central column (vaccine efficacy 60%, attack rate 1.6, and public cost

weight $200) are the parameter settings in the base case. One parameter value is changed in each

case, e.g., low case, therefore, there are a total of seven cases(one base case, three low cases, and

three high cases).

Experiment 1 Vaccine efficacy

The first sensitivity analysis studies how different values for vaccine efficacy affect the healthcare

management policy. Figures 5.4b, 5.4a, and 5.4c show a one-way sensitivity analysis of total cost
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Vaccination reward

(a) Base case (vaccine efficacy = 30%, attack rate = 1.6,
and w = $200)

Vaccination reward

(b) Low vaccine efficacy (30%)
Vaccination reward

(c) High efficacy (90%)

Vaccination reward

(d) Low attack rate (1.2)
Vaccination reward

(e) High attack rate (2)

Vaccination reward

(f) Low public cost weight ($0)
Vaccination reward

(g) High public cost weight ($400)

Figure 5.4: Sensitivity analysis
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(EInsurer) to values of vaccine efficacy 30%, 60%, 90%, respectively, with fixed base values for

attack rate and public cost weight. It is observed that the optimal maintained region gradually shifts

to higher incentive setting as vaccine efficacy improves. The reason is that higher vaccine efficacy

leads to lower infection probability (pa
F |V ). The threshold value of xreward which makes Ea,r

s > Ea,r
v

for each individual agent is therefore lower.

It is also observed that Figures 5.4b, 5.4a, and 5.4c demonstrate the advantage of PBnB, which

provides policy makers more flexibility to implement the healthcare policy even with uncertainty or

have limited information about vaccine efficacy. If the vaccine efficacy is between 30% and 60%,

the overlapping maintained region between Figures 5.4a and 5.4b gives set of optiaml incentive

policies, i.e., coinsurance rate above 81.25% and incentive setting between $18.75 and $20.625;

on the other hand, the results of PBnB in Figures 5.4a and 5.4c suggest implementing healthcare

policies with vaccination reward between $16.875 and $17.8125 and coinsurance between 25% and

75% when the vaccine efficacy is in the range between 60% and 90%.

Experiment 2 Attack rate

The second sensitivity analysis studies a fundamental parameter that captures how infectious the

flu is, i.e., illness attack rate. The attack rate is the cumulative incidence of infection in a group

of people observed over a period of time during an epidemic. Higher attack rate indicates that the

higher number of new cases of the disease in the population during a specified period. The age-

specific illness attack rates in FluTE directly depend on the reproduction number, R0, the mean

number of new infections from a single infected individual in a susceptible population. R0 is used to

represent the attack rate. Thus, tuning the value of R0, different illness attack rates can be simulated.

It is observed from Figures 5.4a, 5.4d, and 5.4e that more vaccination reward should be offered to

encourage vaccination behaviors when the attack rate is high. It is also observed in the base and

high attack rate cases, the subregions with low incentive are pruned with statistical confidence in the

early iteration due to relatively high hospitalization and death cost.
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1.30E+07 1.80E+07 2.30E+07 2.80E+07

Public cost weight

Attack rate

Vaccine efficacy

Total Cost

High case Low case

90% 30%

1.2 2.0

$0 $400

(a) Total cost

7% 11% 15% 19% 23%

Public cost weight

Attack rate

Vaccine efficacy

Infection Proportion

High case Low case

90% 30%

1.2 2.0

$0 $400

(b) Infection proportion

75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100%

Public cost weight

Attack rate

Vaccine efficacy

Vaccination Proportion

High case Low case

90%

30%

1.2

2.0

$0

$400

(c) Vaccination proportion

Figure 5.5: Comparison of six sensitivity analysis cases and the base case

Experiment 3 Public cost weight

The last sensitivity analysis changes the value of the public cost weight ($0, $200, and $400) to see

how decision-making is affected by how policy-maker values the population health outcome. The

results in Figure 5.4g suggest the government-run health insurance agency such as a program run by

U.S.. The insurer moves first byfederal, state, or local governments, may choose a high public cost

weight, whereas the private insurance company may choose a low public cost weight. The decision

maker with higher public cost weight tend to raise the vaccination reward to encourage vaccination

behavior and avoid infection.

Comparing to the case of low public cost weight, PBnB prunes the low incentive subregion in

the first iteration in the case of high public cost. The reason is because the total cost in Equation (5.5

is more sensitive to the changes in the flu-infected population size due to high weight.

5.2.3 Population outcome comparison

In order to analyze how the uncertainties of vaccine efficacy, attack rate, and public cost weight

affect other population outcomes like flu infection and vaccination, the incentive settings in the

maintained region (top 10% solution quality) are applied to calculate the average total cost, average

infection proportion, and average vaccination proportion in seven cases. The average total cost, in-

fection proportion, and vaccination proportion in the base case are 1.85×107, 9.93%, and 93.52%,

respectively. Figure 5.5 compares the average total cost, infection proportion, and vaccination pro-

portion in the base case to the other six cases. As seem in Figure 5.5a, low vaccine efficacy, high
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attack rate, and high public cost weight increase the total cost from the base case. Especially the

vaccine efficacy has a significant impact not only on total cost but also infection proportion (Fig-

ure 5.5b).

It is also observed that, even though the vaccinate proportion decreases 10% in the low attack

rate case, the infection proportion still lower than its counterpart in the base case. In the high attack

rate case, on the other hand, more than 5% population get vaccinated to keep infection proportion

low (only 1.06% higher than its compartment in the base case).

It is also found that the high weight case has a higher total cost because a higher incentive

is given to improve vaccination behavior (results in Experiment 3). The vaccination proportion

therefore increases 6.5% comparing to the base case (Figure 5.5c) to reduce the infection proportion

(around 1% in Figure 5.5b).

5.3 Conclusions

This chapter considered a seasonal flu outbreak prevention problem where decision maker’s goal is

to design the insurance-based healthcare incentives to achieve minimum overall cost, including not

only medical care cost but public benefit, and proposed a mechanism to address the problem.

In the mechanism, two effective healthcare incentive policies, vaccination reward and cost-

sharing for antivirus treatment taking to prevent the flu outbreak are combined. Momentary reward

for the susceptible population was adopted as reimbursement to incentivize vaccination behavior.

Coinsurance in healthcare insurance was selected as an out-of-pocket approach. An appropriate

coinsurance charge encourages antivirus treatment-seeking behavior and avoids overuse of health

care.

To have a more realistic representation of dynamic interaction between the decision maker and

the population. The Stackelberg vaccination game, where the decision maker and population play

as the leader and followers was proposed, for its advantage of the individual-level mathematical

description of a social situation in which two or more individuals, interact. Healthcare incentives

and flu-related parameters, e.g., vaccine efficacy, have an influence on individual’s vaccination and

antivirus treatment taking behaviors during flu season and, as a result, affect the consequent effects

at the population level.
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To evaluate the effects of healthcare incentive policies with disease prevalence over time and

simulate the propagation of influenza through a population, the proposed game-theoretic model was

incorporated into the FLuTE model. Two health status-hospitalization and death are added, and the

decision-making process and corresponding responses are integrated to FLuTE. Also, medical care

cost, loss of productivity, hospitality and death probability for all age-specific and risk-type groups

are added as the FLuTE parameters input and generated overall medical care cost and public welfare

as a final output.

PBnB is implemented for its advantage over other optimization techniques as discussed in Sec-

tion 5.1. In order to reduce computation time in large-scale simulations, we applied random for-

est regression for building a low-fidelity model and fed into PBnB algorithm instead of using the

original agent-based model. Application of PBnB and machine learning techniques allow us to

effectively analyze healthcare policies in a complicated flu transmission model.

Experimental results indicate that (1) both incentive reward and cost-sharing charge are effective

approaches to encourage vaccination behavior and minimize the overall cost; and (2) the designed

mechanism can motivate the insurants to maintain a low infection rate in the population with respect

to different vaccine efficacy and attack rates while taking vaccination and medical cost paid by

insurer and social benefit into consideration.

An incentive-based insurance mechanism was proposed to prevent the spread of seasonal in-

fluenza for a single health insurer and multiple insurants. The model captures four critical sources

of uncertainty in the insurer’s perspective such as uncertainty in population health status and be-

havior, the spread of flu and vaccine effectiveness. The combination of Stackelberg vaccination

game and agent-based simulation approaches are resorted to provide a more systematic insight as to

how private/public insurer would incentivize self-interest insurants to uptake vaccine and seek for

antiviral treatment in flu season.
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Table 5.1: Notation for Stackelberg vaccination game modeling

Indices
a index of insurant’s age, a ∈ {0−4,5−17,18−49,50−64,65+}
r index of insurant’s risk type, r ∈ {normal,high risk}
Input parameters
ca

med,U medical cost in the case of no medical attendance for an untreated insurant with age a
ca,r

med,T medical cost of outpatient visit for a treated insurant with age a and risk type r
ca,r

med,H medical cost of hospitalization for a hospitalized insurant with age a and risk type r
ca,r

med,D medical cost of death for a dead insurant with age a and risk type r
ca

ind,U indirect cost, i.e., lost productivity, not medically attended for an untreated insurant with age a
ca,r

ind,H indirect cost, i.e., lost productivity, for a hospitalized insurant with age a and risk type r
cind,V indirect vaccination cost, e.g., the value of work loss time for vaccination
fH coinsurance rate for hospitalization in healthcare insurance
fD coinsurance rate for death in healthcare insurance
pa

F |S probability that an unvaccinated insurant with age a will eventually be infected
pa

F |V probability that a vaccinated insurant with age a will eventually be infected
pa

H|F probability that an infected insurant with age a is hospitalized
pa

D|F probability that an infected insurant with age a dies due to flu-related illness
w weight of social benefit
Decision variables
xreward monetary vaccination reward in healthcare insurance given to vaccinated insurant (unit: dollar)
xsharing coinsurance rate in healthcare insurance (unit: percentage)
Intermediate variables
Ea,r

U expected cost of insurant with age a and risk type r when not taking treatment
Ea,r

T expected cost of insurant with age a and risk type r when taking treatment
Ea,r

S expected cost of insurant with age a and risk type r when not vaccinated
Ea,r

V expected cost of insurant with age a and risk type r when vaccinated
Output
φV proportion of vaccinated insurants
φF proportion of infected insurants
φ

a,r
T |F proportion of the infected insurants that receive antivirus treatment

φ
a,r
H|F proportion of the infected insurants that are hospitalized

φ
a,r
D|F proportion of the infected insurants that die

Table 5.2: Parameter setting in sensitivity analysis

Low case Base case High case
Experiment 1 Vaccine efficacy 30% 60% 90%
Experiment 2 Attack rate 1.2 1.6 2.0
Experiment 3 Public cost weight $0 $200 $400
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This dissertation focuses on three real-world healthcare delivery and insurance design appli-

cations: dynamic budget allocation for HCV elimination, healthcare insurance design for hyper-

tension, and incentive mechanism design for preventing the outbreak of seasonal influenza. This

research addresses two main research objectives for each of the three healthcare policy-making

problems. First, to design sequential decision support models. Second, to develop corresponding

optimization methodologies to efficiently discover policies/interventions.

The proposed models and methodologies provide improved healthcare outcomes and reduces

costs under these three applications. The dissertation also presents new approaches to guarantee

the intervention quality and identify a monotonic policy in computational intensive optimization

problems

In Chapter 3, an efficient algorithm is introduced to solve high-dimensional dynamic resource

allocation problems in population disease management. The allocation problem is formulated as

a high-fidelity health outcomes maximization model with large-state and multiple-period dynamic

decision-making. To address the computational challenges, a low-fidelity model is proposed by

approximating the future disease progression and population evolution, recognizing the properties

of absorbing Markov chain with stationary policies. The low-fidelity approximation is embedded

into the high-fidelity optimization model and a rollout algorithm is developed to efficiently identify a

good sequential intervention policy. Furthermore, a RA-BnB algorithm is then designed by integrat-

ing the rollout algorithm into the branch-and-bound framework, which provides an optimality gap

between best possible policy and best found policy. Using the RA-BnB, 30 year-horizon could be

evaluated to explore elimination of the disease, which previously was computationally intractable.

In Chapter 4, a game-theoretic framework, stochastic Stackelberg game, is applied to design an

optimal cost-sharing plan in healthcare insurance, coupled with the long-term interaction between

the insurer and the insurant with disease progression. The mechanism is then applied to a case of
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hypertension medication use and blood pressure control. The impact of copayment on medication

utilization for insurants is examined with different ages and incomes. The results complement re-

lated evidence in the literature and shed light on an important connection among dynamic health

status, cost-sharing policy, and medical treatment adherence. Using the game-theoretic analysis has

the potential to provide a customized and personalized health insurance design for targeted insurants

with similar characteristic (age, income, and medical history).

In Chapter 5, an incentive-based insurance mechanism, including a reward for vaccination and

cost-sharing for treatment, is proposed to prevent the outbreak of seasonal influenza. The Stack-

elberg vaccination game and agent-based modeling approaches are combined to provide an insight

as to how private/public insurer would incent self-interest insurants to uptake vaccine and seek for

antiviral treatment in the flu season. The model also captures critical sources of uncertainty in the

insurer’s perspective such as uncertainty in population health status and behavior, the spread of

seasonal flu, and vaccine efficacy. In order to reduce computation time in large-scale simulations,

instead of running the original ABM model, random forest regression is applied for building a low-

fidelity model and fed into PBnB to analyze the healthcare interventions. Integration of machine

learning techniques and PBnB algorithm allows us to effectively analyze healthcare interventions

in a complicated flu transmission model under different attack rates, vaccine efficacy, and level of

health and social benefits.

While the research presented in Chapter 3 aims to impact HCV care, it can be generalized

to obtain other health policy decisions regarding resource allocation. The proposed algorithm is

applicable to other diseases with quantifiable natural history, accepted screening intervention and

effective but costly treatment intervention. For example, mitigating depression has become a na-

tional health priority as it affects 1 out of 10 American adults. Accurate assessment of the natural

history of depression is well-studied [16]. The USPSTF recommended screening American adults

for depression in 2016 [150] while antidepressant and psychotherapy are effective but costly treat-

ment options. Population depression screening and treatment implementation is a major challenge

in many healthcare systems and should be further studied. Another example is the overdose of

prescription opioids; the related harm has now reached epidemic levels in America. However, self-

reported misuse of prescription opioids is still low. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS) focuses the efforts on better prescription drug monitoring and improvement of addiction
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treatment [75]. A qualitative study exploring the natural history of opioid misuse and abuse is also

conducted [146]. The proposed approaches in this thesis have potential to examine the long-term

resource allocation and management in depression and opioid.

The stochastic Stackelberg game applied in Chapter 4 can be extended to a scenario where the

insurer has incomplete information on the insurant, e.g., race, medical record, and health informa-

tion. Different types of insurants have different transition probabilities and immediate costs; this

scenario can be solved by transforming the insurer’s incomplete information regarding the insurant

into an imperfect information game. That is, the problem can be mapped to a Bayesian Stackelberg

game by considering different types of homogeneous insurants.

In Chapter 5, two health states (hospitalization and death) and decision-making processes (vac-

cination and treatment-taking) are integrated into a calibrated stochastic influenza epidemic simula-

tion model. To build a realistic social network in flu transmission model, integrating geometric data

and socioeconomics in the simulation process are required. This is a future research direction for

expansion of the current study. Moreover, the proposed methodology has the potential to apply to

the outbreak prevention of other infectious diseases. For example, the recent measles outbreaks due

to dwindling vaccination rate in these two decades in the USA highlight the importance of fighting

the disease through immunization. Determining the intervention setting of other vaccination promo-

tion programs through communication and campaign resources (e.g., incentive or advertisements)

for other infectious diseases could be a future area of research.

This dissertation provides insights in disease management and it warrants extensive research,

which may pave the way for new and more efficient methods for future research in healthcare deliv-

ery and insurance design problem.
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Appendix A

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND PROPERTIES OF MF-RA

A.0.1 Computational Complexity of MF-RA

There are two primary sources of computation in MF-RA: the progression of the population as in

(3.2), and the computation of LFM in (3.7) involving a matrix inverse.

Evaluating a complete sequential policy for the whole lifetime horizon requires nq population

computations, i.e., population is evolved nq times using Equation (3.2). An exhaustive search with

np discretized policies, i.e., the grid search approach, would evaluate (np)
nd possible sequential

policies, in total

nq(np)
nd (A.1)

population computations, which is exponential in the number of decision periods nd .

In contrast, MF-RA requires far fewer population computations. In each decision period d ∈

{1, . . . ,nd}, there is a total of np discretized policies that need to be evaluated. For one discretized

policy at decision d, we need (nq−(d−1)nq,dec) population computations to calculate QALYs from

that time forward. Also, each discretized policy requires npnq,dec (nd−d) population computations

in low-fidelity approximation (Step 2 in MF-RA) to iteratively calculate LFM. Note that in the last

decision period nd , MF-RA does not need to compute LFM, so only population computations from

nd to nq are needed.

As a result, the overall number of population computations in MF-RA is

nd

∑
d=1

np
{[

nq− (d−1)nq,dec
]
+npnq,dec (nd−d)

}
≤ npndnq +n2

pn2
dnq,dec. (A.2)
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In addition, the low-fidelity approximation conducts a matrix inversion, i.e., (I−Q(It))−1,

nd

∑
d=1

n2
pnq,dec (nd−d)≤ n2

pn2
dnq,dec (A.3)

times. Using Gauss-Jordan elimination, the computational complexity for each matrix inversion is

O(|SHS|3); however, the matrix is very sparse.

To summarize, the number of population computations of MF-RA is quadratic in the number of

decision periods nd and the number of matrix inversions is quadratic in nd .

A.0.2 Properties of MF-RA

We characterize the structure of the overall QALYs in budget planning years with respect to the

general form of a rollout algorithm. We show the proposed MF-RA has the property of sequential

QALYs improvement, which indicates that, using the low-fidelity approximation, the policy ob-

tained in the decision period d +1 is no worse than the performance of the policies obtained in the

decision period d.

A rollout algorithm is an iterative method that uses a heuristic to iteratively improve the objec-

tive function value of combinatorial optimization problems. Unlike dynamic programming, which

calculates a recursive value function with boundary conditions, a rollout algorithm approximates the

optimal value function by a designed heuristic approach [17]. To optimize healthcare interventions,

we need more effective sequential actions. Thus, different from other applications of rollout algo-

rithms by only adopting the rollout process once, e.g., stochastic scheduling [18], stochastic routing

[128, 129], and multidimensional knapsack problem [21], MF-RA adopts two rollout processes

by incorporating low-fidelity approximation into the high-fidelity model. The proposed MF-RA,

combining discretized policies enumeration and low-fidelity approximation, satisfies the sequential

QALYs improvement.

Proposition 1. Sequential QALYs Improvement of MF-RA. MF-RA improves overall QALYs in

every decision period.

Proof of Proposition 1

To prove MF-RA improves overall QALYs over time, we need to use two useful properties
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max
k∈{1,...,np}

QALY
(

N1,
{

I(t)∗
}

t∈T1∪···∪Td−1
,
{

I(t)k

}
t∈Td

,
{

I(t)Ak

}
t∈Td+1∪···∪Tnd

)
(A.4)

max
k∈{1,...,np}

QALY
(

N1,
{

I(t)∗
}

t∈T1∪···∪Td
,
{

I(t)k

}
t∈Td+1

,
{

I(t)Ak

}
t∈Td+2∪···∪Tnd

)
(A.5)

N1+dnq,dec = N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏
t∈Td

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
(A.6)

N1+(d+1)nq,dec
= N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏

t∈Td∪Td+1

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
(A.7)

...

N1+ndnq,dec = N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏
t∈Td∪Td+1∪···∪Tnd

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
(A.8)

developed in rollout algorithms: sequential consistency and sequential improvement. In our pop-

ulation health outcome maximization problem, sequential consistency means that, given current

population size, MF-RA is able to generate the same population evolution afterward regardless of

earlier population size. That is, given N1+(d−1)nq,dec
at decision period d, if MF-RA generates the se-

quential policies
{

I(t)∗
}

t∈Td∪Td+1∪···Tnd
and associated population evolution {Nt}t∈Td∪Td+1∪···Tnd

,

then given N1+(d)nq,dec
at decision period d + 1, MF-RA will generate the sequential policies{

I(t)∗
}

t∈Td+1∪···∪Tnd
and associated population evolution {Nt}t∈Td+1∪···∪Tnd

. Sequential improve-

ment in MF-RA means that the overall QALYs improves over time. That is, maximum QALYs

calculated at decision period d (Equation (A.4)) is no better than maximum QALYs calculated at

decision period d+1 (Equation (A.5)). Note that the low-fidelity approximation (step 2 in MF-RA)

is also a rollout algorithm and holds these two properties.

We prove in (a) that the low-fidelity approximation satisfies sequential consistency, as well as

MF-RA in (b). Then, according to the theorem in [17], the sequential consistency of MF-RA allows

us to claim its sequential improvement.

(a) Sequential consistency of low-fidelity approximation

Proof of Proposition 1.
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N1+(d+1)nq,dec
= N1+dnq,dec ∏

t∈Td+1

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
= N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏

t∈Td

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
∏

t∈Td+1

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
= N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏

t∈Td∪Td+1

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
(A.9)

...

N1+ndnq,dec = N1+dnq,dec ∏
t∈Td+1∪Td+2∪···∪Tnd

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
= N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏

t∈Td

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
∏

t∈Td+1∪Td+2∪···∪Tnd

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
= N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏

t∈Td∪Td+1∪···∪Tnd

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
(A.10)

Starting from N1+(d−1)nq,dec
, maximizing LFM iteratively generates sequential policies

{
I(t)Ak

}
t∈Td∪Td+1∪···∪Tnd

and the corresponding sequence of population size

{
N1+(d−1)nq,dec

, . . . ,N1+(nd)nq,dec

}
(shown in Equations (A.6)-(A.8)). Due to the fact that

N1+dnq,dec = N1+(d−1)nq,dec ∏
t∈Td

P
(

I(t)Ak

)
if starting from N1+dnq,dec , then N1+(d+1)nq,dec

. . .N1+(d−1)nq,dec
is calculated by Equations (A.9) and

(A.10).

Therefore, whenever low-fidelity approximation generates the sequence of population size

{
N1+(d−1)nq,dec

,N1+dnq,dec , . . . ,N1+ndnq,dec

}
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starting from N1+(d−1)nq,dec
, it also generates the sequence of population evolution

{
N1+dnq,dec ,N1+(d+1)nq,dec

, . . . ,N1+ndnq,dec

}
starting from N1+dnq,dec . Thus, the low-fidelity approach is sequentially consistent, which helps us

to prove that MF-RA is also sequentially consistent.

(b) Sequential consistency of MF-RA

With the same population size N1+(d−1)nq,dec
and the budget constraints, MF-RA enumerates the

discretized intervention policies in decision period d in the same discretized rule. In addition, due to

the sequential consistency of the low-fidelity approximation, MF-RA examines the same promising

sequential policies and thus derives the same best policy I(t)∗, t ∈ Td and proceeds to the next

population size N1+dnq,dec . Therefore, MF-RA generates the same sequence of population evolution{
N1+(d−1)nqd ,N1+dnq,dec , . . . ,N1+(nd−1)nq,dec

}
regardless of the population size before decision period

d. That is, starting from any population size in the sequential population size generated by MF-RA,

MF-RA is able to generate the same sequential population size afterward.

(c) Sequential improvement of MF-RA

By applying the theorem in [17], we can claim that MF-RA satisfies sequential improvement,

and since MF-RA determined the best policy by calculating and comparing accumulating overall

QALYs, it is capable of improving overall QALYs when rolling out to the next decision period.
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Appendix B

DETAIL OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY MATRIX FOR HCV
PROGRESSION

We provide the details of the transition matrix for HCV progression. The transition probabilities

from group A to other groups are functions of the decision variables

IA,t =
{

IHA
A,t , I

F0A
A,t , IF1A

A,t , IF2A
A,t , IF3A

A,t , IF4A
A,t

}
.

The transition probabilities from group B to other groups are functions of the decision variables

IB,t =
{

IF0B
B,t , IF1B

B,t , IF2B
B,t , IF3B

B,t , IF4B
B,t

}
.

We denote θ
i j
a,r,waiting as the fraction of patient population of age a ∈ {40−49,50−59,60−69}

and gender r ∈ { f emale,male} who are not going through treatment and transit from health status

i to health status j, and θ
i j
a,r,ongoing as the fraction of patient population of age a and gender r who

are going through treatment and transit from health status i to health status j, i, j ∈ {H, F0-F4,

R1-R3, DC, HCC, LT , ALT , M}. The complete transition probability matrix is in Equation (B.1),

where Pa, f emale (IA,t , IB,t) and Pa,male (IA,t , IB,t) are 20× 20 sub-matrices of transition probabilities

for female and male, respectively, a ∈ {40− 49,50− 59,60− 69}. The transition probabilities are

summarized in Fig. B.1 and Tables B.1-B.3.

P(IA,t , IB,t) =

[
Pa, f emale (IA,t , IB,t) 0

0 Pa,male (IA,t , IB,t)

]
(B.1)
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Table B.1: List of transition probabilities from Group A to other groups

Transition probabilties from group-based health category i ∈SA to other state j ∈SHS

A1 = θ HH
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A12 = θ HF0

a,r,waitingIA,t A22 = θ HH
a,r,waitingIA,t

A2 = θ HF0
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A13 = θ F0F0

a,r,waitingIA,t A23 = θ F4DC
a,r,waiting

A3 = θ F0F0
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A14 = θ F0F1

a,r,waitingIA,t A24 = θ F4HCC
a,r,waiting

A4 = θ F0F1
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A15 = θ F1F1

a,r,waitingIA,t A25 = θ F4LT
a,r,waiting

A5 = θ F1F1
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A16 = θ F1F2

a,r,waitingIA,t A26 = θ HM
a,r,waiting

A6 = θ F1F2
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A17 = θ F2F2

a,r,waitingIA,t A27 = θ F0M
a,r,waiting

A7 = θ F2F2
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A18 = θ F2F3

a,r,waitingIA,t A28 = θ F1M
a,r,waiting

A8 = θ F2F3
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A19 = θ F3F3

a,r,waitingIA,t A29 = θ F2M
a,r,waiting

A9 = θ F3F3
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A20 = θ F3F4

a,r,waitingIA,t A30 = θ F3M
a,r,waiting

A10 = θ F3F4
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t) A21 = θ F4F4

a,r,waitingIA,t A31 = θ F4M
a,r,waiting

A11 = θ F4F4
a,r,waiting(1− IA,t)
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Table B.2: List of transition probabilities from Group B to other groups

Transition probabilties from group-based health category i ∈SB to other state j ∈SHS

B1 = θ F0F0
a,r,waiting(1− IF0B

B,t )+θ F0F0
a,r,ongoingIF0B

B,t

B2 = θ F0F1
a,r,waiting(1− IF0B

B,t )+θ F0F1
a,r,ongoingIF0B

B,t

B3 = θ F1F1
a,r,waiting(1− IF0B

B,t )+θ F1F1
a,r,ongoingIF0B

B,t

B4 = θ F1F2
a,r,waiting(1− IF1B

B,t )+θ F1F2
a,r,ongoingIF1B

B,t

B5 = θ F2F2
a,r,waiting(1− IF2B

B,t )+θ F2F2
a,r,ongoingIF2B

B,t

B6 = θ F2F3
a,r,waiting(1− IF2B

B,t )+θ F2F3
a,r,ongoingIF2B

B,t

B7 = θ F3F3
a,r,waiting(1− IF3B

B,t )+θ F3F3
a,r,ongoingIF3B

B,t

B8 = θ F3F4
a,r,waiting(1− IF3B

B,t )+θ F3F4
a,r,ongoingIF3B

B,t

B9 = θ F4F4
a,r,waiting(1− IF4B

B,t )+θ F4F4
a,r,ongoingIF4B

B,t

B10 = θ F0H
a,r,waiting(1− IF0B

B,t )

B11 = θ F0R1
a,r,ongoingIF0B

B,t

B12 = θ F1R1
a,r,ongoingIF1B

B,t

B13 = θ F2R2
a,r,ongoingIF2B

B,t

B14 = θ F3R2
a,r,ongoingIF3B

B,t

B15 = θ F4R3
a,r,ongoingIF4B

B,t

B16 = θ F4DC
a,r,waiting(1− IF4B

B,t )+θ F4DC
a,r,ongoingIF4B

B,t

B17 = θ F4HCC
a,r,waiting(1− IF4B

B,t )+θ F4HCC
a,r,ongoingIF4B

B,t

B18 = θ F4LT
a,r,waiting(1− IF4B

B,t )+θ F4LT
a,r,ongoingIF4B

B,t

B19 = θ F0M
a,r,waiting

B20 = θ F1M
a,r,waiting

B21 = θ F2M
a,r,waiting

B22 = θ F3M
a,r,waiting

B23 = θ F4M
a,r,waiting
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Table B.3: List of transition probabilities from Groups C and D to other groups

Transition probabilities from group-based health
state i ∈SC ∪SD to other state j ∈SHS

C1 = θ HF0
a,r,waiting D1 = θ DCDC

a,r,waiting

C2 = θ R1F0
a,r,waiting D2 = θ DCHCC

a,r,waiting

C3 = θ R2F2
a,r,waiting D3 = θ DCLT

a,r,waiting

C4 = θ R3F4
a,r,waiting D4 = θ HCCHCC

a,r,waiting

C5 = θ HH
a,r,waiting D5 = θ HCCLT

a,r,waiting

C6 = θ R1R1
a,r,waiting D6 = θ LTALT

a,r,waiting

C7 = θ R2R2
a,r,waiting D7 = θ ALTALT

a,r,waiting

C8 = θ R3R3
a,r,waiting D8 = θ DCM

a,r,waiting

C9 = θ HM
a,r,waiting D9 = θ HCCM

a,r,waiting

C10 = θ R1M
a,r,waiting D10 = θ LT M

a,r,waiting

C11 = θ R2M
a,r,waiting D11 = θ ALT M

a,r,waiting

C12 = θ R3M
a,r,waiting
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Appendix C

DETAILS ON INPUT DATA
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Table C.1: Model parameters values

Variable Base Case Reference

Annual discount rate 0.03 [96]
HCV Natural History (annual probability) [98, 101]
Proportion of patients with no fibrosis (F0) who do not progress 0.24
Spontaneous remission from no fibrosis (F0) health category 0.012
Fibrosis progression
Males

Age 40-49 y 0.05
Age 50-59 y 0.12
Age 60-69 y 0.2
Age ≥ 70 y 0.26

Females
Age 40-49 y 0.03
Age 50-59 y 0.06
Age 60-69 y 0.11
Age 70-79 y 0.14
Age ≥ 80 y 0.2

Cirrhosis to decompensated cirrhosis 0.04
Cirrhosis (both F4 and decompensated cirrhosis) to HCC 0.02
Liver transplant

Decompensated cirrhosis to liver transplant 0.05
HCC to liver transplant 0.15

Liver related mortality
Liver transplant 0.14
After liver transplant 0.5
Decompensated cirrhosis 0.26
HCC 0.72

Reinfection 0.0032
Mortality Rate Ratio [51]
Reduction factor on background mortality after successful 0.9
treatment
Mortality Hazard ratio, non-liver related 3.12
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Table C.1: Model parameters values (continued)

Variable Base Case Reference

Annual Quality of Life [96]
HCV mild fibrosis (F0, F1) 0.98
SVR after mild fibrosis (R1) 1.00
HCV moderate fibrosis (F2, F3) 0.85
SVR after moderate fibrosis (R2, R3) 0.93
Compensated cirrhosis (F4) 0.79
Decompensated cirrhosis, HCC 0.72
Liver transplant, post-liver transplant 0.83
Healthy 1.00
Dead 0
Screening and Treatment (USD$) [96]
Quarterly screening cost

HCV anti-body screening (ELISA) $20
Diagnosis (2 confirmatory ELISA, RIBA, and RNA test) $210
HCV genotyping $369
Liver biopsy $1,340
FibroTest $240

Treatment cost
F0-F3 $40,320
F4 $60,480

Treatment effectiveness
genotype 1&4 0.97
genotype 2 0.97
genotype 3 0.94

Genotype prevalence
genotype 1&4 0.69
genotype 2 0.12
genotype 3 0.19

All the values are converted into quarterly probabilities from original annual data when applying MF-RA.
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Table C.2: Cohort characteristics

Cohort Characteristics ([96])
Number of infected people 3,100,000
Fraction treatment eligible 100%
U.S. Population ([148])
Age Male Female
40-49 21,603,062 21,996,493
50-59 20,457,922 21,506,008
50-59 13,929,977 15,323,140
Proportion of HCV-infected Individuals in the U.S. Population ([31])
Age White MaleFe White Female Black Male Fe Black Female
40 2.79% 2.04% 0.21% 0.36%
45 6.24% 4.60% 0.74% 0.70%
50 9.92% 7.16% 1.66% 1.44%
55 14.28% 6.33% 2.59% 2.39%
60 12.78% 4.61% 2.90% 1.92%
65 5.02% 1.71% 1.90% 0.84%
Initial Fibrosis Stage Distribution ([45, 138, 92, 89])
White male
Age F0 4444444 F1 4444444 F2 4444444 F3 4444444 F4 4444444
40 33.0% 34.6% 17.8% 12.4% 2.2%
45 27.0% 33.4% 22.8% 12.8% 4.1%
50 20.5% 28.8% 27.1% 15.8% 7.8%
55 15.3% 21.6% 28.3% 20.3% 14.5%
60 12.4% 13.6% 24.2% 23.1% 26.7%
65 11.8% 6.9% 16.9% 21.5% 42.9%
White female
Age F0 F1 F2 F3 F4
40 33.0% 34.6% 17.8% 12.4% 2.2%
45 29.6% 34.9% 21.1% 11.7% 2.7%
50 25.1% 33.5% 24.9% 12.5% 4.0%
55 20.4% 30.1% 28.4% 15.0% 6.2%
60 16.2% 24.5% 29.5% 18.9% 10.8%
65 13.2% 18.2% 28.2% 22.4% 17.9%
Black male
Age F0 F1 F2 F3 F4
40 33.0% 34.6% 17.8% 12.4% 2.2%
45 27.0% 33.4% 22.8% 12.8% 4.1%
50 20.5% 28.8% 27.1% 15.8% 7.8%
55 15.4% 21.6% 28.3% 20.3% 14.5%
60 12.4% 13.6% 24.3% 23.1% 26.6%
65 11.8% 7% 16.9% 21.5% 42.8%
Black female
Age F0 F1 F2 F3 F4
40 33.0% 34.6% 17.8% 12.4% 2.2%
45 29.6% 34.9% 21.1% 11.7% 2.7%
50 25.1% 33.5% 24.9% 12.5% 4.0%
55 20/5% 30.1% 28.4% 14.9% 6.2%
60 16.2% 24.5% 29.5% 18.9% 10.8%
65 13.2% 18.2% 28.3% 22.4% 17.9%
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Appendix D

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND TABLES FOR EXPERIMENTS

Table D.1: Experiment 1: Incremented QALYs over time (MF-RA: multi-fidelity rollout algorithm)

1 billion/year 4 billion/year 8 billion/year
Time Incremental QALYs Time Incremental QALYs Time Incremental QALYs

40-49 birth-cohort
0.70 146,879 0.57 440,735 0.53 598,791
0.87 215,113 0.78 443,066 0.70 598,791

MF-RA 1.02 263,002 0.95 443,066 0.88 598,791
1.15 287,883 1.08 443,066 1.01 598,791
1.26 298,442 1.21 445,565 1.12 598,892

50-59 birth-cohort
0.52 215,585 0.64 476,211 0.60 892,971
0.66 216,605 0.78 622,134 0.75 906,453

MF-RA 0.78 229,603 0.91 649,668 0.87 906,453
0.89 258,120 1.05 650,555 0.97 907,062
0.97 281,596 1.17 651,112 1.06 907,062

60-69 birth-cohort
0.63 132,022 0.69 319,901 0.70 496,523
0.75 132,022 0.84 354,205 0.82 507,516

MF-RA 0.85 132,610 0.97 357,715 0.93 507,516
0.94 132,610 1.05 357,715 1.01 507,516
1.00 138,173 1.12 357,715 1.08 507,516

Table D.2: Experiment 3: Dollars (in billions) spent every two years (every decision period) for
50-59 birth-cohort

Years
Annual budget 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-20

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 0.014
8 16 16 16 16 16 6.56 0.035 0.026 0.019 0.015

Note 1: The total budgets that are used to control HCV over 20 years in the cases of $1, $4, and $8 billion/year are about
$20, $70, and $87 billion, respectively.
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Figure D.1: Experiment 3: HCV control over 20 years for 50-59 birth-cohort

Figure D.2: Experiment 3: HCV control over 10 years for 60-69 birth-cohort

Table D.3: Experiment 3: Dollars (in billions) spent every two years (every decision period) for
60-69 birth-cohort

Years
Annual budget 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

1 2 2 2 2 2
4 8 8 8 8 8
8 16 16 16 11.8 0.025

Note 1: The total budgets that are used to control HCV over 10 years in the cases of $1, $4, and $8 billion/year are about
$10, $40, and $60 billion, respectively.
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Appendix E

MARKOV STATIONARY STACKELBERG EQUILIBRIUM APPROXIMATION

To approximately solve the MINLP in (4.5)−(4.11), π (al|s) is discretized as in [66]. Let pk be

the kth probability value and let K = {1, . . . ,K} be the index set of discrete values. Define dal
s,k

as binary variables such that dal
s,k = 1 if and only if π (al|s) = pk, and 0 otherwise. Thus, π (al|s)

can be approximated by π (al|s) ≈ ∑k∈K pkdal
s,k, ∀s ∈S and ∀al ∈ AL. Constraints (4.6) and (4.7)

become ∑k∈K dal
s,k = 1, ∀s∈S ,al ∈AL, and ∑al∈AL ∑k∈K pkdal

s,k = 1, ∀s∈ S, respectively. Let xala f
s,k =

dal
s,k ∑s′∈S T a f

ss′
vL

(
s
′
)

and yala f
s,k = dal

s,k ∑s′∈S T a f

ss′
vF

(
s
′
)

for the leader and follower, respectively. The

leader’s and the follower’s expected costs, RF (s,a f ) and RL (s,a f ), are redefined as follows:

RL (s,a f ) = ∑
al∈AL

∑
k∈K

pk

(
rL (s,al,a f )dal

s,k + γLxala f
s,k

)
, (E.1)

and

RF (s,a f ) = ∑
al∈AL

∑
k∈K

pk

(
rF (s,al,a f )dal

s,k + γFyala f
s,k

)
. (E.2)

The mixed integer linear program (MILP) then becomes

min
φ ,vL,vF ,x,y,d

∑
s∈S

β (s)vL (s) (E.3)

s.t.
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dal
s,k ∈ {0,1} ≥ 0 ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,k ∈K (E.4)

∑
k∈K

dal
s,k = 1 ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL (E.5)

∑
al∈AL

∑
k∈K

pkdal
s,k = 1 ∀s ∈ S (E.6)

φ (a f |s) ∈ {0,1} ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (E.7)

∑
a f

φ (a f |s) = 1 ∀s ∈S (E.8)

0≤ RF (s,a f )− vF (s)≤ (1−φ (a f |s))Z ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (E.9)

RL (s,a f )− vL (s)≤ (1−φ (a f |s))Z ∀s ∈S ,a f ∈AF (E.10)

xala f
s,k ≥ ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vL

(
s
′
)
−Z(1−dal

s,k) ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,a f ∈AF ,k ∈K (E.11)

xala f
s,k ≤ ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vL

(
s
′
)
+Z(1−dal

s,k) ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,a f ∈AF ,k ∈K (E.12)

−Zdal
s,k ≤ xala f

s,k ≤ Zdal
s,k ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,a f ∈AF ,k ∈K (E.13)

yala f
s,k ≥ ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vF

(
s
′
)
−Z(1−dal

s,k) ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,a f ∈AF ,k ∈K (E.14)

yala f
s,k ≤ ∑

s′∈S

T a f

ss′
vF

(
s
′
)
+Z(1−dal

s,k) ∀s ∈S ,al ∈AL,a f ∈AF ,k ∈K (E.15)

−Zdal
s,k ≤ yala f

s,k ≤ Zdal
s,k ∀s ∈S ,al ∈ AL,a f ∈ AF ,k ∈K (E.16)

We refer the reader to [154] for stochastic Stackelberg games formulation and details of Stack-

elberg equilibria computation in stochastic games. We examine the effect of copayment policies on

the players in a SSG and determine an optimal design and behavior of insureds corresponding to a

Stackelberg equilibrium. The MILP was solved by IBM CPLEX Optimizer.
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Appendix F

PARAMETERS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF AGENT-BASED SIMULATION
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Table F.1: Model parameter values

Variable Base Case (Range)/Distribution Reference

Cost Medical cost Loss productivity [110]
No medical attendance ca

med,U ca
ind,U

All risk log normal (mean, std) Poisson (mean)
Age 0-4 (3,2) 145
Age 5-17 (3,2) 75
Age 18-49 (3,2) 75
Age 50-64 (3,2) 75
Age 65+ (3,2) 145

Treatment taking ca,r
med,T

Normal log normal (mean, std)
Age 0-4 (167, 307) 145
Age 5-17 (95, 258) 145
Age 18-49 (125, 438) 145
Age 50-64 (150, 766) 290
Age 65+ (242, 1544) 435

High risk log normal (mean, std)
Age 0-4 (574, 1266 ) 870
Age 5-17 (649, 1492) 580
Age 18-49 (725, 1717) 290
Age 50-64 (733, 1307) 580
Age 65+ (476, 1131) 1015

Hospitalization ca,r
med,H ca,r

ind,H

Normal log normal (mean, std) Poisson (mean)
Age 0-4 (10880, 36189) 1160
Age 5-17 (15014, 86804) 1305
Age 18-49 (19012, 44636) 1740
Age 50-64 (22304, 95727) 1885
Age 65+ (11451, 23128) 1885

High risk log normal (mean, std) Poisson (mean)
Age 0-4 (81596, 123626) 4495
Age 5-17 (41918, 50393) 3335
Age 18-49 (47722, 85644) 3045
Age 50-64 (41309, 74798) 3480
Age 65+ (16750, 32091) 2610
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Table F.1: Model parameter values (continued)

Variable Base Case (Range)/Distribution Reference

Death ca,r
med,D

Normal log normal (mean, std)
Age 0-17 (28818, 24483)
Age 18-49 (76336, 91654)
Age 50-64 (118575, 333879)
Age 65+ (41948, 96467)

High risk log normal (mean, std)
Age 0-17 (267954, 221130)
Age 18-49 (75890, 65267)
Age 50-64 (118842, 345973)
Age 65+ (33011, 61904)

Indirect vaccination cost 90% population has (5,20) uniform distribution assume
cind,V 10% population has 0 cost for voluntary vaccination assume
Probability [62]
pa

F |S intermediate parameter

pa
F |V intermediate parameter

Probability (hospitalization|infection) pa
H|F

All risk log normal (mean, std) [110]
Age 0-4 (0.0141, 0.0047)
Age 5-17 (0.0006, 0.0002)
Age 18-49 (0.0042, 0.0014)
Age 50-64 (0.0193, 0.0064)
Age 65+ (0.0421, 0.014)

Probability (death|infection) pa
D|F [110]

All risk log normal (mean, std)
Age 0-4 (0.00004, 0.00001)
Age 5-17 (0.00001, 0)
Age 18-49 (0.00009, 0.00003)
Age 50-64 (0.00134, 0.00045)
Age 65+ (0.0117, 0.0039)

Population N 563,441
Public cost weight N 200 (0−400)
All the probability values are converted into daily probabilities from original flu season data when running ABS.


